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IEA SIX SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
fl Survey were set out in a series of manuals:
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Stage 2 LEA/Ma Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
LEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERI1 Clearinghouse,
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E = Examination (student)
= Questionnaire (student)

T = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I 6 = II and IV
2 = II 7 = I, II and TV
3 = III 8 = I and IV
4 = IV S = IV Specialist
5 = 1 and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension

YID L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 = All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify eacn
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Section A

Data Bank Instrument Number 21SA

z
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"Now look at the front cover of booklet 1. Follow carefully while I

rend thc dIrections to you."

Read the directions to thc group, giving them time to mark the answers

to the aetice que.-tims when these are reached.

Directions:-

"This t...t contains questions dealing with different branches of Science.

Now t:y there three questions for practice. Fill in the space of your

chosen anrwr on the answer card in section L."

Then say:-

"Are there any question: :? You will have 30 minute:; for the test. Wor;:

as quickly as you can. Do not waste time if you cannot answer a question,

but leave it and co on to the next. Open your test booklet and begin."
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IEA/lAElSA
IEA/1B

This t,:;t contains questions d.mling with different branches of
Science. Some you will know about from your school work, some from
your general knowledge and others you will be able to answer by using
co=onsense. Others you may not he able to do. Do not waste time over
qt:estions you cannot do; leave the and go on to the next question. You
can come hack to questions you ha,:e missed later, if you 117ive time. You
mly an:;wo even if you are not quite sure, but do not guess blindly.

Each of the questions or unfinished statements in this test is
follower, by five suggested answers, lettered A,B,C,D, or E. You have
to dec,de which one answer you think best and then on your anewer card
make A solid pencil mark in the oval containing the correct answer letter.

Here is an example of how to fill in the answer on your answar card.
Remember that the examples given on this page are to be answered in the
section marked L on your answer card.

1. How long doe:: the earth take to travel once around the sun?

A. A day.
B. A week.
C. A month.
D. A year.
E. None of the above.

Since the earth travels round the sun in a year, the answer space D
should be marked. This has been done on the answer card fo question 1
in the example section L.

Now try these three questions for praotioe. Fill in the space of your
chosen answer on the answer card in section L.

2. Water would be turned into ice by

A. heating it.
B. stirring it quickly.
C. putting salt in it.
D. pouring it into a shallow dish.
E. cooling it.

3. Which day of the year in the southern hemisphere has the longest
period of cbylight?

A. 21st January.
B. :'lat March.
C. 2.nd December.
D. .'3rd September.
E. 2 nd June.

Sometimes you may be asked to pick out the one wrong answer or the
one that doe.: not fit in with the others.

it)

hich of th. `'flowing d ^mss !:OT belong to th, 2.17r) croup as tht, otters?

A. Eagle.
B. Lion.
C. Mouse.
D. Elphant.
E. Deer.

4
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
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1. The sun is the only body in our solar system that gives off
large amounts of light and heat. We see the moon because it is

A. reflecting light from the sun.
B. without an atmosphere.
C. a star.
D. the biggest object in the solar system.
E. nearer the earth than the irt.n.

2. Imagine yourself leaving a rocket ship on the surface of the moon.
You would

A. be overcome with molten lava.
B. weigh less.
C. be poisoned by the atmosphere.
D. shoot off into space.
E. burn to dea .h with the heat of the sun.

Questions 3 - 6 refer to the following chart which shows side reeding, cede
"at different times on three days.

6.0 a.m. 9.0 a.m. 12.0 Noon 3.0 p.m.

mw.....,

6.0 p.m.

Monday 15° C 17
o

C 20
o

C 21
o

C 19° C

Tuesday 15
o c 15

o
C 15

o
C 10

o
C 9

o
C

Wednesday
8o o

10 C 14
o
C 14

0
C 13

o
C

3. To obtain these readings it was necessary to have a

A. ruler and a thermometer.
B. barometer and a clock.
C. ruler and a clock.
D. thermometer and a barometer.
E. thermometer and a clock.

4. When was the highest temperature recorded?

A. Noon on Monday.
B. 3.0 p.m. on Monday.
C. Noon on Tuesday.
D. Noon on Wednesday.
E. 6.0 p.m. on Wednesday.
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5. Which of the following instruments gives the temperature at
6.0 a.m. on Wednesday?

so 6C

C

st

6C 4o 6C

x

lo 6C

2o 6C

6C a *c

'C 'C

A

6. On one day a cool wind began to blow. When do you think this
happened?

A. Monday morning.
B. Monday afternoon.
C. Tuesday morning.
D. Tuesday afternoon.
E. Wednesday afternoon.
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7. Which of the following statements is true about seeds?

A. All plants produce seeds.
B. All fruits contain a large number of seeds.
C. All seeds are good to eat.
D. Every seed contains a young plant, stored food and

a seed coat.
E. The food stored in seeds is elver. in the ootyledon.

8. Tom wanted to learn which of three types of soil olay, sand
or loam - would be best for growing beans. No found this* flower
pots, put a different type of soil in *soh pot, and planted
the same number of beans in each, as shown in the drawing.
He plaoed them side by side on the window sill and gave each
pot the same amount of water.

LOAM SAND

Why was Tom's experiment NOT a good one for his purpose

A. The plants in one pot got more sunlight than the plants
in the other pots.

B. The amount of soil in each pot was not the same.
C. One pot should have been placed in the dark.
D. Tom should have used different amounts of water.
E. It would get too hot on the window sill.
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9. John put some seeds on moist cotton wool in a dish. Jane put some
seeds of the some kind into a glass full of water by the SW of his.
After two days John's seeds sprouted but nothing seemed to happen
to Jane's. Which of the following is the most probable explanation?

A. Jane' s seeds had been kept dry for too long.
B. Jane did not allow her needs enough air.
C. Jane did not put the glass in a warm enough place.
D. Jane should have used a different kind of seed.
E. Jane did not use any cotton wool.

10. John's pet rabbit was injured by a car and became lame. Some months
after the accident she produced a litter. Which of the following
describes what the babies would probably be like?

A. All of them would be lame btu:audio the mother was.
B. Most of them would be lame but riot all of them because the

father was not lame.
C. Most of them would not be lame because the father was not lams.
D. None of them would be lame bowl:Lee the mother's lameness was

due to an accident.
E. Only one of them would be lame beoause the mother was lame.

11. A certain wild bird has webbed feet. In lo -1.ch of the following
places would you be most likely to find it?

A. A forest.
B. A meadow.
C. A cornfield.
D. A desert.
E. A lake.

12. Paint applied to sn iron surfsoe prevents the iron from rusting by

A. preventing nitrogen from coming in contact with the iron.
B. reacting chemically with the iron.
C. preventing oxygen and moisture from coming in contact

with the iron.
D. preventing carbon dioxide from coming in contact with the

iron.
E. making the surface of the iron smoother.

13. Which one of the following is often used for making the metal
containers in which food is preserved and sold?

A. Tin with a thin coating of steel.
B. Steel.
C. Nickel.
D. Copper.
E. Steel with a thin coating on it.

Lic
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14. Mary ana Jane each bought the same kind of rubber ball. Mary
said, "My ball bounces better than yours." Jane replied, "I'd
like to see you prove that." What should Mary do?

lA

A. Drop both balls from the same height and notice which
bounces higher.

B. Throw both balls against a wall and see how far each
ball bounces off the wall.

C. Drop the two balls from different heights and netioe which
bounces higher.

D. Throw the balls down against the floor and see how
high they bounce.

E. Peel the balls by hand to find which is the harder.

15. In order to open a can of tomato juice Betty punched iya holes.
Why do you think she did this? To

A. let the juice pour out of the can more slowly.
B. let the air go into one hole while the juice poured

out of the other.
C. let the air get into the can before the juice was poured.
D. let the juice pour out of the can more quietly.
E. watch how the juice was pouring out.

16. Betty wanted to seesaw with her little brother, George. Which
picture shows the best way for Betty, who weighed 100 pounds, to
balance George, who weighed 50 pounds?

A. Pirure K
B. Pir.ture
C. Picture P1

D. Pictu-e N
E. None of these
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17. Tony was using his hand pump to put more air in the tyre. After
a while he found that it became harder to use the pump. This was
because the

A. air in the tyre pushed against the pump.
B. air started to leak out of the pump.
C. pump got too hot to hold.
D. pump got too sticky to push.
E. tyre is bigger than the pump.

18. Wien water is boiling it

A. changes colour.
B. becomes heavier.
C. changes to steam.
D. gets hotter.
E. stops bubbling.

19. The picture shove Masao and his friends playing with a thread-
telephone. Barak() is speaking. Masao and Akira are trying to
listen. Which of them can hear her speak?

A. Both of them can hear equally clearly.
B. Neither of them can hear.
C. Akira alone can hear clearly.
D. Masao alone can hear clearly.
E. Both of them hear equally faintly.

20. Harry wondered if sound is able to travel through water. To
find out by an experiment which of the following should
he do?

A. Hit two stones together in a jet of water.
B. Hit two stones together above the water of a lake or swimming

pool and listen to the sound.
C. Put his ear next to the water of a lake or swimming pool

end hit two stones together above the water.
L. nim ett.i tne water of e lake or swimming pool and

hit two stones together in the water.
E. Drop a stone into the water ana listen for the splash.

END OF SECTION A

DO r JOT Ti;; J 7)VEP UNTIL YciU BARE TOLD TO DO SO
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The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the LEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 TEA/H2 Manual for Nat',onil Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordirators
IEA /M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
LEA /M2 /Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary teat instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the tert have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrumeit from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Tyne of Instrument

E Is Examination (student)
Q = Questionnaire (student)
T Teacher questionnaire
S in School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 la I 6 lc II and IV
2= 11 7 m I, 11 and IV
3 cg III e = I and IV
4 = IV S = IV Specialist
5 mg I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subita

S ca Science

R ma Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
M le Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a For.Ign Language
C Civi- Education
2 at All Stage 2 Subjects
3 All Stage 3 Subjects
5 m All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within TIDe

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name L:cifixt: T:A Oection b

Data Bank Instrument Number :314'3

4
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1. Let us imagine you are taking a trip to the moon in a rocket
ship. As the rocket ship approaches close to the moon, you
would be travelling through

A. air.
B. clouds.
C. gas.
D. space without air.
E. time.

2. About how long would it take a rocket ship to reach the moon?

A. Two hours.
B. Several hours.
C. A few days.
D. A light-year.
E. Several yearc.

3. At different times during a sunny day a tree was seen
to have oast a shadow of different length as shown in the
diagrams below. Which diagram shows the shadow at mid -day
(12.00 hour)?

C

4. The reason that milk kept in a refrigerator does not go sour
is that the cold

A. changes the water of the milk into ice.
B. separates the cream.
C. slows down the action of bacteria.
D. keeps flies away.
E. causes a skin to form on the surface.

5. Which one of the following plants is NOT grown for food?

A. Wheat.
B. Rice.
C. Potato.
D. Sugar cane.
E. Cotton. 1;3
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a. John brought the skull o.f a dead animal to school. His teacher
said she did not know what the animal was but she was sure that

it was one that preyed on other animals for its food. Which clue,

do you think, led her to this conclusion?

A. The eye sockets faced sideways.
B. The skull was much longer ttri it was wide.

C. There was a projecting ridge along the top of the

skull.
D. Pour of the teeth were long and pointed.
E. The jaws could work sideways as well as up and down.

7. While Joe was sitting under a tree, he watched a bird getting
insects from betwAAn the cracks of the bark. Which drawing show.
the kind of beak this bird had?

13. If, immediately before and after a 50 metre race, your pulse

and breathing rates were taken, you would expect to find

A. no change in puloe but decrease in breathing rate.
B. an increase in pulse but no change in breathing rate.
C. an increase in pulse and breathing rate.
D. a decrease in pulse and breathing rate.
E. no change in either.
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y. Flowers cannot usually produce seeds unless

A. they are visited by insects.
B. they appear in the summer.
C. they are on plants growing in good soil.
D. they produce nectar.
E. suitable pollen is placed on their stigmas.

O. Some seeds germinate best in the dark, others in the light,
wnile others germinate equally well in the dark or the light.
If you wanted to find out by means of an experiment to which
group a certain kind of seed belonged, you would sow some ox
the seeds on damp blotting paper and

A. keep them in a warm place in the dark.
B. keep one batch in the light and another in the dark.
C. keep them in a warm place in the light.
D. sow some on dry blotting paper and keep them in the

light.
E. sow some on dry blotting paper and keep them in the

dark.

11. Which one of the following animals does not usually live in
the kind of place shown?

A. Zebras on grassy plains.
B. Seals on rocky sea shores.
C. Beavers on river banks.
D. Monkeys in forests.
E. Moles in rocky places.

12. John gave some reasons zhy kettles and kitchen pans are often
made of copper. Which of his reasons was wrong?

A. Copper is a bad conductor of heat.
B. Copper is a tough metal.
C. Copper can be polished to give a pleasing finish.
D. Copper is easy to shape.
E. Copper does not dissolve in hot water.

13. What gas in the air in essential for us to breathe in order
to live?

A. Nitrogen
B. Oxygen.
C. Carbon dioxide.
D. Hydrogen.
E. Water vapour.
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14. When Tom threw his rubber ball into the air, it came back to the
ground because

A. the air pushed it back.
B. rubber always bounces back.
C. the earth pulled it back.
D. the air is very light.
E. the earth is a large magnet.

15. Ann was playing with a bubble pipe. When the bubble was the size
of the one in the picture, she took the pipe out of her mouth.
What do you think happened to the bubble after that?

A. It got larger for a time and then stayed at this size.
B. It got smaller for a time and then stayed at this size.
C. It got smaller and smaller and disappeared into the pipe.
D. It stayed on the pipe without getting larger or smaller.
E. It became larger and larger until it burst.

lb. Some children had made a space-ship from wooden boxes. Today
they are making plans for their first trip to the moon. Judy
says, "Scientists tell us tnat the moon nas no atmosphere."
Jack asks, "How can we keep in toucn with each other?"
Which one of tne children's ideas is best?

A. Judy says, "Let's take a garden hose to use as a
speaking tube."

B. Phil says. "Let's find out from Mr. Jones wnere ne
got nis nearing aid. We could take some of those."

C. Joe says, "Let's make sure we take enough walkie-
talkies with plenty 0f tresn batteries."

D. Betty says, "Let's bring along some large megaphones
like tne cheerleaders use."

E. Jonn says, "Our voices would carry De`,..ter on tne moon
and there would be no problem."
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11. Betty was trying to take the metal screw-top oil' a jar ot jam
out it wouldn't turn. What should Betty do in order to open tne
jar with the least risk of breaking it?

A. Force the cap off with a screw driver.
B. Run hot water on the glass part ot the jar.
C. Run cold water on the cap.
D. Hammer the cap oil..
E. Run hot water on the cap.

1o. As part of an investigation a cupful of water and a similar
cupful of petrol were placed on a window sill on a hot sunny
day. A few hours later it was observed that both the cups had
iess liquid in them and that there was less petrol left than
water. The experiment showed that

A. all liquids evaporate.
B. petrol gets hotter than water.
C. some liquids evaporate faster than others.
D. liquids will only evaporate in sunshine.
E. water gets hotter than petrol.

19. Some boys made a set of chimes by cutting four pieces of pipe
of different lengths from a long metal pipe and hanging them
as shown in the picture below. Which of the pipes gave the
lowest note when they struck it with a hammer?

A. Pipe (x
B. Pipe Y
C. A.1. gave tne same note.
D. You cannot tell dithout trying.
E. It depends on where you hit it.
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20. A flashlight holds two cells. In order to make it work, in
which of tne following ways must we place the cells?

A. As in K
B. As in L
C. As in M 1

D. Either as in L or M
E. None of these would do.

K

END OF SECTION B

DO NOT TURN OVER UNTiL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO
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The basic procedures to be ''ollowed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IEA/N2 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/Mi/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IZA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E = Examination (student)
= Questionnaire (student)

T = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I 6 = II and IV
2 = II 7 = I, II and IV
3 = III 8 = I and IV
4 = IV S = IV Specialist
5 = I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject.

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F = Frencn as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 = All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used wren necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Science Te.;t Section A

Data Bank Instrument Number E2SA
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"Now look at the front cover of Booklet 4. Follow carefully while

I read the directions to you."

Read the directions to the group, giving them time to mark the answers

to the practice queL,tions when these are reached.

Directions:-

"Thin test contains questions dealing with different branches of Science.

Now try these three questions for practice. Fill in the space of dour

cho:;en answer on the answer card in Section L."

Then say:-

"You will have Go minutes for this test. Work as quickly as you can.

Do not waste time if you cannot answer a question, but leave it and

go on to the next. Are there any questions?"

20
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IEA /4B

This tout contains questions dealing with different branches of
Science. Some you will know about from your school work, some from
your general knowledge and others you will be able to answer by using
commonsense. Others you may not be able to do. Do not waste time over
qu.stiono you cannot do; leave them and go on to the next question. You
can co:::e back to questions you have missed later, if you have time. You
may answer even if you are not quite sure, but do not guess blindly.

Each of the questions or unfinished statements in thin test is
followed by five suggested answers, lettered A,B,C,D, and E. You have
to decide which one answer you think best and then on your answer card
make a solid pencil mark in the oval containing the correct answer letter.

Here is an example of how to fill in the answer on your answer card.
Remember that the examples given on this page are to be answered in the
section marked L on your answer card.

1. How long does the earth take to travel once around the sun?

A. A day.
B. A week.
C. A month.
D. A year.
E. None of the above.

Since the earth travels round the sun in a year, the answer apace D
should be marked. This has been done on the answer card for the question 1
in the example section L.

Now try these three questions for praotioe. Fill in the space of
your chosen answer on the answer card in section L.

2. Water would be turned into ice by

A. heating it.
B. stirring it quickly.
C. putting salt in it.
D. pouring it into a shallow dish.
E. cooling it.

3. Which day of the year in the southern hemisphere has the longest
period of daylight?

A. 21st January.
B. 21st March.
C. 22nd December.
D. 23rd September.
E. 22nd June.

ometimes you may be asked to pick out the one wrong answer or the
one th-it does not fit in with the others.

4. Which of the following does NOT belong to the same group as the others?

A. Eagle.
B. Lion.
C. Mouse.
D. Elephant.
E. Deer.

DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
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About how long would it take a rocket

A. Two hours.
B. Several hours.
C. A few days.
D. A light-year.
E. Several years.

lEA/4 A
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ship to reach the moon?

2. Which of the following statements is true about seeds?

A. All plants produce seeds.
B. All fruits contain a large number of seeds.
C. All seeds are good to eat.
D. Every seed contains a young plant,atored food and a

seed coat.
E. The food stored in seeds is always in the cotyledon.

3. Which of these substances is found in every living cell?

A. Protein.Protein.
B. Chlorophyll.
C. Cellulose.
D. Starch.
E. Haemoglobin.

4. While Joe was sitting under a tree, he watched a bird getting
inseots from between the cracks of the bark. Which drawing shows
the kind of beak this bird had?

A
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5. One of the following lists of mai'. invertebrate animals contains
only insects. Which one is it?

A. Houseflies, Spiders, Mosquitoes, Woodlice.
B. Millipedes, Butterflies, Houseflies, Mosquitoes.
C. Butterflies, Ants, Cockroaches, Houseflies.
D. Cockroaches, Butterflies, Spiders, Mosquitoes.
E. Ants, Moths, Beetles, Centipedes.

6. Which of the following organs is NOT situated in the abdomen?

A. Liver.
B. Kidney.
C. Stomach.
D. Bladder.
E. Heart.

7. The sexv.ing of reheated meat in restaurants is often discouraged aril nue-
time prohibitei bylaw. Which of the following is the ma in reason for this?

A. Most people do not like it.
B. Valuable mineral salts are lost on reheating.
C. It is uneconomic to heat food twice.
D. Bacteria will multiply quickly on the warmed up meat.

E. Reheating causes a reduction in protein content.

8. Tissue from a cow is shown on analysis to contain protein, a
small amount of fat, some iron, and large quantities of
vitamins A and D. Which part of the body did it come from?

A. Muscles.
B. Kidney.
C. Liver.
D. Heart.
E. Brain.

9. Which of the following experimental procedures would serve best to
determine the effectiveness of inoculating children against
measles?

A. Take 50 children who have never had measles and expose
them to the disease and then inoculate all of them.

B. Inoculate 25 of 50 children who have never: had measles
and then expose all 50 of them to the disease.

C. Inoculate 50 children who have not had measles and then
expose all of them to the disease.

D. Take a random sample of 50 children, inoculate 25 of them

and then expose all 50 of them to the disease.
Take a random 3.%mple of 50 children, inoculate all of them

and tier expose 25 of them to the disease.

Za
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10. Why is it that your body temperature does not fall even though
you lose heat continually?

11.

A. The blood distributes heat round the body.
B. Respiration results in the liberation of hest.
C. Beat ie constantly being absorbed from the sun.
D. Rot meals are eaten regularly.
E. Warm clothes are good insulators.

John put some seeds on moist cotton wool in a dish.
Jane put some seeds of the same kind into a glass
full of water by the side of his. After twe
days John's seeds sprouted but nothing seemed to happen to
Jane's. Which of the following is the most probable explanation?

A. Janell seeds had been kept dry for too long.
B. Jane did not allow her seeds enough air.
C. Jane did not put the glass in a warm enough place.
D. Jane should have used a different kind of seed.
E. Jane did not use any cotton wool.

4 A

12. When alcohol is burned in air, water is formed. Another product of
the combustion is a gas which turns lime water cloudy. Consider the
following three statements with regard to these two facts

Statements.
I. Carbon is a constituent element of alcohol..
II. Hydrogen is a constituent element of alcohol.
III. Oxygen is a constituent element of aloohol.

Which statement or combination of these statements can be
deduced from the twe facts given?

A. I and II.
B. I, II and III.
C. I and III.
D. II and III.
E. I only.

13. When 2 g of zinc and 1 g of sulphur are heated together, practically

no zinc or sulphur remains after the compound zinc sulphide is formed
What happens if 2 g zinc are heated with 2 g of sulphur?

A. Zino sulphide containing approximately twice as much sulphur
is formed.

B. Approximately 1 g of sulphur will be left over.
C. Approximately 1 g of zino will be left over.
D. Approximately 1 g of each will be left over.
E. No reaction will occur.
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14. Heating a mixture of powdered iron and sulphur will result in
the formation of

A, a single element.
B. two other elements.
C. a :solution.
D. an alloy.
E. a compound.

15. clear Lolution of substance X is added to a clear
solutio:. of substance Y. :;11 colour chanL7e is observed.
Which of the followinm would provide evidence that in spite

uo c:::...nt;c in colour a chemical reaction had taken place-

A. 1.roduct is soluble in water.
B. The nolutions of X and Y can be mixes', in all

-roportions ant: still ,ive the name result.
There in a rise of teriperature when the two
nolutiono are mixed.
The final liquid is shown to be neutral by using
an indicator.

". The experiment gives the same result when different
concentrations of the two solutions are used.

16. Which of the following is the correct arrangement of apparatus for
preparing a gas produced by the action of a liquid on a solid?

B
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17. .hick :,. the f 1.owlri :! methods would you employ in order
to ohtnin copper from copper oxide'' You ma:' find that
your kio,w1e4,-e of the activit: series will heir you.

A. Beat oopper oxide with silver.
B. Pass hydrogen through copper oxide suspended in

cold water.
C. Pa.ls hydrogen over hot copper oxide.
D. Heat copper oxide with dilute hydrochloric acid.
E. Pass steam over hot copper oxide.

18. We can explain chemical changes in terms of the gain or lose or
sharing of

A. electrons furthest from the nucleus of the atom.
B. electrons closest to the nucleus of the atom,
C. electrons from the nucleus of the atom.
D. protons from the nucleus of the atom.
E. neutrons from the nucleus of the atom.

Items 19 and 20 refer to the following table.

Substance Electrical Melting
Conductivity Point

P Good when solid 97°C
or liquid

R

S

Nonconductor

Nonconductor

Boiling Effect of Heating
Point in Air

8890C
Burns to form a single
oxide which forms an al
kaline solution in water.

113 °C 444°C Bums to form a single
oxide which forme an
acidic solution in water.

80°C Burns to form carbon
dioxide and water.

1413°C Melts; no new substance
formed.

5 °C

Nonconductor 800°C
when solid,
good conductor
when molten

19. Which substance could be a metallic element?

A. Substance P.
B. Substance Q.
C. Substance R.
D. Substance S.
E. None of these.

20. Which substance would not change in weight when heated in air?

A. Substance P.
B. Substance Q.
C. Substance R.
D. Substance S.
E. None of these.

26
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21. Mary and Jane each bought the same kind of rubber ball. Mary
said, "My ball bounces better than yours." Jane replied, "I'd
like to see you prove that." What should Mary do?

A. Drop both balls from the same height and notioe which
bounoes higher.

B. Throw both balls against a wall and see how far each
ball bounce') off the wall.

C. Drop the two balls from different heights and notice which
bounces higher.

D. Throw the balls down against the floor and see how
high they bounce.

E. Peel the balls by hand to find which is the harder.

22. The measuring cylinder contains a certain volume of water. The
enlarged figure shows a view of the surface of the water as
seen from the side. What is the volume of the water ?

A. 50 cm3

B. 49 cm3

C. 48 cm 3

D. 47 cm 3

E. 46 cm 3

MM.
MEM.
1111111.

MED

0.4
enlarged figura

23. It is said that, dressed in the same way, a man would be able
to jump higher on the Moon than on the Earth. Which of the
following is the best explanation of this?

A. His mass is less when he is on the Moon.
B. The force of itravity is less on the Moon than

on the Earth.
C. His distance from the Earth is greater when he

is on the Moon.
71. There is no air on the 7'oon to offer resistance.
'I newton's :,aws of Lotion do not apply on the Moon.
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24. What happens to the balloon when the air in the bottle is
extracted by a vacuum pump"

Vacuum
rump

A. It increases in volume.
B. It does not change in volume.
C. It decreases in volume.
D. It decreases in volume at first

but then increases.
E. It is sucked into its tube.

Rubber
Stopper

25. The diagrams show rings being pulled by different forces
in the same plane. Which ring is in equilibrium under the
action of the ;liven forces.:

5N

5N

3N

5N

B
3N

3N

Balloon

2N

Vw3N 3N

26)

5N

3N

4.i
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26. Usingothe apparatus, ebewn in the figure below, 100g of water
at 20 C was poured into the outer container P and its temperature
read at intgrvalt from theomometer 2. At the same time 100g of
water at 80 C wits poured into the inner container Q and its
temperature read at intervals from thermometer 1. Which of the
following graphs best repzesente the chances in the temperatures
of the water in the two containers.

A

a

8

to

pw

10

C

1)

el able

L

Yor
WATER

C.114,

\NA rt. R

TAgmo 1:11 R

[tit l Mt,Nit r,

114r F., M. f E K

1.
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Under which of the following conditions does water evaporate fastest?

A. On a hot and dry day.
B. On a hot and moist day.
C. :On* cold and dry day.
D. On a ,old and allot day.
E. On a calm and moist day.

28. The crews of two chips at sea can communicate with each other
by shouting through loudhailers. It is impossible for the
crews of spaceships a similar distance apart in space to do
this because

A. the temperature is too law.
B. the sound is reflected.
C. the pressure is too high inside the space. ship.
D. the sound barrier has been broken
E. there is no air.

29. Jane was trying to find out whioh things she could pink up
with a magnet. With which one of the following would she

NOT suoceed?

A. A magnetic compass needle.
B. A steel screw.
C. An iron nail.
D. A sewing needle.
E. A brass paper fastener.

30. The following diagram shows a lighting circuit in a oar.

CM BM-retry

Fuse F would most probably be made of

A. thin wire with low melting point.
B. think wire with low melting point.
C. thick wire with high melting point.
D. thin wire with high melting point.
E. the same wire as the connecting leads.

30
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Questions 31 and refer to the following diagram which shows
an arrangement of apparatus which can be used to show that an
animal gives out carbon dioxide in respiration.

,51
an11111,

tz,

4

Mgt Tb

Pu MP

1 contains a substance which removes carbon dioxide from air,
2 and 4 both contain a liquid which changes in appearance when
carbon dioxide passes through it.

31. Of the following kinds of containers for the animal which
one would give the quickest result?

A. A small container.
B. A large container.
C. A container in bright light.
D. A container covered with a dark cloth.
E. A container in which the air is kept moist

by means of wet cotton wool.

32. If air leaked into chamber 3, which one of the following effects
wolad be seen"

A. The liquid in 4 would change mor' rapidly.
R. The rate of bubbling in 2 would slow down or stop.
C. The rate of bubbling in 4 would slow down or stop.
*). Liquid would pass from 4 Into 3.

The liquid in 2 wool' chamve more rapidly.
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53. A scars :: sa%.ple oC a mixture of liquids with different
roints iv to be separated into its components by distillation.
"'hick of the followin7 sets of acparatus is most suitable for
carr!inr- this out and for deteminin7; the temperature at which
each of the components of the mixture boiled'

M tr.T 4.1 ItE

C.

NEAT

mixTuRE

HEAT

DISTiLLATE

HEAT

111Eat4omETER

rue 010 KaTs

DIST' U.ATE

HEAT

4- ILE ;/WATER Mom.; a

MEt.-TILLATE

4'
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34. ,f the : Av:h- ;Iece:! ,f -1a:1,;twIre io

csn'enein.

35.

A

1*.- Thermometer

Oil

Heat

Solid

E2SA

In or.er to decide whether a substance is pure the apparatus
illustrated above is used to find its meltin- point. The
meltin7 point of the pure substance is known. Which one of
the following in the most important in choosinr the oil to use?

The oil should be colourless.
The nil should boil at the same temperature as the

TrAnt ,Jf the Ture :iCil id.
;.-r.e oil should boil at least ten decrees
hirher than the melting point of the solid.
The oil should boil at a temperature at
least teh deo:rees lower than the meltinf,,
point of the solid.
The oil should have a high density.
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36. It is unwise to condgnse the vapour of a liquid with a
boiling point of 240 C in a glass watercooled condenser because

A. the vapour might react with the water,
P. the vapour will not be condensed,
C. the condenser will probably crack,
D. the water will boil,
E. solid will form and block the condenser.
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,)1. d.Herent have to be tested to find

0;:t )r not tne: will eicn cond.Ict electricity and,
if so, wnat ;rol-.1ctc are liberated.

of ar..t11--it wo;;L

!.oin+s

lieces
when connected between

(All the bea'r-ers and tubes are made of ,-lass, the electrodes
of carb.o:., and solution:: are shown shaded.)

!'illiammeter
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38. 0ne end of a well-insulated copper bar is heated and the other
kept cold, as shown in the figure. The temperature at different
points on the bar can be read by thermometers dipping into small
holes at 7, 1 and S. The distances between P and Q is 1.0 cm.
ani the drawir17 is to scale.

STIAM

ttiOMITSIU

,
P a

C.41.1)

WATIR

r""y //7////////. /7Z4
(Heat

Insulating
Material)

Cattail BAR

1.Aaane4

The temperature falls uniformly along the bar, and it is required
to find the temperature gradient, or fall in temperature for unit
length.

The two thermometers to be read for this purpose should be those
placed at

A. F and Q
B. P and R
C. PandS
D. Q and S
E. Rands

39. A spirit level is placed on the top of a table and viewed from
above when it appears as shown in the diagram. Which of the
points P,Q,R and S should be raised as a first step towards
making the table level?

A. P

B. Q

C. R
D. S

E. Any one of the above
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40. A meter has a pointer r which moves over a strip mirror iv,
and a scale When photographed at an angle, the meter
arrears as shc+wn, where R is the reflection of the pointer
in the mirr,r.

hat t. thf: cnrrPet meter reading

A. Between 6 and 7 units.
B. 7 units.
C. Between 7 and 8 unite.
D. 8 unite.
E. Between 8 oral 9 units.

END OF SECTION A

DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO
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The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the SEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA/Ma Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

Ald t f9 411 A i t i .I DM At.()A nu.%Atmovnt owS,otv1 npl/I A t in%

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
YEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Da' Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number: assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each

such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E Examination (student)
Q Questionnaire (student)
T Teacher questionnaire
S School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 I 6 = II and IV
2 = II 7 = I, II and IV
3 III e = t ana IV
4 IV S IV Specialist

5 I and II N NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: SubJect

S m Science
R Reading Comprehension
L Literature
M Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E English as a Foreign Language
F French as a Foreign Language
C Civic Education
2 All Stage 2 Subjects
3 All Stage 3 Subjects
5 All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Withir. Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each

instrument when there is more the,: one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name,ullaaallauL
Dnta Bank Instrument Number *42Sii
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See instrument number X2SA for instructions given at tne beginning

of the booklet in which instrument E2SB was contained.

ILA/M3

Pop II, p. 5

"We are now ready to begin section 13. The answers to questions in

thin nection are to be marked in part B on the answer card. Find part

B on your answer card."

Indicate Section B on the answer card. Then say:

"You will have 60 minutes for Section B of the test. Remember, do not waste

tine if you cannot answer a question, but leave it and go on to the

next. Are there any questions?"

p.
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1. The sun is the only body in our solar system that gives off
large amounts of light and heat. We see the moon because it is

A. reflecting light from the sun.
B. ,./ithmut an atmosphere.
C. a star.
D. the biggest object in the solar system.
E. nearer the earth than the sun.

2. In an experiment green leaves were put in a jar and the apparatus
was kept in the dark. Lime water was turned cloudy by the gas
that formed in the jar. Which of the following gives the best
explanation of this result?

A. 0
2
was produced by photosynthesis.

B. 0
2
was produced by respiration.

C. CO
2
was produced by respiration.

D. 0
2
was used up in respiration.

E. CO
2
was produced by photosynthesis.

3. John brought the skull of an animal to school. His teacher
said she did not know what the animal was but she was sure that
it was one that preyed on other animals for its food. Which
clue, do you think. led her to this conclusion?

A- The eye sockets faced eiaewuys.
B. The skull was much longer than it was wide.
C. There was a projecting ridge along the top of the skull.
D. Pour of the teeth were long and pointed.
E. The jaws could work sideways as well as up and down.
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4. wnnte! t, le-trn which three types of soil clay, sand
.r,1:1; be best for r.,rowin- beans. He found three

:lower.snt:,, ,iifferent t. e soil in each not and
in eIch, as shown in the

-1-tce: them !.3tie ny ;:i:e on the window sill and

e.lch 7-17C' UM'Atn.: 0

LOAM

4k,

1

\

7-
I , 4.:r7,
r

SAND

""17 Tom's experiment a c.00.: one for his pnrbose7

The :'lants 1.,; one put g:)t more sunlight than the
plants in the other 70ts.

D. The amount of soil in each .t was not the same.

o. One of shou:d have been r'laced in the dark.

D. To sh*Dilld have use':'. different amounts of water.
The irlants r-et tdo h t on the window sill.

5* The cirawin;7, represent: a plant cell. In which of the four
J.1.6ht citiorolaasts be found

K

.. In both ancl



6. The energy for photosynthesis is

A. ohlorolhyll.
B. chloroplasts.
C. sunlight.
D. carbohydrates.
E. carbon dioxide.

generally obtained from
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7. The diagram below shows an example of interdependence among
aquatic organisms. During the day the organisms either use
up or give off 0 or e as shown by the arrows. Choose
the right answer for q) and 0 from the alternatives given.

ROoTED WATER
PLANT

A. a is oxygen and b is carbon dioxide.
B. a is oxygen and b is carbohydrate.
C. a is nitrogen and b is carbon dioxide.
D. a is carbon dioxido and b is oxygen.
E. a is carbon dioxide and b is carbohydrate.

8. What does an active muscleethst is, a muscle which is doing
work, give up to the blood?

A. Carbon dioxide.
B. Oxygen.
C. Nitrogen.
D. Vitamin B.
E. Glucose,

J. The An'?es are hi -h Tountains in :outh America and their
inhabitants iive a..d wart. at hi,;h altitudes. These i;eople

have al'alst twice as many red corpuscles ih their blood as

do the r .eple livin: in the valle:;s. Which one of the fol.-

'.ne best exilanati3n o. this?

.i In the ^,h es there is less air pressure actin- on the inhab-

itants' tl- vessels an. so new re- corpuscles cat; be nro-

:"**1 -P r of' ox:.r-en in the air of

tne er. t :.e r:eerl: in .)rder t-

increase the t.ital am-x4h4. 3' xy.:er. in their lun7s.

In the 1-:dec there _ less ox2,i,en cniterin the lungs of the

inhabitants so that an increase in the number of red corpus-
cles enaliles a lax._ erpro,rirti,:; this oxyi:e!. to be absorbed.

Inhabitants of the ::h-ies r.ee.1 more red cori.uscles to transport

ox:-:en through the blood vessels because there is less oxen
in the air the: breathe.
?he lower air pressure in the Andes causes blood to .tirculate

more quickly thr:,ugh the blood vessels and ao more rtd cor-
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v.:n. are aspects of the reproductive process.
the: nust occur before we can be certain that

fertilisatil2; haL., taken place':

in:!In nest find a m%te.

. ro orna.ns must be 'reduced.
?he nueteus of a male rnamete must fuse with that
of a female c.,amete.
A srermatnzoon must reach an egg; cell.

N. A female ramete must provide a store of food for the
emoryo.

11. laint a? plied to an iron surface prevents the iron from
rustin::: by

A. rreventing nitrogen from coming in contact with the iron.
reactinn chemically with the iron.
preventin: carbon dioxide from coming in contact with
the

the surface of the iron smoother
Ft. preventini', oxygen and moisture from coming in contact

with the iron.

12. Flour is a fine powder obtained by grinding wheat or other

cereal grains. A pile of grain burnc only very nlowly whcreai
flour dust suopended in air is explosive. -nich of the

following is the bent explanation of this?

A. The heat produced when small particles burn is gretter
than the heat produced by the burnint; of large :)an7..icieu

of the same substance.
B. Grinding the grain changes its chemical composition.
C. ?or the same quantity of the material, small particles

have a treater surface area in contact with air tl:ah

large particis.
D. Small particles possess more energy than large particles,

E. The flour burns completely whereas the pile of grain does

not.

13. Two riven elements combine to form a poisonous compound. wnlon
of the followinn conclusions about the properties of these two
elements an be drawn from this : "ormation-

A

IA element3 are certainly poisonous.
At least one element is certainly poisonous.
11e element is roisonous, the other is non ,
:either e:ement in roisonous.
':either e, e; need be -oi.!;onous.
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14. A test tube coated with iron filings on the inside was olamped
vertically in a beaker of water. Water gradually rose a
short distance in the teat tube as shown in the sketch.

Of the following, the best explanatio- of t..is is that

A. water cJndenses inside the tube.
B. the iron gives off a gas which die olves in the water.
C. the rust which replaces the iron taxes up less space than

the iron.
D. the iron reacts with oxygen from the air inside the tube.

E. oxygen from inside the tube dissolves in the water.

15. The presence of ions in a given water solution is most
directly detected by

A. finding out if the solution conducts electricity.
B. measuring the density of the solution and comparing it

with those o: the pure solute and water.
C. finding out if the solution has an electric charge.
D. evaporating the solution and testing the residue for

conductivity.
E. adding an ionic substance and seeing if there is a

reaction.

16. Which one of the followinr! elements forms an oxide which
turns red litmus paper blue when added to water':

A. 7Chosphorus.
B. Carbon.

Iron
D. .ulphur.

17. In which of the fA.lowinr, cases will heat be generated'.

1. When codium hydroxifie dissolves in water.
?. When water is decomposed.
7 le ti.aw6.

4. ter evaporates.
5. Whe. .entrated sulphuric acid dissolves in water.

2.

D. 1 an: 5.
3 and 4.

D. 3, 4 and 5.
2, 3, 4 and 5.
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18. You rind what appear to be salt (podium chloride)
deposits. In order to learn what the deposits are, whioh of
the following items of information would be most valuable?

A. Percentage of sodium chloride in the sample.
B. Percentage of magnesium chloride in the sample.
C. Specific gravity of the sample.
D. Chemical composition of the sample.
E. Solubility in water of the sample.

4R

19. Which 19 the most suitable apparatus from those shown below
for collecting pure ox:rlen ras hi a student in a school laboratory?

A
E

20. Which one of the following substances does not consist mainly
of carbon atoms?

A. Diamond.
B. Graphite.
C. Soot.
D. Ruby.
E. Charcoal.

21. An iron container is evacuated and weighed. Then it is filled
with hydrogen gas and weighed again.

The weight of the 'ontainer full of hydrogen compared to the

weight of the evacuated container is

A. less.
B. greater.
C. the same.
L.

E.

greater or less depending on
in the container.
greater or less depending on
gas in the container.

the volume of the gas

the templrature of the
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22. Ann was playing with a bubble pipe. When the bubble was the
size of the one in the picture, she took the pipe out of her
mouth. What do you think happened to the bubble after that?

A. It got larger for a time and then stayed at this size.
B. It got smaller for a time and then stayed at this size.
C. it got smaller and smaller and disappeared into the pipe.
D. It stayed on the pipe without getting larger or smaller.
E. It became larger and larger until it burst.

23. The objects 0 and R of weip,ht 15N, 20 N and 7 N, are

hung with a light thread as shown in the figure.

What is the tension between P and Q?

A. 42M
B. 35

C. 27
D. 15 N
E. 7
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24. A uniform rod, pivoted at its centre, is acted on by two forces
in the same plane. In which case i6 there a turning effeot?

A

1014

ION

to 144

ION

C to pi to 14

D

E

ION

ION

25. The advantage of using a lever such as that shown in the
diagram to raise a weight W instead of lifting it directly

is that

FuLcRum

A. less energy is required.
B. it is quicker.
C. lees force is needed.
D. less movement is required.
E. less work has to be done.

Nu.
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26. Some boys made a set of chimes by cutting four pieces of pipe
of different lengths from a long metal pipe and hanging them
as shown in the picture below. Which of the pipes gave the
lowest note when they struck it with a hammer?

(x)

A. Pipe N.
B. Pipe 'y .

C. All gave the same note.
D. You cannot tell without trying.
E. It depends on where you hit it.

27. Four balls, P, Q, R and S shown to scale in the figures,
are made of different materials, but have the same weight.

Which ene of the following statements about their densities
is true?

A. They all have the same density.
B. You cannot know anything about their densities.
C. Which one has the highest density depends on how the

volumes are measured.
D. P has the highest density.
E. R has the highest density.

28. A metal tray feels colder to touch than its plastic handle.
This is because

A. metal always has a lower temperature than plastic.
B. metal radiates much more heat than plastic and so

cools more quickly.
C. metal conducts the heat away from your hand better

than plastic.
D. plastic is a better heat conductor than metal.
E. a smooth surface allows a closer contact than a

rough one.



29. X, Y and Z represent three lamps in
includes a battery and a switch S.
X fails to light while Y and Z do.
circuits is it?

BEST COPY AVAIIAB1 I 41

a circuit, which also
When the switch is open
Which ono of the following

A.

D. E.

30. The figure shows a box with four terminals, P, Q, R and S.
The following observations were made.

1. There is a certain amount of resistance between P and Q.
2. Resistance between P and R is twice that between P and Q.
3. There is not any appreciable resistance between Q and S.

Which of the following circuits is most likely to be within
the box, assuming the resistances shown to be equal?

__......- _..0 i 1 cf.-- Arkwilz R- 40-------,0 1

R 12

; I

;

0- -- _L Ivv,44). I ?1..fiiw__........_01

I I

) I I C. 5 1

../wwW4C

Ir ;i1
I

8 , '
-1* I
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Questions 31, 3.'9 33 and 34 refer to the following diagram:

APPARATus As Flu" SEr UP APPARATUS Amp, 5 ManuTIS

Animals take in oxygen and give out carbon-dioxide. Ordinary
air contains very little carbon-dioxide.

31. Which of the following is measured with this apparatus?

A. The rate of movement of the animal.
B. The amount of heat produced by the animal.
C. The rate of respiration of the animal.
D. The effect of carbon dioxide on the animal.
E. The amount of carbon-dioxide absorbed by the animal.

32. Why are a water bath and thermometer used?

A. To keep the animal cool.
B. To keep the animal warm.
C. To keep the temperature from changing.
D. To prevent leakage of gases from the apparatus.
E. To keep the pressure constant around the animal.

33. Which one of the following is true after 5 minutes?

A, The volume of air enclosed in the apparatus has increased.
The volume of air enclosed in the apparatus has decreased.

C. change has taken place.
D, No further movement of the oil drop can be expected.
E, The oil drop will now begin to move in the other

direction.
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34. nv which one of the following methods could the apparatus
be made more sensitive to small changes of volume?

A. By using a smaller test tube.
11. By raisinf- the temperature of the water.

By using more of the carbon dioxide absorbent.
D. By using a wider tube for the oil drop.
E, By using a narrower tube for the oil drop.

35. The apparatus shown below is assembled to reduce copper (II)
oxide with hydrogen gas.

L

DILUTE
2

INC

N

COPPER OXIDE

Hydrogen gas is produced in generator 'K' and is passed
over hot copper (II) oxide in glass tube. '14'. Tiny droplets
of water collect on the inside of tubes '111 and 'N'. These
droplets could possibly come from the generator 'K't being
carried through into the rest of the apparatus by the stream
of hydrogen. In order to test the truth of this explanation
it would be best to

A. heat tube 1M' further
B. heat the generator 'K'
C. add a calcium chloride drying tube at the right of tube

D. add dry calcium chloride to tube "L'
E. try to produce hydrogen by the reaction of zinc with a

different acid.
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A substance has a boiling point of 1z,One. 1r. ita 1,4UOUO

state it is less dense than air and soluble water. 4'roia

the diagramo above select the one represcntini: the most

suitable apparatus by which to collect the gas.
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14(.1ch :)ne of Lh- following correctly lists the errors in the
apparat us diagram shown above for preparing a water-insoluble
gas?

A. The thil,,tle funnel tube goes below the level of the
liquid in the reaction flask, and the wash bottle is
connected the wrong way round.

B. The level the water in the trough is too low, and
the tube l!tding to the wash bottle does rot come from
below the of the liquid in the reaction flask.

C. The wn: is oonnected the wron3 way around, and
no leve; shown in the howl of the thistle
Torino].

The i!!1:-11e :'unit 1. tl;ho gceo rlow the level of the
liquil in trt.ion flask, !aid the level of the
water in !I.- trourh tor. low.

Tt wator in the trough i too low, and
th wish onneetmd the wrong way around.
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olf-'otiono 36, 54 and 40 refer to the following circuit diagram.

A Li

For the following questions, lainla the letter denoting
the appropriai,e responses in the blank apaoea on the answer
card.

38. Indicate where you would place a switch to out off lamp L2
only.

39. Indicate where you would place a variable resistor to dim
both lamps.

40. Indicate where you would place a variable resistor to dim
lamp L2 only.

1." '"

1 5
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The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the lEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IEA/MI Manual for National Centers
ISA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
ILA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 'EA/MI/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IRA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearirghouse.

U 51 UtrAV'thIO.,,F C 11,
OUC TgOh Alf 0' A611

944/.0NAL ,Wititutlf
EDuCAtiON

VI 4.

2 2, .1 .I ...1
I !. ,* '

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
LEA instrument to provide rerearchers with the minimum necessary teEt instruction
information (e.g., such things AS the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).

For full details, please consult the aprropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each

such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to t1 new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: We of Instrument

E Examination (student)
Q = Questionnaire (student)
7 = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I 6 = II and TV
2 m II 7 = I, II and iv

3 m III 8 = I and IV
4 m IV S m IV Specialist
5 = I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

= Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civiz Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 a All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each

instrument when tnere is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Nam* Science Test Section A

Data Bank Instrument Number E4SA
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Po! F.',

9-.4ow look at the front cover of Liooklet 10. Follow carefully while I

read the directions to you."

!ieaa the directions to the group, giving them time to mark the answers

to the practice questions when these are reached.

:irections:-

"This te,*, Qoutaim; questions dealing with different branches of Science.

Now try the next three questions for practice. Fill in the space of your

chosen answer on the answer card in Section L."

"We are now ready to begin Section A. The answers to the test are to be

placed in the section marked A on your answer card."

Indicate the appropriate section of the answer card. Then say:

"You will have 60 minutes for this test. Work as quickly as you can.

Do not waste time if you cann answer a question, but leave it and go on

to the next. Are there any questions?"
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Thin t..nt contains questions dealing with different branches of
3cienc,. .;o:Lt. you will know above from your school work, some from
your general knowldge and others you will be able tc answer by using
commonsenJe. Others you may not be able to do. Do not waste time over
questions you clinnot do; leave them and go on to the next ques+ion. You
oin come b!iek to qu-stionn you have missed later, if you have time. You
may answe even if you are not quite sure, but do not guess blindly.

Sach of the questions or unfinished statements in this test is
followed by five suggested answers, lettered A,B,C,D, and E. You have
to decide which one answer you think best and then on your answer card
make a solid pencil mark in the oval containing the correct answer letter.

Here is an example of how to fill in the answer on your answer card.
Remember that the examples given on this page are to be answered in the
section marked L on your answer card.

1. How long does the earth take to travel once around the sun?

A. A day.
B. A week.
C. A month.
D. A year.
E. None of the above.

Since the earth travels round the sun in a year, the answer space D
should be marked. This has been done on the answer card for the question 1
in the example section L.

Now try these three questions for practice. Fill in the space of
your chosen answer on the answer card in section L.

2. Water would be turned into ice by

A. heating it.
B. stirring it quickly.
C. putting salt 2n it.
D. pouring it into a shallow dish.
E. cooling it.

3. Which day of the year in the southern hemisphere has the lonvst
period of daylight?

A. 21st January.
B. :ast March.
C. :2nd December.
D. 23rd September.
E. 22nd June.

Sometimrs you may be asked to pick out the one wrong answer or the
one that doe., not fit in with the others.

4 Which of the following does NOT belong to the same group as the others?

A. EaEle.
B. Lion.
C. Mouse.
D. Elephant.
E. Deer.

DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
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1. A student wrote the following note on a laboratory projeot.

"Using a cork-borer I obtainedseveral cylinders from a large potato.
The cylinders were cm long and 0.5 cm in diameter. I kept them
on a dry plate and measured them again on the following day. I found
that aii of them had become shorter and thinner."

''re stildent then rut the cylinders into a beaker of tap water and
wrote.
"If I measure them tomorro! I shall find that they have all returned
to their oririnal size."
In writing this second sentence the student was

A. makinr, a statement of fact.
R. ma':inc an observation.

anvain:7 a teats-live eem^lusion.
d-gcribing an 'cperimentol procedure.
makinc* a hypothesis.

2. Which of the following features present in an animal would make
you certain it was a mammal?

A. A vertebral column.
B. Small tufts of "hair - like" bristles on its skin.
C. Two pairs of limbs.
D. Two pairs of milk glands.
E. Five digits on each fore-limb.
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Questions 3 and 4 refer to the following data.

everR1 diffe.ent parts of plants were placed in sealed containers of equal
volume. The amounts of CO, (carbon dioxide) used by the plant parte
under different oonditiona were measured and recorded.

Container Plant Plant Vol.of Colour Tsmp. Time CO
2

Used
Part Plant Part of ( C) Elapsed

(cm3)
Light (days) (0m3)

1 Myrtle Leaf 100 Red 15 2 150
2 Myrtle Leaf 100 Red 27 2 200

3 Myrtle Stem 100 Blue 21 2 50

4 Oak Root 100 Blue 27 3 0

Oak Leaf 100 Orange 27 2 100
b Oak Leaf 100 Orange 27 3 150

Assume that the experimental conditions not listed were identical in all
six containers.

3. On the basis of the data in the table, one could properly compare
the amount of CO

2
used in one day by

A. myrtle leaves at 15°C and at 27°C.
B. myrtle stems and myrtle leaves.
C. myrtle leaves in red light and in orange light.
D. oak leaves in orange light and in blue light.
E. oak leaves at 150c and at 27°C

4. Which onp of the following statements about the use of CO2 by oak
leaves would be supported by the given data?

A. They use more CO
2
in orange light than

B. They use more CO2 at 27 °C than at 15 oC.
C. They use more CO2 per day than did the

D. They use an averaRe of 50 cm CO
2

each

E. They u.,e 50 cm) of CO.) each day.

in blue light.

myrtle leaves.

day.
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5. The graph shows the results obtained when the changes in body
temperature resulting from changes in ext,rnal air temperature
for various animals were being investigated.

omm. ammo. amlaw 40.1.11m 4wol.

t'.

*
e -a

/'
10 /*

/4'
a
gCO

0
0 l0 20 30 4o So

EXTEgNAL TEMPERATURE °C.

Which of these curves is most likely to represent the results
obtained from a lizard?

A. K
B. L

C. M
D. N
E. 0

6. A lizard in a laboratory at 200C was placed close to thrge
temperature oontrolledoareas. one at a temperature of pwC, one
at a temperatures of 37°C and onsat a temperature of 15wC. It always
moved to the 37 C area.

This behaviour is an example of

A. a response to a stimulus.
B. reasoning.
C. a reflex arc.
D. geotropism
E. thigmotaxis
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7. All of the following areespeota of the reproduotium process. Whioh
one of them must occur before we can be oertain that fertilisation
has taken plaoe?

A male organism must find a mate.
*eproductive or7ans mm.it be produced

C. The nucleus of a mdle gamete must fuse with that of a

female gamete.
D. A spermatozoon must reach an egg cell.
E. A female gamete must provide a store of food for the embmyos

8. Which of the following is a correct statement about hibernating
animals?

A. There is no life in any part of the animal.
B. The animal ceases to breathe.
C. The animal is absorbing energy for use when it returns

to active life.
D. The animal's body temperature is higher than when it is

active.
E. The animal is using less energy than during the period

of active life.

9. Whorl 16 g of dilute sulphuric acid wa.: poured onto 3 g of zinc(

in an open test tube, hydrogen gas was generated. What was the
weight of the contents of the test tube after the reaction was

completed?

A. Slightly more than 19 g.
B. Slightly less than 19 g.
C. Equal to 19 g.
D. Slightly less than 16 g.
E. Equal to 16 g.

10. A sample of oxygen gas in a plastic bag weighed 0.32 g. A

sample of another gas in an identical bag, under the same
conditions of temperature and pressure, weighed 0.26 g.

Atomic weight of oxygen = 16.

What is the weight of 1 mole of the second gas?

A. 13 g.
B. 26 g.
C. 48 g.
D. 58 g.
E. 64 g.

61.
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11. One kind of Litainles steel contains approximately 13% chromium
rnd l nickel by w.ight; the rest is iron. Which of the following
gives the closest approximation to the ratio of the number of chro-
mium atoms to iron atoms in this stainless steel?

weight 0: chromium Atomic weight of iron . 56

A.

B. .21 86
)2 = 5b

86
108 '108

D. 1,3 JI
(100-52) .000-56) .

E. x : x
10.)

Questions 12-14 relate to the simpliried periodic table with main group
elements shown below:

Group

Period IA 1IIA IIIA IVA VA VIA VILA 0

1

2 F N P Q T

3 G K L R IT

4 A M S V
5 I W
6 J

i

0 X

12. Which element in the table has the smallest nuclear charge?

A. F.

B. U.

C. J.

D. X.

E. T.

13. In the third period 3f the table, the most metallic element is

A. G.

P. K.

D

11. Which element in Group IA would most easily for- an ion of +1
charge when in thc gaseous state?

A ?.

B. G.

C. H.

D. I.

F J.
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15. Humnn respiration can best be described as

A. double decomposition.
B. a gas-phase reaction.
C. anaerobic respiration.
D. gaseous diffusion.
E. slow combustion.

t o
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16. Two m'n pull on a box by ropes as shown in the diagram. The
lengths of the arrows on the force diagram are drawn propor-
tional to the magnitude of the forces exerted by the men.
In which of the directions shown in the third diagram will
box move to tend to move?

(1)
1 (ii) Ftc.. stIrmft

A. a.
B. b.

C. 0.

D. d.
E. e.

17. taol boll rolls clown an inclined plane. Which of

h) ;t roprosont.1 relationLillip between the di-Aanco

(:1) ind tho (..,nuue retarding force.; or nocli,;i7)1e).

A

S

....emi

C

i 24
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18. The (11,1.ct2 r, And R of weight 15N, 20N and TN
Ore hung with a thread as shown in the figure.

What is the tension in the thread between 11 and Q?

A. 4
P. ')
C. .7
D. 15 s.

E.

TN

1Y. Mich of the followinr: would occur if a moving atom X were to
collie with i stational atom Y at room temperature?

:3oth atoms !ruld lose ::inetic energy.
Poth atoms would .air kinetic energy.

'7. Kinetic energy would be gained by atom X and

lost by the atom Y.
.. The kinetic ener(!y of each atom would remain the same.

Kinetic ever';;; wou:d l'e lost by atom X and gained by

atom Y.

20. A sensitive merollry-in-glass thermometer registering room temperature
is immersed in boiling water. The mercury level first drops slightly
and then rises. Why does the drop occur?

A. The specific heat of glass is greater than that of mercury.
B. The coefficient of expansion is greater for glass than

for mercury.
G. The glass expands before the mercury dues.
D. At room temperature, mercury has a negative coefficient

of expansion like that of water from 0°C to 4°C.
E. The surface tenslrn of mercury inoreases with temperature.
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21. X, Y and Z represent three lamps in a circuit, which also
includes a battery and a switch S. When the switch is open

X fails to lighlt while Y and Z do. Which one of the following
circuits is it?

22. Which of the followin- devices in their common form would
not function on a steady direct current?

A. Electromagnet.
B. Transformer.
C. Electric heating element.
D. Filament lamp bulb.
E. Electric bell.

23. The followint; are all examples of waves -- radiowaves, ultra-
violet waves, infra-red waves, lif7ht waves, coun waves.

'.a.ch tyre of wave is different in cArie wa: from the other
four. ahich one of the following.: statements is correct':

A. Radiowaves are the only waves which carry energy.
B. Ultra-violet waves are the only waves you cannot see.
C. Infra-red waves are the only transverse waves.
D. Light waves are the only waves which travel very cast.
E. Sound waves are the only longituainal waves.
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'4. fil,):.t,v.of- has a half life 6 dvr. What fraction
n:stiv;t? '- a 1551'nr1P remainn after 12 days^

A. one of it.
1

1,.

4.uestions and d6 refer to the following diagram which shows
an arrangement of apparatus which can be used to show that an
animal gives out carbon dioxide in respiration.

kitt 1
ENTERS

Tb

Pu MP

1L__Jr

2 3 4

1 contains a substance which removes carbon dioxide from air, 2
and 4 both contain a liquid Allah changes in appearance when
carbon dioxide passes through it.

25. Cf followin- :Ards of containers for the animal which

one 71.,u1,4 -ive ~he ouickest result'

A. A small container.
Ti. A large container.
C. A container in bright lif:ht.
D. A container covered with a dark cloth.
E. ;. Copt:tiler in winch the is kert moist

1,11 meanr of wet cotton wool.

I :' lir leaked into lnamber 5, which one of the follw.ing effects
would be s' n?

A. Th. 11,:uia in 4 w change more rapidly.
Pnt? :.att! Lubtq-ne; in would slow down or stop.
The rate o. bubbling in 4 would slow down or stop.

fl. Liquid would pass from 4 into 3.
Y. Me i:. ? would chan,:,e more rapidly.
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.Asestions :7 and '8 refer to the following diagrams

DeloP

WATER

Go ABSOILSENT

SMAL AtisKAL

APPAP.ATus AS Flits" SEI UP

NRIwww.

OIL Plkop

.1111 .11.

APPARATUS ACTEg 5 II ItrorIS

Animals take in oxygen and give out carbon-dioxide.
Ordinary air contains very little carbon-dioxide.

27. Which of the following is *immured with this apparatus?

A. The rate of movement of the animal.
B. The amount of Neat produced by the animal.
C. The rate of respiration of the animal.
D. The effect of carbon-dioxide on the animal.
E. The amount of carbon-dioxide absorbed by the animal.

28. Which one of the following is true after 5 minutes?

A. The volume of air enclosed in the apparatus has inoreased.
B. The volume of air enclosed in the rpparatua. has decreased.
C. No change has taken place.
D. No further movement of the oil drop can be expected.
E. The oil drop will now begin to move in the other direction.
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. A chemist ws)rking for a toothpaste firm wishes to preoare ;?50 cm3

of 1 n.010 moler equeoun selntien of stannone fluoride, qnr.

rr,rt4natolv for him, SnF., is soluble in water. One mole of SnF2

weighs 15t).7 g. Equipment available includc's a 250 cm- volumetric

flask, a 10 cm
i pipette, a 0.01 g Ewnsi.Livity balaixe, and a 400 cm 3

2

beaker.

Once the proper amount of SnF, has been weighed, which one of the

following procedures would be beet?

A. Place the SnF, in the beaker and add exactly 250 cm3

of water from-volumetric flask.
B. Place the SnF, in the beaker and a4d exactly 250 cm3

of water fr^l'the pipette in 10 cm portions.
C. Place the SnF, in tie volumetric flask, dissolve it

in less than f'50 cm of water, and then dilute to the
250 cm3 mark.

D. Using the cearcer and balance, weigh out exactly 250 g
of water and add the SnF2 to it.

E. Dissolve the SnF) in more than 250 cm 3 of water in the
beaker mix thoroughly, and then fill the volumetric
flask to the line with the solution.

30. The apparatus shown below is assembled to reduce copper (Ix)
oxide with hydrogen ga.:.

Hydrogen ga:; it prAuced in generator 'K' and is passed over hot
copper (II) oxide in glass tube 'W. Tiny droplets of water col-
lect on the inside of tubes 'M' end 'N'. These droplets could
possibly come fr m the generator 'K', being carried through into
the rest of th apparatus by the stream of hydrogen. In order to
test the truth of this explanation, it would be test to

A. heat tube 'M' flirt/ r

heat
C. add a calcium chloride drying tube at the right of tube 'ti'

D. add dr:: calcium ci-loride to tube
E. try to prod.:0e hydrogen by the reactir:n of zinc with a

different acid.
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Saturated Brim;

A substance has a boiling point of 21°C. In its gaseous state
it is denser than air and soluble in water. From the diagrams
above select the one representing the most suitable apparatus
by which to collect a sample of the substance.
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32. The following apparatus is set out on the laboratory bentibt
two vacuum (thermos) flasks, two thermometers, two measuring
cylinders, a beaker containing 1 M sodium hydroxide solution
and a beaker containing 1 M hydrochloric mad.

Which one of the following procedures would give most accurately
a value for the molar heat evolved in the neutralization of
sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid?

A. Take the temperatures of the acid and alkali in their
respective beakers, mix them into a vacuum flask and
record the rise in temperature. produced.

B. Mix the acid and alkali in one vacuum flask, record the
temperature, transfer the oontents to the second flask
and record any change in temperature.

C. Allow all the acid and half the volume of alkali to come
to steady recorded temperatures in the respective vacuum
flasks, mix them and record the temperature rise produced.

D. Allow equal volumes of acid and alkali.to come to steady
recorded temperatures in the respective vacuum flasks,
mix them and record the temperature rise produced.

E. With a known volume of acid in the one vacuum flask,
record the temperature at regular intervals of time as
alkali is added from the ether flask.
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33. A number of different solutions have to be tested to find
out whether or not they will each conduct electricity and,
if so, what products are liberated.

Using the circuit shown below, which of the followilg pieces
of apparatus would be most suitable when connected between

points X and Y?

(All the beakers and tubes are made of glass, the electrodes
of carbon, and solutions are shown shaded.)

MILL' A MME ilk

A

C

a:I t...)

15
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34. One end of a well-insulated copper bar la heated and the other

kept oold as shown in the figure. The temperature at different

points on the bar oan be read by thermometers dipping into small

holes at P, Q, R and S. The distanoe between P and Q is 1.0 om and

the drawing is to scale.

STEAM

ikusomtleas

UiLD
WATBX

P
aftelt DAR

LAGiit44 iva! a,

The temperature falls uniformly along the bar, and it is required

to find the temperature gradient, or fall in temperature for unit

length.

The two thermometers to be read for this purpose should be those
plaoed at

A. P and Ci

B. P and R
C. P and
D. and R
E. R and S

35. A spirit level is placed on the top of a table and viewed from
above when it appears as shown in the diagram. Which of the

points P, R and S should be raised as a first step towards

making the table level?

A. P
BO

C. R
D.

E. any oi* the above
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3t,. A mt.ter has a pointer P which moves over a strip mirror MM'
and a scal-e SS'. When photographed at an angle the gutter appears as
shown, where R is the reflection of the pointer in the mirror.

Mit the oorreot meter reading?

A. Between 6 and 7 units
B. 7 units
C. Between 7 and 8 units
D. 8 units
E. Between 8 and 9 units

END OF BOOKLET 10

73
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The basic rrocedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IRA/M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/Mi/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IRA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

PAP TM* NT Olt NI At TN
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NATIONAL iNSTITUTF 01
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
LEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E = Examination (student)
Q = Questionnaire (student)
T = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I 6 = II and IV
2 = II 7 = 1, II and IV

3 = III 8 = I and IV
= IV S = IV Specialist

5 = I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension

= Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehensice, nd Literature)

E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 = All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Science Test SectiJn B, Nonrotating items

Data Bank Instrument Number E)a
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Note that six separate booklets wi-re prepared. The first 24 items

in each were the found in instrument E4SB, and items 25-30 were

those found in instrument 1:40P, E45Q, E4SR, E4SS, E4ST, or E4SU,

respectively.

IEA/M3

Pop IV, p. 5-6 .

"Take out Booklet 11 from your envelope. Also, take out the small

envelope of answer cards and remove the yellow answer card No. 3. On

the front of Booklet 11 is a letter. It will be either a "13", a "Q";

an "R", an "S", a "T" or a "U". Also on your answer card there is

a column of letters and numbers at the top right hand edge by the large

number 3. The last of these will also be a "P", a "Q", an "R", an "S"

a "T" or a "U". Make sure this letter is th- same as the one on your

test booklet."

(The test administrator should hold up a copy of Booklet 11 and answer

card 3 and show where they should match.)

0
114 gas ....1 OS an 0b t.J .4 ee4 ea.
u. e- --. 0, L. azo ..... "..3 -. CS
AO 04 1-4 01 M .11. L.1 0 ..... *UM 4r..);
L(1 e. V U cr. 4. ... 1,4 .+ CMIII g . 1 i
AO W +4 WO 11.^ S. a.. ...11 WM, C-.1 11::,

40) OC +.4 VII I l A 11.

LIS OS +.4 IM LA WOW 4.4 ...1 t",
L,. t,,,, k1114.. 11414

tO 46. ...0 01 t. I. t... ..1 .--. 04W
N ws - en 4... 4. g.ea 1..) ....... It,1
WI 01 tobr 01 C. 0. .4' VIZI rialt....

This is the letter.

that should match

the letter on the

.":4...A.'":44 front of the test

booklet.

I el) c:c cr. 3 cc, mQ c>
.2 co ez a> I- c3 crs is, co

2
c. c. c:-., 22',

al c7-)
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Pop IV, p. 5-6) CrS1 COPY AVAILABLE

E4S13

If any stLdeat finds that the answer card does not match the test, then

the test aininistrator should correct the discrepan:y by givine Lin a

booklet which matches the letter on his answer card. The student should

not be allow .d to chance answer cards.

Then say:-

"We are now ready to begin Section R. The answers to questions in this

section ere to be marked in part B on the answer card. Find part B oh

your answer card."

Indicate Section Bon the answer card. Ther st!y:-

"You will have sixty minutes for Section B of the test. Remember do not

waste time if you cannot answer a cuestien, but leave it and op on to

the next.. Are there any questions?"
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1. The energy :'or photosynthesis is generally obtained from

SECTION B

A. chlorophyll.
B. chloroplasts.
C. sunlignt.
D. carbohydrates.
E. carbon dioxide.

2. The diagram below shows an example of intertiependence among
aquatic organisms. During the day the organisms either use up
or give off,:apor Sas shown by tne arrows.

100TED %.44AtLit

ftAmr

p ti)

Choose the right answer for (i) and Go) from the alternatives given

A. a is oxygen and b is carbon dioxide.
B. a is oxygen ana b is carbohydrate.
C. a is nitrogen and b is carbon dioxide.
D. a is carbon dioxide and b is oxygen.
E. a is carbon dioxide and b is carbohydrate.

3. Mushrooms can be grown in the dark because

A. they are then in a constant temperature.
B. they can then form more vitamins.
C. thHy need not be pollinated by bees.
D. they feed on decaying material.
E. they do not produce seeds.

a
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1

.,.ited t.' ,Iel.-:adee whethe,. aided in the
. t :.AitA. 11,1 to:.:id thlt whchover he mixed pancreatic

juice with fatzt fi smell amount 0: the fat was digested. But
whenever he mixed pancreatic juice and bile with fat, he
round that the fat was completely digested. -hen he mixed
i.0 a.one .1* un i tnnt there was no digestion.

He ihterp.eted this as snowing that bi,e aided in the digestion
of fats.

'Alich of the' yellowing statements best describes this
interpretation':

The interpretaticrn in

A. jurtified.
R. unjustified because it does not answer the question.
C. unjustified because the experiment lacks a control.
D. unjustified because the data are inadequate.
E. unjustified because it is contradicted by the data.

Why is it that y._:ur body temperature does not fall even though
you lose heat continually?

A. The blood distributes heat round thr. body.
B. Respiration result:, in the of heat.
k: Heat is constantly being e.bsorbed from the sun.
r;. Hot meals are eaten regularly.

Warm clothes are good insulators.

Two similAr o! :iown N.ith tho &Am° hind of
sQ(1:-, and 111.1rod hv 4-.ido in a t;reenholase. Ono was
cf.vf!rod li!rhtti;.Nt nux which had a small "window"

ih uno :411o. 1hr. drawin, show tho nnponrance or theLi.,, sets ()1 .-;(61-6d l i " ' t 1E6 r ., feu. (1.1y

1.#11.0qF

Mb roar.

6 n
/t)

..L

WIMOOVJ

GE. Illa

What is the best conclusion f'-om this ,ocperiment?

The 1..ecalin7r quic.:er if they are stir.ulated by light.
t-Jw5trds

g:uw in a:.c; they bend
towards the light.

D. Sediihrs jAlur,intited on one cide bend towards that side.
Litvrif, dowh the rate cf growth of that part of the

stem on which it falls.
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7. Fossils very similar in shape to marine shellfish whi Ivo in
oceans today have been found in the rooks of high mounuline. The
moat likely explanation of this is that

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

the particulal marine shellfish can live
sea or on land.
marine forms once had organs that enabled
breathe atmospheric air.
the rocks in which the fossils were found
under the sea.
marine forms,in certain oases, migrate on
marine forms have evolved from land forms.

in the

them to

were formed

to the land.

8. You oan be reasonable certain that organs in two different
animals are homologous and not merely analogous if both organs

A. fulfill similar functions but have different names.
B. excrete metabolic waste.
C. are used for locomotion.
D. are called by the same name.
E. originate from the same part of the embryo.

9. When alcohol is burned in air, water is formed. Another product of the
the combustion is a gas which turns lime water oloudy. Consider
the following three statements with regard to these two facts.

Statements.
I. Carbon is a
II. Hydrogen 13
III.Oxygen is a

constituent element of alcohol.
a constituent element of alcohol.
constituent element of alcohol.

Which statement or combination of these statements can be
deduced from the two foots given?

A. I and II.
B. I, II and III.
C. I and III.
D. II and III.
E. I only.
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'J. .,inc otriptl ar,2 in.:erted into each of four beakers containing
four ,l_ffQrent liquids. Each beaker is identified tn, a single

r". .

The Col-.owing ,:bservations were made.

Il'aelkor
L

Initial Observation Conduntivity before zinc it:1

added

I no visible reaction very poor

II bubbles of a colourless gas
form on the zinc strip

good

III a reddish-brown gas is
evolved from the surface
of the zinc strip

good

IV no visible reaction very poor

On the basis of the evidence given which one .f the following
th ,e;Isonable inference?

A. Beakers I and IV contain aqueous solutions of strong
acids.

B. Beaker II could contain an aqueous acid.
C. Beaker III could not contain an aqueous acid.
D. Beaker III must contain sulphuric acid, H

2
SO

4
.

r, Beaker,: I and IV contain alkalies.

11. Flour is a fine powder obtained by grinding wheat or other
cereal grains. A pile of grain burns only very slowly whereas
flour dust suspended in the air is explosive. Which of the
following is the best explanation of this?

A. The heat produoed when small particles burn is greater
than the heat produced by the burning of large particles
of the same substance.

B. Grinding the grain ohangea its ohomioal nompouition.

For thf; tome quantity of the material awall pertioleu have
a greater surface area in conteot with the air than large
particles.

D. Small pArticIls po35 388 to.)re nnvtioles.

1 . 1-Iou7 burns complotely whereca tt. fv,:0,01 nit.
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12. On a new toLlprature ocale, graduated in de/grecs ;1,e the

rending 0°N correogonds to 0 K and the reading 100 N
corresponds to 273 K (the freezing point of water).

If the temperatitre of a sample of 100 cm3 of gas were chanuld
from 50°N to 49 N, at constant pressure, its volume would

A. increase to 101 cm 3
.

B. decrease to 99 cm .
C. increase to 102 cmx3 .

D. decrease to 98 cm'.
E. remain constant

13. A 15.0 millilitre sample of a 1.00 molar solution of HCl will
exactly neutralize 7.5 millilitres of a 1.00 molar solution of

A. Na H CO
3

B. KOH

C. C
2
H
5
OH

D. Ba(OH)2

E. MgC12

14. Chemical equilibrium occurs only when

A. all components atop reacting.
B. the substances initially present have now reacted

completely.
C. the substances start reacting.
D. the components decompose at the same rate as they

are formed.
E. the concentrations of all the components become equal.

15. Some nitrogen, hydrogen and ammonia reach equilibrium in

stainless steel container at 500°C.

The equilibrium 1.1 symbolised by the equation
(i.e. reaction to the right

N
2
+ 3H

2
(---r:> 2 NH

3
+ heat is exothermic)

Which of the following is the best description of the effect
of now increasing the concentration of hydrogen and allowing

a new equilibrium to be reached?

A. There is a decrease in the yield of ammonia but no
rise in temperature.

B. The equilibrium concentrations remain the same as in

the initial system.
C. There is an increase in the yield of ammonia.
D. There is a rise in temperature.
E. Both C and D are correct.
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16. of the following aubstenoes does not oonsist minly of
carbon atoms?

A. niamond.
14. Graphite.

Charcoal.

17. A hydrocarbon is found to contain carbon and hydrogen atoms in
the ratio 1 : 2 and to have a molecular weight about 28. Which
o: the rollowing is the most likely molecular formula of the
compound

B. CH
2
N.

C.
C2114.

D. C H,N.
0

F. C4H8.

Atomic weights: H = 1, C . 12, N = 14.

le, An iron container is evacuated and weighed. It is then filled
with hydrogen gas and weighed again.

The weight of the container full of hydrogen compared to the
weight of the evacuated container is

A. lesc.
B. greater.
C. the same.
D. greater or less dependin ;- on the volume of the gas in

the container.
greater or less depending on the temperature of the
ga3 in the container.

). Y certa;n force was needed to keep a trolley moving along a
horizontal surface at a uniform velocity. This indinates that

g 111. 1..))!fly h:141

B. Lio t.f,lif.N. had 1,PiOlt.
f:iction actinr on thf, trolley wc!re

ti; 1 to the rulr,o

!1,. ..ictiun 1,ting- tht, tiolley uete
I I: , t ,; .1 %. I C 11y1

1.0.1r:V
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20. A stone is thrown upward at an angle 01 15 . nigheat point
reached by the stone its

A. acceleration is sero.
B. acceleration is at a minimum, hut I, , ..'.,

C. total energy is at a maximum.
D. potential energy is at a miniruuw.
E. kinetic energy is at a minimum.

21. Usingothe apparatus shown in the fir,ure ut water
at 20 C was poured into the outer container t eod its temperature
read at intervals from thermometer 2. At the :Jame time 100r of
water at 80 C was poured into the inner coliLefter stud its
temperature read at intervals from thermometAr 1. Whicn or the
following graphs beet represents tie c:iaocs IJ t.le temperatures
of the water in the two containers.

A

'C

-abilME
Om. 411.

114ERMomriSR

ThEgmomETea

INEUI ATING MATERIAL

D

. elo gip =Mr .10, .111,

MME t tit 1.11011E c 14 1
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. A on,.-tn truck coast:; from rest down bn incline of a vertical

hoi:Lt :letr4;; and is braked to a stop at the bottom.

Air friction 5.3 negligible. In order to estimate the quantity
of ho t produced by the brakes 'Alat ndditinnal information

is ,..,inttod?
lencth of the incline.

B. length and slope (gradient) of the incline.
C. The rise in temperature of the brake surfaces.
D. The average speed of the truck.
E. None of the information in statements A to D is required,

man standing outdoors in the cold sounds an instrument
ritch c. Another man, standing in a uarm room, hears the

ound. %hat will be the pitch of the note heard by the
man in the room.

A. The note will seem higher in pitch than C.
5. The note will seem lower in pitch than C.
C. The note will sound in the pitoh of C.
D. Any of the above, depending on the difference

in temperature.
E. Any of the above, depending on the amplitude of the sound.

By which one of the follovinc; methods can geological time be

m.:asured most accurately?

A. Size of fossils.
3. Thickns3es of the layers of sedimentary rocks.

C. Proportion or uranium isotopes in certain rocks.

D. Rate of salt accumulation in the ocean.
E. Temperatures in the mantle of the earth.

n -n
;I I

II
I

il National renters : Set P or or V or S or T or U to be 1

II
I

11 entered here.
n

I

-T11===..==-7=7-' ===.===911
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The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the LEA Six-Subject

Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA/M2 Manual for National Centers

IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
LEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 YEA /Ml /Stage 3 Manual for National Centers

TEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators

LEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

.4 ..1 tti
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular

LEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction

information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the

warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).

For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned

.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items

in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each

such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and

(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is

derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E = Examination (student)
Q = Questionnaire (student)
T = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 g m I 6 = II and IV
2 = II 7 = I, IIandIV
3 = III 8 = I and IV

4 = IV S = IV Specialist

5 .2: I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Ci:ic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 = All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each

instrument when there is more than on' instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Advanced :;cience Rotating items, J

Data Bank Instrument Number ELISE'
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Note that six separate booklets were prepared. The first 24 ;terns

in each were those found in instrument E4SB, and items 25-30 were

thoe found in instrunt.nt Eh:7P, EhSQ, Ehn, EhSS, EhOT , or E4SU,

respectively.

IEA/M3

Pop IV, p. 5-6 .

"Take out Booklet 11 from your envelope. Also, take out the small

envelope of answer cards and remove the yellow answer card No. 3. On

the front of Booklet 11 is a letter. It will be either a "P", a

an
11E11

Dczn

an "S", a "T" or a "U". Also on your answer card there is

a colurm of letters and numbers at the top right hand edge by the large

number 3. The last of these will also be a "P", a "Q", an "11", an "S",

a "T" r a "U". Make sure this letter is th.r same as the one on your

test booklet."

(The test administrator should hold up a copy of Booklet 11 and answer

card 3 and show where they should match.)

ILAM:0t. 0!)

40 CO ...I VI an 4. 44
4.41 Cab tr to
114 114 41.1

ad 41.10 ..4 4. 4...4

441. 00 V V4 4. t
44, 44* 4/ Z. an Vete
443 4 V C. t n 4.

to a h 1. tr.
44, 00 V en LA CUM
In on th 1. 44

1...4.//4.M....4=4.41,

1 CD CD Cs C70 CD 3 CO cZ) C> 0 CO2 = cz) ez) cz> 1- c5 ®©a ci,

1

2

4-

This is the letter

that should match

the letter on the

front of the test

booklet.
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Pop IV, p. 5-6)
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E4SP

If any student finds that the answer card does not match the test, then

the test aiministrator should correct the discrepan:v iv giving Lin a

booklet which matches the letter on his answer card. The student should

not be allowed to change answer cards.

Then say: -

"We are now ready to begin Section B. The answers to questions in this

section are to be marked in part B on the answer card. Find part B on

your answer card."

Indicate Section B on the answer card. Then say:

"You will have sixty minutes for Section B of the test. Remember do not

waste time if you cannot answer a puestion, but leave it and go on to

the ne.,.t. Are there any questions?"
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25. What fills the space between the cell wall and the protoplast
when a plant cell is plasmolyzed with a salt solution?

A. Water.
B. Air.
C. Salt solution.
D. Ectoplasm.
E. Cell sap.

26. In order to obtain two crops in one growing season a farmer
planted some seeds which he had harvested the previous week,
but the seeds failed to germinate. What can be concluded from
this observation?

A. Th, farmer did not provide the right conditions for
germination.

B. The seeds needed a longer period of maturation.
C. The farmer had not removed inhibiting substances.
D. The seeds required a period of low temperature.
E. The data are inadequate for a conclusion to be reached.

27. What is the change in oxidation number (oxidation state s valency)
of manganese in the reaction represented by the equation

IO02 + 4 HC1 Mal
2

+ Cl
2

+ 2 H2O

A. 2.

B. 3.

C. 4.
D. 5.

E. 6.

28. Selenium is the element below sulphur in the periodic table.
One would expect selenium to

A. be a metal with a high boiling point.
B. form a potassium oxy-salt of formula IC

3
Se0

4
.

C. burn in air to form an oxide Se0.
D. dissolve in nitric acid to ft-P.m a salt Se(NO ) .

F. form a compound H
2
Se which is weakly acidic 3 4

in aqueous solution.
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1 hall wa.; r,.1,-ased trip position K on th ;:.;'41 shown in

On th.- rail tne part MN is line, and
the part N 0 P is n circular nrc with it rsnter at X. The
hall moved along the rail and then went c"1 from the rail at
the position P, which !a lower than X.

2

Assuming that the friction between the ball and the rail, the
rotation of the ball and the air resistance are all negligible,
which one of the alternatives is correct?

A. The ball moved as shown in thr. curve 1 in the figure running
off from the circular path owing to the gravitation.

B. A$ there is not any resistance, it reached the same height
as the point K, but that actual path cannot be determined.

C. As the mechanical energy of the ball chtmged owing to contact
with the rail, it did not reach quite the same height as the
point K.

D. As the direction of the ball going off from the point P is
inclined to the vertical, it moved as shown in the curve e?
in the figure.

E. As the mechanical energy is conserved, it moved as the curve
3 in the figure.

30. Sound waves 1 m. in length are carried to a man's ear by two
rubber tubes. With which of the following combinations of tube-
lengths will the man hear no sound?

EAR

ir
:,, : a.. I m.C. m.. ,. E.

.- m.
4 ?

fr m. D. l-r...-

1
m., m.

*w,
83

m., 4 M.
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La SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTO

The basic procedures to be i'olloved in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject

Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA/Ma Manual for Ilutional Centers

IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA /M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IRA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA /M3 /Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular

IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction

information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).

For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned

.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items

in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank 'lc:tidings. Each

such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and

(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is

derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type 'If Instrument

E = Examination (student)
Q a Questionnaire (student)
T = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I ( = II and IV
2 = II 'j = I, II and IV

3 = III 8 = I and IV
= IV S = IV Specialist

5 = I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Naila
S = S,:lence
R = Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign. Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = Ali Stage 3 Subjects
5 a All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used necessRry to uniquely identify each

irwtrument when there is more than o! instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Advanced Scirn.ce :;vt. C

Data Bank Instrument Number



E4S0
BEST COPY AVAlLA131.E

Note that six separate booklets were prepared. The first 24 items

in each were those found in instrument E4SB, and items 25-30 were

those found in instrument Eh2P, E4SR, EhSS, FhST, or E4SU,

respectively.

IEA/M3

Pop IV, p. 5-6 .

"Take out Booklet 11 from your envelope. Also, take out the small

envelope of answer cards and remove the yellow answer card No. 3. On

the front of Booklet 11 is a letter. It will be either a "P", a "Q",

an ttnn n
, an fl,0 , a "T" or a "U". Also on your answer card there is

a column of letters and numbers at the top right hand edge by the large

number 3. The last of these will also be a "F ", a "c", an "R", an "Q"0 ,

a "T" or a "U". Make sure this letter is th.7 same as the one on your

test. booklet."

(The test administrator should hold up a copy of Booklet 11 aad anslier

card 3 and show where they should match.)

1 ell
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7 4.4 4..,4 elM "
...
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40
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40
40
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4."
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.312)
J.
a.
.e.

pew
4.
41.

4.
4.

4..... 4,4
.1.4 0.4
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up P...1

..... ......
to 9.11

J. Ail
CHUM 4

t...) t"Za

......

.-
wei.

..

.....

....

...

en
Nat irl
emii

G., 11.'..
c... Udi

9414
VMS

C'
PO%

I CO CD GI Co co 3 c,:p itz) 0 CD

A (2) Az CO 2, ¢ a" 00 dz.

f rz, a Go .21 d>
2 r; co c, 22 eq., ez... C:.> 0' c",

c") z."..) 2_1; c.40.7

4- G, Ca G., 0) ct, 2-er C...$ C.) <L.'. C

C) 2.5 czr

'This it the letter%

that sheuh: match

the letter on the

frcnt of the test

booklet.



lEA/M3
) continued

Pop IV, p. 5-6)

BEST COiY AVAILABLE

If any student finds that the answer card does not match the test, then

the test administrator should correct the discrepanzy by giving him a

booklet which matches the letter on his answer card. The student I;}could

not be allcwed to change answer cards.

Then say: -

"We are now ready to begin Section B. Thn answers to questions in this

section to he marked in part B on the answer card. Find part B on-

your anz.swer card."

Indicate Section B on the answer card. Ther say:

"You will have sixty minutes for Section B of the test. Remember do not

wa2te time if you cannot answer a nuestion, but leave it and go on to

the next. Are there any questions?"

92



SCIENCE -Test 13. Set Q

E 4 S

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

In many breeds of cattle the polled condition (shot-11,-
is dor inant over the presence of horns, and homo1,6,-,i .10:13d
with nomozygous white produces roan (intermingled rvii unl white
hairs)colcuz Which of the following crosses wi.1 pr6a.we
horned roan offspring?

A. Polled red x horned white.
B. Horned roan x horned roan.
C. Horned red x horned white.
D. Polled roan x horned roan.
E. Polled white x horned roan.

26. Which of the following does NOT provide evidence of evolution'?

A. ureen plants can be arranged in order from simple to c,:.mplex.
B. EMbryos of birds, reptiles, and mammals have K.:11 c:'. cote

resembling those of c fish embryo.
C. The anoestry of animals like the horse can be treeed

through the foseil record.
D. The oaeoum is present in all mammals including man but

is only functional in some.
E. The individuals within a species differ considerably outs from

another.am Oleo . ...1.1.1.111

27. C periodic tabl, group lac. Inning with nitrogen, which n4
the following changes con hL noted o:; the elonents are con-

Aelorecl in the order of their increaJing atomic weight:

, The olouento btoouo Y:soro metallic.
13. The elements becone 1)r;:; end the heaviest eleuknt

in the group is non-Lietollic.
eloment3 have about the so:le metallic properties.

Pi The elementz chow no trend in their metallic properties,
which vary periodically and not by groups.
Vic? ole:lents :thew no tr. :nd in their uetollic properti,.;
')ocouse tha periodic t:Iblu iV03 no guide to metallic

non-metallic propertie.
4 )1-

28. When a small speck of lead monoxide was added to a concentrated
solution of hydrogen peroxide, the solution became hwt and
eventually erupted violently. In this process larger smount8 of
oxygen were given off. Which of the following i, best
explanation?

A. The great amount of heat is due to the rfleati- ox.g n
by the decomposition of lead monoxide; no catd.t..!.i., involv-d

B. The reaction is catalysed by lead monoxide but uwIfft.!-ett-d
by a rise in temperature.

C. The reaction is not catalysed by lead monoxidt. ;,ut
accelerated by a rise in temperature.

D. The reaction is unaffected by a rise in temperat4:.i.. but
catalysed by products.

E. The reaction is catalysed by lead monoxide and aoceit.rattd
by a rise in temperature.

: 3
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:)und io n-t -'-ctromagnetic radiation. The best evidence for

truth er thl s:,.tement iu the fact that

audible sol:ndJ nave a wavelength (in air) cr aboat

1 m (about. middle E).

diffraztio. -ffoctll be observA.

C ou;And can bo prollIced by vibrating solids.

D. Fo..nd travol:; at 5)1) m/s in air.

so.Ind can refracted.

3r.. Two electrically charged spheres are suspended from the same

point by insulating threads of equal length and repel each

other so that the threads m Ace equal angles 4ith the vertical.

',4hat can be said of th-s balls?

A. Their masses and charges are equal.

B. Their ma!lses are equal, the charges

may or may not be.
C. Their charges are equal, the masses

may or may not be.

'3. The ratio of chsrge t mass

is the same for both.
E. The repulsive force on each must

be equal to its weight.



LEA SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS BEST COPY AnuiBLE

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject

Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IEA/M1 Manual for :iatiunal Centers

IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators

IEA /M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/Ml/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers

IEA /M2 /Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinatnrs
IEA /M3 /Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

S 1,11 :'Ale I VI Ai (16 141 14.
I.)%I% A..0.1 &Off Alai

61'04 vlItiko, (3,
DU( A t togs,

I I .

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular

IEA instrument to provide rlsearchers with the minimum necessary test instruction

information (e.g., such things as the insructions on the practice items and the

warnings concerning the amount of time lett for the test have been omitted here).

For full details, please consult the appropriate b.cu.uals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears beim is a new number, assigned

.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items

in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each

such variable is name. in the codebook using the new instrument number and

(usually) the numper of the item within the instrument from which the variable is

derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: We of Instrument

E Examination (student)

w Questionnaire (student)
T = Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Fo.pulation

1 a I 6 = II and Tv

2= II 7= I, II c.:4(1 IV

3 = III 6 = I and IV
4 = IV S = IV Specialist
5 = I and II N =' NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R a Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
A = Mother Tongue ( }leading Comprehension and Literature)

E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 = Ail Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used when nec.essary to uniquely identify each

instrument when there is more tnan one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name itm:.

Data Bank Instrument Number E4n



E4PR
BEST COrY AVANAME

Note that six separate booklets were prepared. The first 21a items

in each were those found in instrument 1.).S3, and items 25-30 were

thonv founsi in intnino.nt EhST, or EhSU,

respectively.

lEA/M3

Pop IV, p. 5-6

"Take out Booklet 11 from your envelope. Also, take out the small

enveloiie of anLwer cards and remove the yellow answer card No. 3. On

the front of Booklet 11 is a letter. It will be either a "P", a "Q",

an "Ii", an "S", a "T" or a "U". Also on your answer card there is

a column of letters and numbers at the top right nand edge by the large

number 3. The last of these will also be a "P", a "Q", an "B ", an "S",

a "T" or a "U". Hake sure this letter is th.r name as the one on your

test booklet."

(The test administrator should hold up a copy of Booklet 11 and answer

curd 3 and show where they should match.)

4

ft.!

V.

o.

a-.

411

4.

a..

IF.A.s5otios

*2:2

1111.1103==ommiilliim.111

CV CD CA CP Cra 3 0,41)0c)CD
iZ cZi cr.) Gz CD CI.D c en, 0 a) cr)

0

Vi

I < 0 c P C C) ( ' f

C:.) t G7 G> c.-) 2 2

4.- C.) Cr) 24
6 Ga ea c...) .2.5"

This is the letter

that should match

the letter on the

front of the test

booklet.



JEA/M3
) continued

Pop IV, p. 5-6)

E31 ST Luil AVANABLA

E4SR

If any studtnt finds that the answer card does not match the test, then

the test aiministrator rhould correct the discrepanzy i);,. giving Lin a

b00%let which natches the letter on his answer card. The student should

not Fe alluv-d to chance answer curds.

Then say:-

"We are now ready to begin Section B. Th^ answers to questions in this

section ;Ire to be marke2 in part B on the answer card. Find part B oa

your anc..er card."

Indict:Le Section B on the answer card. Then say:-

"You will have sixty minutes for Section B of the test. Remenber do not

waste time if you cannot answer a questic-i, but leave it and go on to

the next. Are there any questions?"

(.4
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25. What is the minimum weight of NaC1 that is needed to prepare7.1 g of chlorine? (Approximate atomic weights: Nam 23, Cl. 35.5).
A. 5.9 g.
B. 7.1 g.
C. 11.7 g.
D. 12.7 g.
E. 14.2 g.

26. On the basis of the periodic table, which of the following wouldbe described beat as an oxide which is only basic?

A. A1203.

B. CO.
C. P205.

D. NO2.

B. CaO.

27. The graph shows the relationships between the carbon-dioxide (C00)utilisation by wheat Plants, the carbon-dioxide conoentratiOvolume per cent) in'the outside air and the light intensityfoot candles) respectively.

0

rJ

0 lo 100 goy 1900
L14Hr !NUSsin Foot cAmviss

;

It has been stated that the data shown by the graph indicatethat one of
tLe factors which limit carbon-dioxide utilisation under the rangeof conditions covered by the graph is the concentration ofcarbon-dioxide pre&ent in the air. 'Which of the following
is correct?
A. The statement is true according to the graph.
B. The statement is false according to the graph.C. The statement cannot be judged by the graph but is

in accord with an established biological principle.
D. The statement cannot be judged by the graph and is not

in acoord with an established biological principle.B. The statement cannot be judged by the.graph or by an
established biological principle.
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LEA SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the LEA SixSubject
Survey were sat out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA /Ml Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrator

Stage 3 IEA/NI/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

141.4.7:VTt.TOFNEAlTN
I ../UCA,t0N WtFalat
.0a?":91411. 01

I OUCATiON
.. I

1 . -t. .1 ..
.

I ' I r. . ,b,11

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
LEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have beer omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E s Examination (student)
Q a Questionnaire (student)
T Teacher questionnaire
S le School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 m I 6 as II and IV
2 ID II 7 =T, II and IV
3 m III 8 = I and IV
4 IV S IV Specialist
5 m I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject,

Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L t Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Heading Comprehension and Literature)
m English as a Foreign Language

F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 m All Stage 3 Subjects
5 * All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more then one instrument of the same type.

Instruzunt Name Advanced Science Rotating items, Set S

Data Bank Instrument Number E4SS



E4SP
BEST CJY AVAILABTE

Note that six :_wparate booklets were prepared. The first 2t items

in each were those found in instrument E141.;13, and items .P5-30 were

those found in instrument EhSP, EhiiQ, Slit 10400, EhST, or F.14SU,

respectively.

'EA /t;3

Pop IV, p. 5-6

"Take out Booklet 11 from your envelope. Also, take out the small

envelope of answer cards and remove the yellow answer card No. 3. On

the front of Booklet 11 is a letter. It will be either a "P", a "Q",

an "R", an "S", a "T" or a "U". Also on y(ur answer card there is

a column of letters and numbers at the top right hand edge by the large

number 3. The last of these will also be a "P", a "Q", an "R", an "S",

a "T" or a "U". Make sure this letter is th, same as the one on your

test booklet."

(The test administrator should hold up a copy of Booklet 11 and answer

card 3 and show where they should match.)

This is the letter

that should match

the letter on the

front of the test

booklet.



lEA/M3
) continued

Pop 1V, p. 5-6)

E4SS

BEST COFY AVAIL Ar3LE

If any student finis that the answer curd doer not match the te:.t, then

the test alministrutor should correct the discrepancy by giving him a

b00%let which matches the letter on his answer card. The student ;should

not be allowed to chance answer cards.

Then say: -

"We are now ready to begin Section B. Thy answers to questions in this

section are to be marked in part B on the answer card. Find part B on

your answer card."

Indicate Section B on the answer card. q ,cr stay:

"You will have sixty minutes for Section B of the test. Remember do not

waste time if you cannot answer a question, but leave it and go on to

the next. Are there any questions?"

I
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1 50 kg boy sands on a trolley of mass 100 kg. The
volley iR travPilinr to the right on rails at a constant

speed of 6 m s.

SIDE VIEW 1 50 kr,

611==1=1111101141114111111°°#.

PLAN VIEW
Boy Jumps

4

I

After the boy dumps sideways off the trolley pushing
off at right angles to it, the speed of the trolley is about

A.

13.

r.
D.
F.

3 m/s.
4 m/s.
6 m/s.
9 ms.
12 mis.

0 3



A.. Lt yiV

tNr.- 1, , and give the graphical construction
t',)r 0' of the ob,loct 0 as produced by the thin lens L
.ith f.)oi F and F'.

2.

3 INNISIef

Which, if any, of these three figures are correct?

A.

T1.

C.

D. None of the figures are correct.
E. All three figures are correct.

Figures 2 and 3 are correct.
Figures 1 and 3 are correct.
Figures 1 and 2 are correct.

Brsr COPY AVAIMLE

. /. The presence of ions in an aqueous (water) solution of
substance is most directly detected by

A. .finding out if it c:.,nducts electricity.
B. measuring the density of the solution and comparing it

with those of the pure solute and water.
C. seeing if the solution has an electric charge.
D. evaporating the solution and testing the residue for

conductivity.
E. adding an ionic substance and seeing if there is a

reaction.

The electronegativity (electron attracting power) of a given
dement on Pauling's scale can be estimated from the electro-
nt,gativities of the neighbouring; elements in the periodic
table. In estimating the electronegativity of chlorine from
th':.:;e of the elements to the left and right of it in period III,t:* mining factor is that, in going to the right in the period

A. chemical reactivity decreases.
P. the number of filled energy levels pe atom increases.
C. the van der Waaln radius increases.
D. the dEllsity decreases.
E. the nuclear charge increases.
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and Y rerrnsent two forms of the sane moth, a light sreoi:led

for1 and n rredorlir,nrt1L' dark, or melanio, form.

sor tr Y'-
IP MP 0,9

firdose
mr

.r . . t rs . /. , 7111 r -1 :
r, ; r.o

. : r - if E: re . or
0 r, F3 i e r ',row 0 tr-

q2 ! pl 200t.

: r. c forl of :loth t.:t, .%11 141,! re,orl!

"%I for-% . t.!ie dark :orm

r,.nk.sr rro 11 nf :orv, -tre%s. Ta.C. ° 1
!.:e! 1 'Is.. (!.! .1"2 4,*." f!';it.r! Cr',10

for-r
to -::s, attire

f* f.
7, .l t. yi non ; 0.

-or ::rf:firl from

`; trr ..'

Which of the following best explains the appearance of the dark

specimen in 1850?

A. The colour change was induced by air pollution.

B. The organisms adapted themselves to the change in external

environment.
C. Air pollution affected the moths directly after their

emergence fr.am the pupal stage.

D. A mutation, that had occurred before but had failed to

become established, became established because it was

favoured by changed in the external environment.

E. The caterpillars ate soot contaminated leaves and dark

moths developed from them.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE .1

4 -\. In in experiment with a certain plant, the photosynthetic rateprr unit of leaf area was measured at different light intensities.Thr oxpgrim-nt we repeated at three different temperatures,
ti°C, 15 C and 25 C. An adequate supply of carbondioxide wan
maintained throughout the experiments. The graph shows th, results.

NR

a

C 3o 3o go So

1.1411T IMTENSIT (10 FOOT Ca twas)

.)n the basis or the data ;7iven in the graph, what factor
factors determine the photosynthetic rate in light

intensities more than 1,0 (1 toot.cn'441es?

A. Light intensity.
B. Temperature.
C. Temperature and light intensity.
D. Water status of plant.
E. No Factor can be ascertained from the graph.



LEA 3I.X-SUBJE1/4:T SURVEY INSTRUMENW, BEST COPY AVAILABLL

The oasic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for school Coordinators
IEA /M3 Manual for Test Administrators

..1 N' U1 Na A. 1"
, *. nt LIP AM!

'on, t1 (01

.*

"..
Stage 3 IEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers

.IEA /M2 /Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators _ ."
IEA/M3 /Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

.

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within tls instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: isza,_aLInstrument t

E Examination (student)
Questionnaire (student)

T Teacher questionnaire
S School questionnaire

2: Student

1I 6 II and IV
2 I: 7R I, II and IV
3 la III e. .3 I and IV
4 IV S Specialist
5 s I and II tJ NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S Science
R Reading Comprehension
L Liter ,ure
M Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 a All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 Ail Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within T:ipe

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is wore than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name AdvancQd :;cienct: Rotating itemo, Stt T

Data Bank Instrument Number Eh CT

2 (I?
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Note that uix :eparnte 1)001:lets were prepared. The first 2 items

in each were those found in instrument 104:3Ii, and items P5-30 were

those found in instrument ir, E4L3Q, 1;4:111, E41-3, or 1:4;'.U,

respectively.

IEA/M3

Pop IV, p. 5-6

"Take out Booklet 31 f,om your envelope. Also, take out the small

envelope of anLwer card: oz..: "c .e the yellow answer card No 3. On

the front of Booklet 11 ib a 1Lt.A.er. It will be eli.her a "P", a "Q",

an "B", an "3", a "T" or a "U". Also on your answer card there is

a colunn of lettcrn and numbers at the top right hand edge by the large

number 3. The last cf these will also be a "P", a "Q", an "Ws, an "S",

a "T" or a "U". Make sure this letter is th- same as the one un your

tent booli.let."

(The tent administrator should hold up a ropy of Booklet 11 and answer

card 3 and show wherc they should match.)

111

W P. V,
In N. fts

.41 IT
V. V V I
114. to"
I. C
111 ../11
111% 11 141, 11. ILA

IL A , 1:411

0

a.

I Cr? c=icz G. c 3 c,
4 =1 Gb CZ> G> di- cri CD 0 0 CD

Cl

0
te.
te,

P :toto

I CI> CZ' Cr, 21 ez, cr) ca c3 cr)
2 es r-) C) G, c5 22. cz? 4") ar c.)

c-) co 73 C) C., GP

6) C.) a) C.4-, C5 c.) C, C>

t" ea (2) 25 ca (=, (04:0 ra

This is the letter

that should catch

the letter on the

front of the test

booklet.



lEA/M3
) continued

Pop IV, p.

If any student. finds that the answer card does

the test alministrator should correct the discr

booklet which matches the letter on his answer

not be allowed to change answer cards.

E4ST

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

not match the test, then

el) :1=Y Ly givinc; him a

card. The student :should

Then say: -

"We are now ready to begin Section B. Th^ answers to questions in this

section are to be marked in part B on the answer card. Find part B on

your ans.:er card."

Indicate Section 13 on the answer card. Ther say:-

"You will have sixty minutes for Section B of ',Ix, test. Remember do not

waste time if you cannot answer a questie1, but leave it and go on to

the next. Are there any questions?"
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25. Each resistor in the diagram has the same resistance R. Wh,t
resistance will be measured between terminals X and Y?

A. 2R.

3
C. R.

D.
R .

E. 3.

I.)

26. A jar of oxygen gas and a jar of hydrogen gas are at the same
temperature. The molecules of the two gases have on avera,:e the
same

A. velocity.
B. momentum.
C. force.
D. potential energy.
E. translational kinetic energy.

27. The rate of reaction of two substances X and Y is measured at
several concentr,tions of X and Y as shown in the table.

Rate of reaction millimoles/litre second 12 36 24

Concentration of X moles litre 5 15 10
Concentration of Y moles/litre

5 5 10

The rate of reaction is

A. proportional to the concentration of X but independent
of the concentration of Y.

B. proportional to the concentration of X and Y.
C. proportional to the concentration of Y but independent of

the concentration of X.
D. dependent on the concentrationq of X and Y but not satis-

factorily expressed in A. B or C.
E. dependent on some unspecified factors other than concentration.
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n. Which of tip, f llowing best describes the egd cell in the embryo
sac of a plant?

1. It is formed by mitosis.
P. It gives rise to the endosperm.

It is analogous to a pollen grain.
D. It is a zygote.
E. It is a female gamete.

Which one of the following formulae represents a substance
which you would NOT expect to exist under normal laboratory
conditions?

A. NaH.
P. H7S.

Si 02.

D. AlC1,.

E. 0
3.
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30. X and Y represent two forms of the same moth, a lir.ht
speckled form and a predominantly dark, or melanik 'ni,.

E4ST

X Y

During the 19th century the air in some parts of England
became increasingly polluted with soot through the growth
of industry based on the buying of coal. One effect of this
pollution was that lichens would no longer grow on the trunks
and branches of trees as these became blackened with soot.

Until 1850 the only Norm of this moth that had been recorded
was the light form X. Then in 1850 the dark fora Y was
reported from one of these industrial areas. By the end
of the 19th century the dark form had become quite common
and new it is, in many localities, the commoner of the two
forms, especially in the vicinity of large towns, where
it often comprises as much as 95% of the total population,
although the light form predominates in areas away from
large centres of population.

The papagraph describes a case of evolution through

A. sexual selection.
B. natural selection.
C. intra-specific competition.
D. geographical isolation.
E. the inheritance of acquired characters.

11Z
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IEA S1X-SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject

Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 ERA/Ma Manual for National Centers

IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators

IEA /M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers

IEA /M2 /Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators

IEA /M3 /Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

S OF PAY /AAE 1/2? OF HEAL TM
Ov( 41'.GN I N,e LFAIRE

44,1014AL ,NStitt,TE Or
k Dui At 4014" fI % r I '! I .1

" , . r

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular

IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction

information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the

warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).

For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned

since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items

in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each

such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number end

(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is

derived. Th: key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Tyre of Instrument

E ID Examination (student)

Q = Questionnaire (student)

T a Teacher questionnaire
S c School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 c I 6 and IV

2 = II 7 = I, II and IV

3 = III 8 = I and IV

4 = IV S = IV Specialist

5 = I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension

L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E = English as a Foreign Language

F = French as a Foreign ;,anguage

C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects

3 a All Stage 3 Subjects

5 = All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Witain Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each

instrur,nt when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Advanced Science Rotating items, Set U

Data Bank Instrument Number E4SU

11.3
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Note that six separate booklets wt prepared. The first 24 items

in each were those found in instrument E1SB, and items 25-30 were

th:):w found in inL:trw:0-nt E4SQ, F.4513, E40S, E4ST, or El4SU,

respectively.

IEA/M3

Pop IV, p. 5-6 .

"Take out Booklet 11 from your envelope. Also, take out the small

envelope of answer cards and remove the yellow answer card No. 3. On

the front of Booklet 11 is a letter. It will be either a "P", a "Q",

an "R", an "6", a "T" or a "U". Also on your answer card there is

a column of letters and number:- at the top right hand edge by the large

number 3. The last of these will also be a "P", "Q", an "R", an "6",

a "T" or a "U". Make sure this letter is th, same as the one on Four

test booklet."

(The test administrator should hold up a copy of Booklet ll and answer

card 3 and show where they should match.)

ILA.1501.0S

In a* .4 44, a" 4. a.11 NA ea 44:#
VP 4. .4 V, 4" WM a.. . .... 4r.
W 04 ...ii 44. 4. .4. IL., P.1 egetto .... , _ 4" 4. 4. .4 ... NMto %' ...r el v. .r. 4.* ".4 Vali% Ca
to WI -d R. a. Wee ...., ...a ... c'
an On 4 t 11" . Ca L.1, ..... IrIC
ao Oa .... 01 4 .... lor *4 ....... eftllto or ...6 G. 4" a- &ay ., .,-. r....,
ass 40 . 4" 4. It. 1. Va, .... cot

.mmiminoMmilEr

I CD CZ) C; C70 CD 3 cc) a) 4", at
.2 CJ CD a) c:, C 1- C5 cal 0 Gz

0
0

O

te

cs, cz) cc) c) cr, 2 1 c-a
cl c. Cher 22. 0) G,

3 c:- c) 2 5 C c., oz."

4- C.) C (Z) as c.) )
g zb c, C:5 as to c=,

This is the letter'

thiv: should match

tit:- letter on the

.."41.4".- front of the test

booklet.
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If any stLae.lt finds that the answer card does not match the test, then

tic test administrator should correct the discrepancy ty givinz him a

booklet which matcLe:1 the letter on his answer card. The student Lhould

not bt- ail le,u. d Lo change answer cards.

Then say:-

"We are now ready to becin Section B. Thri answers to questions in this

section cre to be marked in part B on the answer card. Find part B on-

your ansb:er card."

Indicate Section B on the answer mrd. Ther say:-

"You will hive sixty minutes for section B of the test. Remember do not

waste time if you cannot answer a puestien, but leave it and co on to

the next. Are them any questions?"

1
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;I'S. If a photon collides with a free electron

A. energy ls conserved; momentum is not.
B. momentum is conserved; energy is not.
C. both energy and momentum are conserved.
D. neither energy no momentum need be conserved.
E. momentum is conserved; the nature of the collision

determines whether energy is conserved.

26. If, in an imaginary situation, a 1 kg block of ice at 0°C
is dropped from such a height that all of it is melted by
the heat generated on impact with the ground, from what
height wou44 a 25 kg block of ice have to be dropped to melt
cogpetely, assuming the'. in both cases all of the heat is
absorbed by the ice?

A. 25 times as high.
B. 5 times as high.
C. 1/5 as high.
D. 1/25 as high.
E. The same height.

27. A student wishes to see how temperature affects the solubility
of a salt in water. His method is as follows:

He shakes an excess of the salt with water at a known tempera-
ture until no more appears to dissolve. He then filters to obtain

clear solution. After weighing a portion of this solution, he
evaporates the water and weighs the dry salt. He then repeats
the procedure at the same temperature. as a check before proceeding
to anoth, temperatuv.o.

Which of the following is apt to cause the greatest error during
determination of the solubility at a given temperature.

A. Allowing solution temperatures to chmge prior to filtration.
B. Allowing solution temperature to ohange during evaporation.
C. Allowing solution temperature to change at any time during

the procedure.
D. Not using the same size of salt crystals in the check

determinations.
E. Not adding the same excess of salt in the check determinations.

28. Th.- maintenance of a o:7.nstant body temperature in man involves
a balance between production of heat and loss of heat. Which
of th., factors given below least affects thi3 balance?

A. The circulation of the blood.
B. Rvapora*-,ion of water from the body surfaces.
C. Muscular contraction.
D. Dilation of blood vessels in thr
E. ThP heating of cold air in the lungs.
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A compound X, of the formula C0180, on partial oxidation gives

C H 0. From this information, X is most likely to be

A. an alkanal (aldehyde).
a tertiar:: alkanol (alcohol).

C. an alkene (olefin).
D. a secondary alkanol (alcohol).
E. an ether

Some organisms are difficult to classify as plants or animals
because they are

A. decomposers.
B. capable of acting as both producers and consumers.
C. microscopic and thus too difficult to study.
D. able to build up complex foods, by making use of light

energy.
E. producers.
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The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey sere set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Adminisrators

Stage 3 IEA/Ml/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
ILA /M2 /Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA /M3 /Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

PAY !MI hit OF Ht At tti
1 t3,Ic AttON NA FAkt
%At IONA% ,NS1'0'ut I Of

MI( 61,0N
f t h rl 1'.

. t . t

. s ,.I 141

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Tye of Instrument.

E 0 Examination (student)
Q = Questionnaire (student)
T = Teacher questionnaire

g School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 0 I 6 it II and IV
2g II 7 g I, II and IV
3 se III e a I and IV
4 m IV S IV Specialist

5 at I and II N Is NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S * Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L a Literature
M is Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E g English as a Foreign Language
F g French as a Foreign Language
C g Civic Education
2 g All Stage 2 Subjects
3 c All Stage 3 Subjects
5 g All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:InstrIment Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each

instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Specialist Biology

Data Bank Instrument Number ESSB
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1. In whicn of the following mature cell types are nuclei typically
present?

A. Mammalian erythrocytes.
B. Stomatal guard cells.
C. Tracheids.
D. Bacterial cells.
E. Sieve tube elements.

Questions 2, 504and ) refer to the following statement and the ac-
companying die grams.

Similar fragments of a certain plant tissue were placed in 1%, i% and
1)% sugar solutions respectively. When viewed under the microscope
alter they had reached equilibrium with the bathing solution, single
cells appeared as shown in the diagrams for the three solutions.

:

:4. . .

: : '

.r

Ilca ;

:

: r . .
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4. Which of the three cells shown has the highest turgor pressure?

A. 1.

B. ?.

C.

D. It is the same for all three.
E. It is impossible to say.

5. What fills the space between the cell wall and the protoplast when
a plant cell is plasmolyzed with a salt solution?

A. Water.
B. Air.
C. Salt solution.
D. Ectoplasm.
E. Cell sap.

o. In a certain species each of two gene pairs is located on a dif-
ferent chromosome. For each pair, the gene may exist in either
of its two allelic forms, one of which is completely dominant
over the other. In which of the following crosses would all the
offspring be of the same phenotype?

A. Individuals both heterozygous for the two gene pairs.
B. Individuals both heterozygous for one and the sane

gene pair, and homozygous recessive for the other pair.
C. An individual heterozygous for both gene pairs, and

an individual homozygous recessive for both pairs.
D. An individual heterozygous for one gene pair and homo-

zygous dominant for the other pair, and an individual
homozygous recessive for both pairs.

E. An individual homozygous dominant for both gene pairs
and an individual heterozygous for both pairs.

7. In many breeds of cattle the polled condition (absenos of horns)
is dominert over the presence of horns, and homozygous red ores-
sed with homozygous white produces roan (intermingled red and
white hairs) colour. Which of the following oirosses will pro-

duce only horned roan offspring?

A. Polled red x honied white.
B. Horned roan x horned roan.
C. Horned red x horned white.
D. Polled roan x horned roan.
E. Polled white x horned roan.
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Itcm8 an,1 lo rci,,r to tn,2 following photomicrographs of divi-
aing cells frpm 31) lnther taken Irom a !lower Dud, and stained to
show ohrom000mes. ;ome of the stages are duplicated.

7

4 t it ... - -.,

/ difb
411 1116 t I

N

OP ,
.

tA:4 lige

;;ate-..

1,4

MN.

i3

Astties,

4 ,

hhen the photomicrographs are arranged in the order in shish the
events they dql,ict occur, which of the following processes do
they illustrate?

A. Fusion of nuclei in fertilization.
B. Meiosis.
C. Mitosis.
D. Zygote iormation.
E. Binary lission.

Number the photomicrographs in their most probable order and
then seiPct from the choices below the one that corresponds
most nearly to yours. sear in mind that some of the stages
are duplicated.

T.

C.
D.

F.

5, ,, 0, 11, 12, 1:, o, 1.
15, 7 12, 4, 10, 6, 1, 1, 2, 1.
1. :. 0. 14, 3 13, 7, 4.
15, 14, 11, 1, -, -, le, 11.

10, 2*, 8, ! 11, 1 , 3, 1.
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:13t 1, the. probable haploid number of chromosomes for this

.

,1 All the offspring from a hooded/hooded x white/white cross in
rats are found to be hooded. If these F hooded rats are mated
together and produce litters totalling 50 rats, which of the
following proportions is most likely?

A. 50 hooded : nil white.
B. ,0 white : nil hooded.
C. 5d white : 12 hooded.
D. 24 white : 26 hooded.
E. 10 white : 40 hooded.

12. In a living plant cell chlorophyll absorbs light and as a result

A. carbon dioxide is fixed into phosphoglyceric acid.
B. carbohydrates are formed
C. ATP is converted into ADP.
D. ADP is converted into ATP and hydrogen is released

from water.
E. oxygen is released from CO2.

15. In slightly diluted sea water, the small marine worm Gunds swells
when deprived of oxygen and shrinks again when oxygen is sup.
piied. What is the most likely explanation?

A. Laok of oxygen results in an incomi.:,ete oxidation
of waste products.

B. The lack of oxygen increases water absorption.
C. Excess water is poisonous to the organism.
D. When less oxygen is available, there is not enough

energy to oppose osmotic entry of water.
E. An increase of surface area gives a better means of

oxygen absorption.

14. Grazing beef cattle utilise only about 1/7th of the plant food
they eat. The intensive rearing of animals in buildings can
improve greatly on this. Which of the following factors is
least likely to affect this?

A. Competition for food by other animals is prevented.
B. The animals receive less light.
C. There is less loss of body weight.
D. Less energy is used in movement.
E. Special additions can be made to the diet.
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15. Which of the following would be the best way of testing the
hypothesis that two given ensymes affeot the rate of a oertaia
reaotion?

A. Try the reaction with a mixture of the enzymes at
different temperatures.

B. Purify the enzymes and then try them out on Ole
reaction.

C. Try the enzymes separately and together on the
reaction.

D. Try inhibiting one enzyme by dialysis.
E. Try mixtures of the enzymes in different proportions

on the reaction.

16. Secretions of endocrine organs are not directly responsible
for

A. oaloiva metabolism.
B. secretion by the adrenal cortex.
C. changes in the uterine lining.
D. changes of body temperature.
N. general body growth.

17. Cobalt chloride paper is blue when dry. It gradually ohmage,
colour to pink in the presence of water vapour. Three 1 on
square dry cobalt chloride papers were treated as follovss

The first was fastened to .the upper surface ofa
way,
by means of

A clip, the second to the lower surface in .s simiAery, fond the
third hung free in the air. The time taken for the papers to achieve
a standard pink colour was noted. The first took 9 minutes, the
second 10.5 minutest the third 18.0 minutes.

Which of the following conolusions is justified on this
evidenoe alone?

A. There are more stomata on the lower surface of
the leaf than on the upper.

B. No water vapour is given off from the lower mistime of
the leaf.

C. The upper leaf surface gives off more water vapour
than the lower.

D. Both leaf surfaces give off water vapour at the
same rate.

E. There are no stomata on the upper surface of the
leaf.

lb. The maintenance of a oonetant body temperature in man invol-
ves a balance between production of hest and loss of heat.
Which of the factors given below least affeots this balance?

A. The circulation of the blood.
B. Evaporation of water from the body surfaces.
C. Musou''ar contraction.
D. Dilation of blood vessels in the skin.
E. The heating of cold air in the lungs.
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Lymph is foroed into the tissues by

A. blood pressure.
B. the action of the liver.
C. intestinal villi.
D.. the action of the kidney.
E. iTrade:A.

!PA/15
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20. In an experiment with a certain plant, the photosynthetic rate per
unit of leaf area was measured at different light intensities. Tile
experi%ent was repeated at three different temperatures, 50, 1>"0
and 25 C. An adequate supply of carbon dioxide was maintained
throughout the experiments. The graph shown the results.

20 30 40 .
SO

. . .

Li4wr isTENSTY Ok. too Fool* CANDI-ES

t!.0 of thc! _vit% factor or

factors etc.ri p!;otosy:!thetle rate r, 1-7711t intens:t,es

fooi 1:es-
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(

t fohow.:;f- :irook.,11re to fiNd out
blood tyre. Thch drew a

the wer( with physic-
thc. ;:ed. reservations under a

of :he corpuscles. The students
that 1,,ley .:cre k''.f the same blood type.
is thc best. coa:.ct on their conclusioi-.?

:!ot arreemet with the Zacts cif
(7xper:ment.

Then, are .ot revea.i by the experimetA.
to :Ia.:7e

to t,he ;:iei. of poor experimental tech-res, observatio.ls prompted a conc:1s0, in
ao,epted science.

The :!onel':o on 4J:7 justified.
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lEA/15

bc e.. statei that fr. 4 oLowr that if the a+r,oh:.t

.le is de !reasei from 4..d the

holA constant, there Is a:

;

t.r uc:,.:ordl to the ,Traph.

i;t..!oe..t Is f;:;se a':.:t,rd:+c; to the graph.

state.Tieht .!a:!iot be jud,7ed by the .:.ruph but is

1..:+1.-1 with established bologi:!al principle.
he statement .!anot be judr,ed by the r'.raph and is
.ct i.. ::!::.4ord with an established biological principle.
The stateme t -:!an+..ot be judt-el by the :Praph or by an

establ.sned biological principle.

4. TheThe arboo. 00%telt of the layer of air next to the
:heat Ih ,or..fielJ 1. clear warm simmer day will be less

tha, a stil war'n nipht.
':hich of the followng is correct'.'

A. The statement is true accordlng to the graphs.
R. The staterJeht is false accordihg to the graphs.

The statement cannot be judged completely by the graphs
but is accord with an established biological principle.
The statement cannot be ;.i.dt-..ed completely by the graphs
and is :lot in accord with a_ established biological
prii
The stateme:A cannot be j.:d47ei !ompletely by the graphs

or iv a e ntabi ishe biota. i principle.

carbo.. i 2i.de '!o!iteht nf the air is approximately 0.03,

by volume. -:he lnt,:nsity at noon on a clear summer day

is the !.elhbourhood of 3,000 to 10,000 foot candles. On

the ban.s f the data f:g. 1, will the rate of

.arbor be limited urn a warn clear summer
day by the carbon :!ioxide :.onteat of the air rather than the

htensit , of the
a..s'.:ern to this luestlon is correct?

A. Yes. :he data make this quite clear.
Me lata show this is :.ot true.

t ?'r r :. the data given, but is

a-!cor'! established b:ologoal principle.
t c't be determined from the data glven and is t-ot

::ith estab:;shci bioloc:lcal principle.
t be detc:rm:ned from tre iven or by a :.

+.he fullow.nri, is rot ,lo.:trolled by hormones

tLr:

tne rad:oie.
_).:;r:r ';'.1er the infl-;ehcc of i .reasing day le.r:th.

: ,f F;.100 :.s towards lateral
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Questions 27 and 28 refer to the following. The primary function of
a )idney tubule is to reabsorb water. The diagrams show three types
of kidney tubules (nephrone).

27. Which kidney tubule (nephron) is most likely to ocour in a
desert animal?

A. K.

B. L.

C. Y..

D. It is impossible to say.
E. It will depend upon whether the animal is a herbivore

or a carnivore.

28. Which kidney tubule (nephron) is most likely to occur in fresh-
water animals?

A. 7.

B. L.

C. M.

D. It is impossible to say.
E. It will depend upon whether the animal is oold-blooded

or warm-blooded.

29. Which of the following best describes the egg cell in the embryo
sac of a plant?

A. It is formed by mitosis.
B. It gives rise to the endosperm.
C. It is analogous to a pollen grain.
D. It is a zygote.
E. It is a female gamete.
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30. The diagrams show the external appearance or sections of embryenio
stages of two kinds of animals. Whioh two kinds are they?

A. Amphibia and reptiles.
B. Echinoderms and mammals.
C. Fish and mammals.
D. Coelenterates and birds.
E. Insects and birds.

31. In order to obtain two crops in one growing season a farmer planted
some seeds which he had harvested the previous week but the seeds
failed to germinate. What can be concluded from this observation?

A. The farmer did not provide the right conditions for
germination.

B. The seeds needed a longer period of maturation.
C. The farmer had not removed inhibiting substances.
D. The seeds required a period of low temperature.
E. The data are inadequate for a conclusion to be reached.

32. Some organisms are difficult to classify as plants or animals
because they are

A. deoomposers.
B. capable of acting as both producers and consumers.
C. microsoopic and thus too difficult to study.
D. able to build up ooaplex foods. by making use of light

energy.
E. produoers.
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QUeotions 55, 54, 35 and 36 refer to the following drawingand the descriptive paragraph.

X and Y rer:-went two forms of the name moth, a licht speckledfor`: a pred,11:4 dark, or melanic, form.
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34. Which one of the following hypotheses would be of little value

when designing experiments to investigate the problem desoribed in

the paragraph.

A. Caterpillars from eggs laid by pure-breeding light-
coloured moths will emerge as dark-coloured moths if

fed on leaves oontwiinated with industrial soot.

B. The dark form of moths can be obtainelby irradiating,
by means of X rays, the eggs laid by pure-breeding

light-coloured moths.
C. When bred in captivity under extreme conditions of

temperature or humidity the dark form proves hardier

than the light form.
D. The dark-coloured adults fly more strongly than the

light-coloured ones.
E. If paper models of the two forms are exposed in equal

numbers on a dark tree trunk, birds will peck off more

of the light ones than the dark ones.

35. The paragraph describes a case of evolution through

A. sexual selection,
B. natural selection.
C. i%traspecific
D. geographical isolation.
E. the i%herltance of Eicluire:i characters.

36. Which one of the following statements is probably NOT true of

this species of moth?

A. It usually frequents woodland habitats.

B. It rests during the daytime on exposed tree trunks

and branches.
C. It is apparently distasteful to birds.
D. The caterpillars feed on the leaves of trews.

E. It will often be caught in moth traps near large towns.

31. The Galapagos Islands in the Pacific axe believed never to have

been oonneoted to the mainland. In the Islands there are 14 species

of finch -like birds with no obvious relatives elsewhere in the

world. The finches vary from island to island. There is a close

resemblance between species in plumage, calls, nests, and eggs,

but each species differs greatly in beak modifications according
to the diet. The species do not interbreed and do not compete for

food. It is stated on this evidence that isolation is an important

factor in the production of new species.

A. The statement is supported by the information given.

B. The statement is not supported by the information given.

C. The statement is contradicted by the information given.

D. The statement is known to be false but this is not sup-
ported by the information given.

E. No relevant information is given.
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38. It has been noticed in recent years that the proportion of insects
surviving after exposure to certain insecticides has shown gra-
dual inoreare with succeeding generations. Of the following, which
is the best explanation?

A. World changes in climate have provided new environment.
B. Insects which have been exposed to the insecticide and

have recovered have passed on an immunity to their off-
spring.

C. Elimination of the lees resistant strains givse the
resistant ones 4 greater chance of success.

D. Changes in the habits of the inseots have enabled them
to survive.

E. This insecticide causes favourable mutations.

3N. An adaptation one might expect to find in some "successful" desert
plants would be a

4. large leaf area and a thick impermeable cuticle.
B. large leaf area and a large absorbing root surface.
C. small leaf area and a large absorbing root surface.
D. small leaf area and a thin, permeable cuticle.
E. small leaf area and a small absorbing root surface.

40. Which of the following does NOT provide evidence of evolution?

A. Green plants can be arranged in order from simple to
complex.

B. Embryos of birds, reptiles, and mammals have gill clefts
resembling those of a fish embryo.

C. The ancestry of animals like the horse can be traced
through the fossil record.

D. The oaecum is present in all mammals including man but
is only funotional in some.

E. The individuals within a species differ considerably one
from another.
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The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 IEA /Ml Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA /M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
ILA /M2 /Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA /M3 /Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item witM.n the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E Examination (student)

CI Questionnaire (student)
T Teacher questionnaire
S School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I 6 g II and IV
2 = II 7a I, 11 and IV
3 a III 8 = I and IV
4 IV S IV Specialist
5 I and II N NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S Science
R Reading Comprehension

Literature
M Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C is Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Tyke

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Specialist Chemistry

Data Bank Instrument Number Espc
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1. Which of these solutions is one-molar, that is, 1 M ?

A. A solution containing 1 molecule of solute per unit
volume of water.

B. A solution containing 1 molecule of substance dissolved
in 1 mole ur water.

C. A solution containing 0.1 formula weight in grams of a
substance in 100 millilitres of solution.

D. A solution containing 0.1 gram of solute in 100 millilitre
of solution.

E. A solution containing 1 formula weight of solute in
1 millilitre of water.

2. Which one of the following formulae represents a substance
which you would NOT expect to exist under normal laboratory
conditions?

A. NaJi.

B. H
2
S.

C. Si02.

D. A1C12.

E. 03.

3. It N is Avogadro's number, and the gram molecular weight pr molar
wetght of a compound is A, the weight'of one molecule of theodmpound is

A. N/A.
B. A x N.
O. 2A x N.
D. A/N.
E. 2A/N.

4. What is the change in oxidation number (oxidation state,
valency) of manganese in the reaction represented by the
equation

Mn0
2

+ 4 HC1 Me12 C12 +2H
2
07

A. 2.
B. 3.
C. 4.
D. 5.
E. 6.

5. Whim an aqueous_ solution of sodium iodide is electrolysed with
platinum electrodes, the main product at the cathode (nsgetiveelectrode) is

L oxygen moleman.
B. iodine molecules.
C. hydroxyl ions (011'").
D. sodium atoms.
E. hydrogen molecules.
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7. %Oast is the minimum weight of NsC1 that is needed to prepare 7.1 g
of chlorine? (Approximate atomic weights: Na 23, Cl 35.5)

A. 5.9 g.
B. 7.1 g.
C. 11.7 g.
D. 12.7 g.
E. 14.2 g.

8.

Capper 4.5E1_,
SulphAe

Silver 14144

Nitrate

44 Ammeter

Sodium __MO/L..
Hydroxide

Copper strips K and L, silver strips M and N and platinum
strips 0 and P, which are equal to each other in surfaoo

area and weight, are hung opposite ;mob other inaqueOus solutions
of copper sulphate, silver nitrate and dilute sodium

hydroxide respectively. They are conneoted in series as
the figure shows, and a oonetant currant of 0.5 amp is sent

through for 30 minutes.

Approximate atomic weights Ag 108 Cu 63.5 Pt 195

N 14.0 0 16.0 H 1.00

Na 23.1 S 32.0

I Faraday 96,500 coulombs; Avogadro's number 6.02 x 10"
moleoulea/ g mole.

Which strip gained most weight?

A. Copper strip K.
D. Copper strip L.
C. Silver strip M.
D. Silver strip N.
E. Platinum strip P.
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10. If an atom of a radioactive element first emits an alpha particle
and then emits a beta particle, the nuclear charge will

A. decrease by 1 unit.
B. increase by 1 unit.
C. decrease by 2 units.
D. decrease by 3 units.
E. decrease by 4 units.

11. The word "covalent" is correctly used to describe all the
strong bonds between the atoms in

A. magnesium oxide.
B. copper sulphate.
C. sodium chloride.
D. carbon disulphide.
E. nickel.

12. The prese..ce of io::s i an ac.:cous (water) solution of a
substance is most directly detected by.

A. finding out if it conducts electricity.
B. measuring the density of the solution and comparing it

with those of the pure solute and water.
C. seeing if the solution has an electric charge.
D. n'T-aporating the solution and testing the residue

for conductivity.
E. adding an ionio substance and seeing if there is

a reaction.

13. Which of the following series of numbers represents the electronic
structure of an element with a variable valency (oxidation state)?

A. 2, 8, 7.

B. 2, 8, 15, 2.
C. 2, 8, 18, 2.

D. 2, 8, 8, 1.

E. 2, 8, 18, 7.

1
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Questions 14 and 15 refer to a portion of the periodio table

I III VII VIII

V W

Hypothetical elements T, IT, V, W and X are located in the upper
half of the periodic table of elements shown above. Elements
T, TT, V and W are all in the same period, with element T a
member of group I, element 13 a member o: group III, element V
a member of group VII and element W the last element in the
period. Element X is in the same group as element V and is
immediately below it.

14. Which of the following comparisons ox elements T and V is
correct?

A. V is more electronegative than T.
B. V is more metallic than T.
C. Atoms of V have fewer valence electrons than do

those of T.
D. Atoms of V have fewer eleotrons than do those of T.
E. The usual valence (combining capacity) of V is

greater than that of T.

15. Which of the following comparisons of elements V and X is
correct?

A. Atoms of V have fewer valence electrons than
atoms of X.

B. Atoms of V are smaller than those of X.
C. V is more metallic than X.
D. V is much less reactive than X.
E. V has a much higher melting point than X.

16. The piling point of sodium chloride (formula weight 58.5) is
1413 C whereas the boiling,point of carbon tetrachloride
(formula weight 154) is 77 C. On considering the formula
weights it might be expected that carbon tetrachloride would
have the higher boiling point. The reason for the observed
result is that sodium chloride is

A. a solid and carbon tetrachloride is a liquid.
B. ionic and carbon tetraohloride is covalent.
C. an inorganic substance whereas carbon tetrachloride

is an organic substance.
D. soluble in water whereas carbon tetraohloride is not.
E. based upon a cubic unit lattice but carbon tetrachloride

has a tetrahedral unit structure.
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17. Chromic chloride hexahydrate has the empirical formula
CrC1

3
.6H

2
O. It exists in several isomeric forms and when one

of these isomers is allowed to react with excess of silver
nitrate in aqueous solution 2 moles of silver chloride are
precipitated
of this

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

for every

Cr(H20)6+ + 3C1-.

CrC13(R20)3 +

(CrC1 (82 0)
5
)

2+

(CrC12(H20)4)+

Cl\ /1\ Cl
Cr Cr

Cl'
\ ,A \
Cl CI[

mole of the chromium salt. The nature
o.! represented as

3R20.

+ 2C1 + H
2
O.

+ C1.- + 2E20.

+ 1282 0.

18. The half life of the radioactive isotope potassium, K
42

, is
12.4 hours. The activity of a sample will be reduced to 3%
of its original value after an estimated time of

A. 12.4 hours.
B. 37.2 hours.
C. 42 hours.
D. 63 hours.
E. 124 hours.

19. Selenium is the element below sulphur in the periodic table.
One would expect selenium to

A. be a metal with a high boiling point.
B. form a potassium oxy-salt of formula K

3
Se04 .

C. burr in air to form an oxide SeO.
D. dissolve in nitric acid to form a salt Se(NOT)A.
E. form a compound H2Se which is weakly acidic 2 I+

in aqueous solution.

20. Which one of the following compounds can exist in optically
active forma?

OH

A. CH3CHCH3.

B. CH3.CHCH.CH3.

O
C.

OH

HOCH
2
-CH-CH

2
OH.

D. CH3.CH..CH2.

O
E.

OH

CH3-CH-CH2CH3.
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five bottles, each containing a different
together ithtthe follow;.1.g information :

.Mate at iioom
Point°' lolling Point°: Temperatre

183 89 gas

20 9 gas

130 36 liquid

78.5 138 liquid

284
290 solid

Considering the factors which influence the strength of
intermolecular (van der Waals) forces, hydrogen bonding
and solubility, select one of the following compounds (A to :)
in answer to questions 21 and 22.

A. CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3.

CH
I 3

B. CH
3
-C-CH

3
.

CH
3

C. CH -CH
2-CH2

-CH
2-CH2

0H.

D. CH3-CH3.

H ,40011
E.

11

t:,es,. ]3
. bottle ()*.-

22. ;:hich of these compois is contained in bottle (v)?
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23. The electronegativity (electron attracting power) of a given
element on Pauling's scale can be estimateifrom the eleotro-
negativities of the neighbouring elements in the periodic
table. In estimating the eleotronegativity of chlorine from
those of the elements to the left and right of it in period III,

the determining factor is that, in going to the right in

the period,

A. chemical reaotivity decreases.
D. the number of filled energy levels per atom increases.
C. the van der Waals radius increases.
D. the density decreases.
E. the nuclear charge increases.

24. In a similar manner to that described in the previous question
an eleotronegativity value for radium (Re) can be obtained by
using the eleotronegativity values of the neighbouring elements
in Group II. The determining factor in this case is that in
going down group II

A. melting point increases.
B. the number of filled energy levels per atom increases.
C. atomic radius decreases.
D. nuclear radius decreases.
E. electrical conductivity decreases.
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Questions 25 to 27 relate to the following potential energy
diagram for the reaction Br + H2---. HBr + H.

nyegEl

RERmom P
ect1/4 T1 i T .ZoCTS

25. The heat of reaction is represented by

A. W.

B. X.

C. Y.
D. Z.

E. Z minus W.

26. The energy of activation for the above reaction is represented by

A. W.

B. X.

C. Y.
D. Z.

E. Z minus W.

27. The activation energy for the reverse of the reaction given above

(i.e. for the reaction, HBr + + H2) is represented by

A. W.

B. X.

C. Y.
D. Z.

E. Z plus X.
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28. Which of the following represents the variation of the number ofmoleoules or atoms, nE, having energy E in a sample of a gas atroom temperature?

A.

D.

B.

E

C.

29. A reaction does not take place in the dark but proceeds
explosively as soon as exposed to light. Which is the best
explanation of this fact?

A. Light provides the energy which is released as heat
in the explosion.

B. Light initiates the reaction which then proceeds
very rapidly.

C. Light acts as a catalyst, being regenerated during
the explosion..

D. Light heats the unstable reactant(s) which then
explode.

E. The total reaction is endothermic and light initiates
it by supplying much more than the required energy.

30. Assuming equilibrium is reached in the reaction

2C0 + n--- 2CO2 H -135 kcal (The reaction
02 02

to the right is
exothermic.)

a greater yield of CO2 will be obta2ned by

A. raising the temperature and pressure.
B. lowering the temperature and pressure.
C. raising the temperature and lowering the pressure.
D. lowering the temperature and raising the pressure.
E. adding a catalyst and raising the pressure.

.14
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31. When a small epeok of lead monoxide was added to a concentrated

solution of hydrogen peroxide, the solution became hot and

eventually erupted violently. In this process large amounts of

oxygen were given off. Which of the following is the best

explanation?

A. The great amount of heat is due to the release of oxygen
by decomposition of lead monoxide; no catalysis is involved.

B. The reaction is catalysed by lead monoxide but unaffected

by a rise in temperature.
C. The reaction is not oatalyeed by lead monoxide but is

accelerated by a rise in temperature.
D. The reaction is unaffected by a rise in temperature

but catalysed by products.
E. The reaction is catalysed by lead monoxide and accelerated

by a rise in temperature.

32. The rate of reaction of two substances X and Y is measured at

several oonoentrations of X and Y as shown in the table.

.. ,

Rate of reaction millimoles/litre second 12 36 24

................-..----...................................

Concentration of X moles/litre 5 15 10

1Concentration of Y moles/litre 5 5 .10

.
.

The rate of reaction is

A. proportional to the concentration of X but independent

of the concentration of Y.
B. proportional to the concentrations of X and Y.

C. proportional to the concentration of Y but independent

of the concentration of X.
D. dependent on the concentrations of X and I but not

satisfactorily expressed in A, B or C.
E. dependent on some unspecified factors other than

concentration.

33. Aluminium is extracted from bauxite by

A. heating bauxite in a plentiful supply of air.

B. reducing bauxite with coke in a furnace.
C. reducing bauxite with water gas in a furnace.
D. electrolysing bauxite dissolved in sulphuric acid.

E. eleotrolysing bauxite dissolved in melted oryolite.

34. Which of the following elements is most likely to yield the
highest oxidation state of a transition metal when combining

with it?

A. Iodine.
B. Sulphur.
C. Fluorine.
D. Phosphorus.
E. Hydrogen.
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35. On the basis of the periodic table, which of the following
would be desoribed beat as an oxide which is only basic?

A. A1203.

B. CO.
C. P

2
0
5

.

D. NO
2
.

E. CaO.

36. A compound )(of the formula C
3
R
s
Op on partial oxidation gives

C
3
B
6
0. From this information, X is most likely to be

A. an alkanal (aldehyde).
B. a tertiary alkanol (alcohol).
C. an alkene (olefin).
D. a secondary alkanol (alcohol).
E. an ether.

37. The reaction represented by the equation
OR CH(OH)NH -NH? ---4 CH3CHN-NH, + H2O is an example of what kind
of3 reaction?

A. Addition.
B. Polymerisation.
C. Rearrangement.
D. Substitution.
E. Fliminstion.

38. A liquid compound behaves as follows s

It reacts with sodium.
It reacts with acetic, acid in the presence of sulphuric acid to

give a sweet smelling ester.
It is completely miscible with water.
It contains only the elements carbon, hydrogen and oxygen.

The compound is

A. definitely ethyl alcohol.(ethanoi)
B. probably an ether.
C. probably an alcohol.
D. probably an organic base.
E. probably a oarboxylic acid.
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39. A student wishes to see bow temperature affects the solubility
ox a salt in water. His method is as follows t

He shakes an excess of the salt with water at a known
temperature until no more appears to dissolve. No then
filters to obtain a clear solution. After weighing a portion
of this solution, he evaporates the water and weighs the dry
salt. Be then repeats the prooedure at the same temperature
as a check before proceeding to another temperature.

Which of the following is apt to cause the greatest error
during determination of the solubility at a given temperature.

A. Allowing solution temperature to change prior to
filtration.

B. Allowing solution temperature to change during
evaporation.

C. Allowing solution temperature to change at any time
during the procedure.

D. Not using the same size of salt crystals in the *hook
determinations.

E. Not adding the same excess of salt in the °hook
determinations.

40. The molecular formula for an organic compound is found to be
C
4

If
8
0
2

The following properties of the compound were

experimentally determined.

I. 0.1 mole of sodium metal reacts with 0.1 mole of the
oompound to liberate 0.05 mole of H2 gas.

II. The compound forms an ester by one step.
III. The compound is not easily oxidised.

On the basis of the above information, which of the following
is the most likely structural formula for the compound?

A
CH

3
-CH

2
-g-OCH

3

0

B. CB
3
-CE

2
-CH

2
-C-OH

C. prp-OH
CH CH

/ 2
0

OH 0
It

D. CR -CH-CH
2
CB

E. HO-CH
2
-CU CH-CH

2
OR
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IEA SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject

Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA/Ma Manual for National Centers

IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators

IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IBA/MI/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers

IEA /M2 /Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators

IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular

IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction

information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the

warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).

For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned

since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items

in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each

such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and

(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is

derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Tyke of Instrument

E a Examination (student)

Q a Questionnaire (student)

T a Teacher questionnaire
S A School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 e / 6 = II and ry

2a11 7 = I, II and IV

3 = III 8 = I and IV

4 /V S IV Specialist

5 a I and II N sot NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

3 a Science
R Reading Comprehension
L a Literature
M a Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

E English as a Foreign Language
F a French as a Foreign Language

C Civic Education
2 All Stage 2 Subjects
3 a All Stage 3 Subjects
5 All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

41.5: Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each

instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Specialist Physics

Data Bank Instrument Number ESSP
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1. Which of the following statements involves vector quantities only?

A. Gravitational field strength is 9.8 N/kg.
B. Each solid body has yeight and inertialmass.
C. Water freezes at 27rK and boils at 373' Kalo
D. The charge on an electron is: e m 1.6 x'10 10.
E. The kinetic energy of a free falling body is equal to

the difference between its potential energy at the start
and the end of fall.

2. The ratio of the mess bf the sun to that of the earth can be
calculated from

3 2
Mb Re, Tm
Me Re. 1;2 where Ms mass of sun

Me m mass of earth

Re m radiui of earth's orbit about the sun

Rm orradius of moon's orbit about the earth

Ts m period for 1 revolution of earth around
the sun

Tm m period for 1 revolution of moon around the
earth

The following list gives values for these quantities,with estimates for
the errors of measurement for each.

Re 1491500,000 km ± 16,000'km

Rm 384,420 km ± 160 km

Te 365.3 days ± 0.1 days

Tm 27.32 days ± 0.01 days

Which quantity contributes most to the error in calculating
the value of the ratio Ms 9

Me

A. Re.
B. Rm.
C. Tm.
D. Te.
E. All contribute approximately equally.
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3. Which of the five systems of vectors shown has the resultant
represented by ?

A

B

a

lEA/17

4. If the earth's mass were twice ea great as it is, its period of

revolution about the sun (assuming it stayed in the same orbit)

would

A. increase 4 times.
B. increase 2 times.
C. decrease by a factor of 2.
D. decrease by a factor of 4.
E. remain the same.

1.50 ,,ass
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5. The figure shows the respective positions which a small ball
occupied every 1/7 second after it had been shot up vertically
by a spring.Assume that the spring is compressed to the point
K and then released, and that the ball leaves the spring at P.
Z is the highest position that the ball reaches. Assume air
resistance .to be negligible.

,Assuming that the acceleration due to gravity is 9.8 m/s
2
, what

is the acceleration of the ball at the position Y?

A. Zero.
B. Less than 9.8 m/s 2

.

C. 9.8 m/s 2.
D. Greater than 9.8 m/s2

E. It is impossible to say
unless the height the
ball rises is given.

Z Bighest position of the ball

--Y Ball just left the spring

X pall on the compressed spring
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6. A ball was released at the position K on the rail shown in the

figure. On the rail the part MN is a straight line, and the part

N 0 P is a circular arc with its centre at X.The ball moved along

the rail and then went off from the rail at the position P, which

is lower than X.

0

Assuming that the friction between the ball and the rail, the

rotation of the ball and the air resistance are all negligible,

which one of the alternatives is correct?

fla

A. The ball moved as shown in the curve 1 in the figure

running off from the circular path owing to the gravitation.

B. As here is not any resistance, it reached the same

he..ght as the point K, but the actual path cannot be

determined.
C. As the mechanical energy of the ball changed owing to

contact with.the rail, it did not reach quite the same

height as the point K.

D. As the direction of the ball going off from the point P

is inclined to the vertical, it moved as shown in the

curve 2 in the figure.

E. As the mechanical energy is conserved, it moved as the

curve 3 in the figure.

.. lc- ...all :.*:r at 20 T./s collides -rith a hall of ..;!..kno

7::::33 r...-);'-.! a'. !') 7./2 . t':e sale directi . 't.e/- coll:si.o 9

r' 5 k.. :-.o:eri ,I!. 1-; -.,/s a the ot::e '..:.1.1 at 1; ::,/s,

:.(J4,:. st1:: t:.e sa:e dre,:%io:..

The mass of the second ball is

A. 2 kg.
B. 6 kg.
C. 10 kg.
D. 12 kg.
E. 30 kg.
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8. A 5C boy stands on a trolley of mass 100 k7. The trolley in
travelline7 to the ri7ht on rails at a constant speed of 6 m/s.

SIDE VIEW

,1011111111111.11°.°114.6 CL11=11.
6 m/s

PLAN VIEW
Boy Jumps

4
1

M.

I0 6 m/s

After the boz jumps sideways off the trolley pushing off at
right angles to it, the speei of the trolley is about

A. 3 M/s.
11. 4 m/s.

6 m/s.
D. 9 mss.
E. 12 m/s.

9. Water at a depth of m in a constant-head reservoir flows with
friction through a horizontal tube and issues from the open end
with a speed of 6.0 :11/r3. About what fraction of the mechanical
energy of the water is lost in friction?

.

MWMioftOW.MOMO.MOM=11,
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.:, in an imaginary situation, a 1 kg block of ice at 0°C
iropped from suoh a height that all of it is melted by the

neat generated on impact with the ground, from what height
a 2$ kg block of ice have to be dropped to-melt com-

v otely, assuminc that to both cases all of the heat is
absorbed by the ice?

A. 25 times as high.
B. 5 times as high.
C. 1/5 as high.
D. 1/25 as high.
E. The same height.

11. A boat loaded with rooks floats in a small swimming pool. If the
rocks are thrown overboard into the water, the level of the water
in the pool

A. rises.
B. remains the same.
C. falls.
D. the result depends on the density of the boat.
E. the result depends on the relative densities of

the rooks and the material of the boat.

12. of hydrogen are in n rigid container exerting
?re:1ure P on the walls. 2 G of another gas are intro-

teuperature renining contant. The pressure in
container, assuning no chenioal reaction occurs, in now

. 1)etwoen P and 2P.
2P.

:ro-!t.1r than 2P.
,till P.

;nailer or rsroater than P dopendinis on the
ci.,Arintion of the ixture frog the ideal.

of ox::.,,e7. is a jfer of h:roren --as are at the
tmperat re. 7).-;1es of the two gases have 0.
- s; . 'e

%oxv.:

fore.

rs: cL. er,"!.
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14. The three figures 1, 2, 3, give the graphical construction for
image 0' of object 0 as produced by the thin lens L with foci
F and F'.

2

0

..___......._

T_
0

0 F

m

Which, if any, of these three figures are correct?

A. 'Figures 2 aled 3 are correct.
B. Figures 1 and 3 are correct.
C. Figures 1 and 2 are correct.
D. None of the figures are correct.
E. All three figures are correct.

15. Sound is not an electromagnetic radiation. The
the truth of this statement is the fact that

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

audible sounds have a wavelength (in
1 m (about middle E).
diffraction effects can be observed.
sound can be produced by vibrating solids.
sound travels at 300 m/s in air.
sound can be refracted.

best evidence for

air) of about
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16. Two long narrow slits, M and N, are sources of monochromatic light
and the light waves emerging from them are in phase.

A screen is placea parallel to the slits and at a distance d from
them, where d is vary large compared to the distance between
them. The point G on the screen is equidistant from the mid-points
of tho- two alitc.

MP,

aS

i/ there is a point H on the screen such that the difference
between the distances from each slit to H is equal to N where
h is the wavelength of the light, one would expect to see in
In the vicinity of H

A. no interference pattern.
B. a boundary between a bright and a dark band, passing

through H.
C. a dark band, centred on H.
D. a bright band centred on H.
E. a white band near H.

IT. The sketch shows the pattern of circular waves produced by a moving
source S in a tank of water. Given that sound can be described
as a wave motion and that the pitch of a particular sound increases
with frequency, which of the following phenomena might be predicted
from this pattern?

A. The intensity of sound from a
moving source varies inversely tut
the square of the distance from the
source.

B. The pitch of a musical note from a
vibrating string varies with the
tension of the string.

C. The sound of a passing automobile
horn to an observer by the side of
a road drops in pitch as the car
passes.

1'. The velueity of propagation of sound
waves increases without a change in
pitch as the sound passes into a denser

medium.
E. The second harmonic is equal to twice 16-
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. e f.: 1-e-3 . p e i : 3 1 : .. 1 -' " r ! . ) n r :')
.. !", r 1 t ' 11! .0 to .-r-1. : t. n: .."m. %rro". ..t.:. tr: .i -

ro-!'ttl,t ::r--t. n ..,!qt tls.ro.:7:-. IhP ri':' 1 1 f7.11n c. tIlf, nn4f,.
., onose : t-rf:a of 4,,.r, pit 1,f; s :-. "r? tc

A. of the same shape and size as the
wedge used.

B. widened uniformly by diffraction.
C. narrowed uniformly by diffraction.
D. widened most at the bottom by

diffraction.
E. narrowed moat at the bottom by

diffraction.

19. A ray of blue light passes through a stack of three parallel-sided
blocks made of different materials. The path of the beam is shown.
In which of the three blocks is the velocity of blue light greatest?

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

X.
Y.
Z.

The velocity is
the blocks.
the information
insufficient to

the same in all

given is
be able to say.

20. Sound waves 1 m in length are carried to a man's ear by two
rubber tubes. With which of the following combinations of
tube-lengths will the man hear no sound?

EAR

A. $m m
4

BB 1 m 2.1 m.
4

,

4

C. Im m.

D. 1-
1

m 22 m
4

E. 2 to , 4m.
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21. Hertz detected radiations by means of a spark detector. On placing
his receiver between the source of radiation and a metal sheet, he
found that the strongest sparks resulted at multiples of a certain
distance from the reflecting sheet.This suggests that t!e

s or

A. transverse waves.
B. longitudinal waves.
C. waves, but gives no indication as to whether they are

transverse or longitudinal.
D. ultrasonic radiation.
E. some form of energy moving through air with the

speed of light.

22. In the spectrum of the sun a continuous spectrum is crossed by

many black lines (Fraunhofer lines). Which of the following
statements is correct?

A. The black lines are caused by Fraunhofer diffraction
at the telescope.

B. The black lines are caused by the absorption of light
in the gases of the sun's atmosphere.

C. The spectrum of the sun lacks the spectral lines of all

the elements present in the sun.
D. The black lines come from the combustion of elements

at the sun.
E. The spectrum of the sun is changed in the space between

sun and earth by cosmic radiation.

23. From observations that Vega is a bright blue-white star while
Regulus is a bright orange star, we can conclude

A. that Vega has a higher surface temperature than Regulus.

B. that Regulus has a higher starface temperature than Vega.

C. nothing about their surface temperatures.
D. that both stars generate energy by the proton-proton

reaction to form helium.
E. that Vega is cooler than the sun.
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24. The figure shows a circuit in which the switch S is closed for
a few seconds and then opened. The two plates, X and Y act as a
capacitor which acquires a charge Q, with a potential difference V
and stored energy W. Switch S is now opened and a block of
polythene is slid between X and Y. It is a close fit but does not
touch either of them.

=7
Which of the following statements is true?

V VOLTS

pote. tal ce ard the
s'.ored e .eri7, all

. ci-cfase.
capar:.ta te t..%e Dote,:t:al

ffere.. %:7
. cana.!la.r!e L.:.!rases pole-tial differs -e

ntored e de':rease.
char 'e s sa77.e bt the stored e-er777 athe pote

'rf 1.:oth ! .,rease.
thr_. ope-, all remal'.

25. Two electrically charged spheres are suspended from the same point by
insulating threads of equal length and repel each other so that the
threads make equal angles with the vertical. What can be said of
the balls?

A. Their masses and charges are
equal.

B. Their masses are equal, the
charges may or may not be.

C. Their charges are equal, the
masses may or may not be.

D. The ratio of charge to mass
is the same for both.

E. The repulsive force on each
must be equal to ite weight.
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26. Two small charges of +2A.0
4 cm apart as shown. Where
placed so that there is no

42 C

1i!';1 MI MAILABLE

and -6# C respectively are placed
should a third charge -8 C be
net force on the -6,0P, C charge?-6"

4-
A. 4 cm left of the -6/4C charge.
B. 16 cm left of the -6/4 C charge.
C. 16 cm right or the charge.
D. 8 cm left of the -6,4C charge.
E. 8 cm right of the -4C charge.

?EA /17

27. Three parallel metal plates of equal area, equally spaced apart
as shown, can be arra.:gei either as in fig.1 or as in fig.2
to a supply of V volts.

Pig.

QI

V VOI.T$

ss. .

Pig. 2

IMMIIMMINENMIID... 'o ec t

If Q1 is the charge stored when connected as in fig.1, and Q
2

the charge stored when connected as in fig. 2, the ratio

: Q
2
is equal to

A, 1 : 4.
B. 1 : 2.

C. 1 : 1.

D. 2 : I.

E. 4 : 1.
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2. If . there :luopendf:d by on in.uloting thread in attracoo.
nbject, one con otat,_ with certainty that

. the' :sphere had n net oppolite chnrgo.
the .:phoro J .1-cod conductor.

U. the iphere acquirr(i net oppooite charge by
induction.

D. thQ aphvro i., 3 ,:00,1 conductor and hod a net oppo Ate
chary.
non of thu ibove con be definitely concluded.

29. To convert a galvanometer into a voltmeter, a resistance R is
connected to the galvanometer. What is the value of R in
relation to the internal resistance of the galvanometer and
how is it connected?

A. R is low and connected in parallel across the
galvanometer.

B. R is low and connected in series with the galvanometer.
C. R is high and connected in parallel across the

galvanometer.
D. R is high and connected in series with the galvanometer.
E. Any o1 the above may be correot, depending on the

desired sensitivity.

30. In the circuit shown, the current through the 2 ohm resistor is
2 amp. What is the potential difference across the 13 ohm
resistor? 2 OHM

A. 13 volts.
B. 17 volts.
C. 26 volts.
D. 27 volts.
E. The data are insufficient.

3 OHMS

l3 OHMS

31. An electric water heater, which is thermally well-insulated so that
no heat is lost to the surroundings, takes 20 minutes to boil
a certain quantity of water when the power supply voltage is 240
volts. Suppose the power supply voltage is 200 volts instead.
'icy long will the heater now take to boil the same quantity of water
if the resistance of the heating element remains approximately
constant?

A. ..to: t.

B. .tea

C. Ho -:#., 20

D. ';.07:t 24 ':Les

E. ;f)
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32. Each resistor in the diagram has the same resistance R. What
resistance will be measured between terminals X and Y?

A. 2R.
B. a

3
C. R.

D. R.
2

E. R.

3

o!:.co..e proposes to desiir. u clerltrtr: rotor so tht.t
.:;;F:.1 to operate a f)letr.c re' orator rshich ?ill, i

T)ro7ide the .:oltage to dr.i e the motor in sl:ch a wa:,
freclAenc:, of rotatio of the :rotor cor.sta-t.

1.osa1 wo.;1. ork because

:Et./17

it CR be

turn:, aloe
that the
Nis pro

more (-arre..t No',1a i e prod ..:1 the renerator he

thr motor -a!':

:,. of the directio of rotatio .
of the :r.duced .;oltage.
of the magnetic field tat would be set

t::e ge_erator ar a no tor, some e cry wo ;1:1 al was
be tra.sformel to heat.

34. Under which of the following circumstances is an e.m.f. NOT
induced in a conductor in a uniform magnetic field?

A. The magnetic field is moving at right angles to the
conductor.

B. The conductor is moving at right angles to the
magnetic field.

C. The magnetic field and the conductor do not move relative
to each other, but the magnetic field is inoreaeing.

D. The conductor is moving parallel to the magnetic field.
E. The magnetic field and the conductor are stationary

relative to each other, but the magnetic field in
dying away to zero.
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35. no following dnta are provldLa for the operation of n T.V. tuba.

.:lectron ben: current 100/4

Final anode potential Q 10 kV
"leas of electron (n) . 9 x 10

-31
kg

Charge on the electron (o) R 1.6 x 10-19 C

the electron.; t.ake a .spat of area 10-2 en
2

on the acreon)w:lat is the propaure exerted by the olectrona absorbed there
:o calculation uae the value of - of the electron a;
, -12 kc
ox10 e approxil,otely

:.. 4.6 x Mb?.
B. 5.3 x 10'3 N/ 2.

C. 3.5 x 10
.2

Nt.:
2

.

D. 6.1 x Nt12.

E. 8.2 Nitm2.

36. A thermionic diode valve is connected in the circuit shown.

Which of the following would appear on the screen of the oscilloscope?
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37. The p-n-p transistor shown below is to be used to amplify an

input signal

INPUT
3 1GtstAL

B A SF. AtIPLIPIED
S I(PAt

Which row in the following table is correct?

The base voltage with
respect to the emitter is

The base voltage with rem-
peat to the collector is

. positive positive

negative negative

C positive

......

negative

D negative positive

E negative

4

zero

TEA/17
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.*.ppose there 18 isolatel mercury atom, H ti all :, at rest,
7:11ich en. is a photo:1 of freue%cyltpand wavelen7th 1PN . :mmed-
:ately after enissio of the photon, it is certai. that

-'11

e

:e . state.
at Least o:e the highest e.err7y level.

emit an electron.
.lave at least o:e, electro.: wiiich is in a lower eerrcy
level that. t .:!as before.

39. An atom with atomic number Z and atomic mass (mass number) wchanges into one with atomic number Z 1 and atomic mass W.which of the following nuclear changes could have taken place?

A. The emission of an alpha particle.
The emission of a beta particle.
The emission of gamma rays.
The absorption. of a de'iteron and then emissio:. of a
neutron.
The absorptio of a neutron and the emissioi-. of a
gamma photon.

40. Ira photon collides with a free electron

A. energy is conserved; momentum is not.
7. momentum is conserved; energy; :,, is not.

both er.ergy and mome.t!Im are conserved.
neither eergy nor momentum reed be conser?ed.
momentum is conserved; the nature of the collision
determi i-es whether e erf:y is co:iserved.

ElL OF BOOKLET 17
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The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 lEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA /M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/Ml/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
1EA/M2/.tage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

t /I PAW TM, hTl1 ME Al T1.1
i tt 411(}ha A *4l 1. A$14
NOIll.ThuAt 44111;11. nF

!Dv( ATKIN

. 1 , 1 , +1

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: TYPe of Instrument

E a Examination (student)
Q = Questionnaire (student)
T a Teacher questionnaire
S = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I 6 = II and IV
2 a II 7 = II and IV
3a III 8 = I and IV
4 = IV S = IV Specialist
5 a I and 1I N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L a Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 a All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:1412LERIW2L01541111.21

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Science Pra,:tical IIInstrument Name

Data Bank Instrument Number E2SX
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Practical tests were used only in Japan Population II

and Enrjand Populations II and IV. These data will not

be doe.,:ntntc.3 in the Six-Subjc.ct Data Bank.

16?
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This test is concerned with some of the practical
abilitis that are important in science, such as being able to
read instructions and carry out simple manipulations, to
observe accurately and record observations in an appropriate
way, and to select the best method and equipment for a
particular purpose.

The questions will ask you to carry out instructions
and to observe and record the results.

In most questions you are asked to choose the best
answer from a number of alternatives and to circle the letter
corresponding to it.

Here is an example.
Which one of the following would you use to weigh a large

crystal of copper sulphate to an accuracy of 0.01 gram?

A. A measuring cylinder.
B. A compression spring balance reading in 0.5 Kg. to 10.0 Kg.
C. A set of household (kitchen) scales.

A chemical balance.
A milliammeter.

A measuring cylinder is used to measure volume, not weight.
Similarly, a milliammeter is uned to measure small electric
currents. Hence we are left with B, C, and D, all of which are
used for measuring weight. But, of these, only the chemical
balance would be capable of weighing a crystal to 0.01 gram, so
that is the correct answer and the D should be circled as shown.

In these questions you will have to make measurements or
oth'r observations and record the results in a different way. All
you have to do is to follow the instructions carefully.

You will h ve plenty of time, so do not hurry. But you
will have to plan your work and to organise your time efficiently
as, of course, the ability to do this is an important part of
laboratory work.

Do not waste time on questions you do not understand or
cannot do. Leave them and pass on to the next ones; you can
always come back to those you leave later if there is time.
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alid 5 refer to the following outline shape.

The outline shown above represents a leaf, the area of
which is to be determined.

Using the scissors provided, cut out the shape very care-
fully so that the cut-out has a thin black margin all round the
el e.

Place the cut-out shape on the graph paper which is
printed at the end of this question. Hold it flat. Use a sharp
pencil to draw a thin line round the shape as close as you can
to its edge. The pencil should be touching the edge of the cut-
out shape all the time as you draw round it.

1. Count the number of complete squares inside the out-
line and circle the letter corresponding to the
number you obtain. The number of complete squares
inside the outline is between

A. 67 and 76
B. 77 and 36
C. 87 and 96
D. 97 and 106
E. 107 and 116

2. Count the number of part squares inside the outline
and circle the letter corresponding to the number
you obtain. The number of part squares inside the
outline is between

A. 35 and 44
A r anl

C. an7
D. 65 and 74

75 and 84
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3. Add the number of complete squares which you counte,1
for question 1, to half the number of part squares frail
counted for question 2. Circle the letter correspond-
ing to the resulting sum.

The resulting sum, which represents the area of th,,
leaf shape is between

A. 121 and 125 square units
B. 126 and 130 square units
C. 131 and 135 square units
D. 136 and 140 square units
E. 141 and 145 square units

Leave your cut-out shape pinned to the graph paper.
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' r. r zb i !We frlii i cif the Goo npec i .

Fhotograph 1 1 uf a nurmal fly ant photf,rraph a fly that had
level.:Ted from an egg which hai N'en irra.iiated before it hatched.

I
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WhIJI one of the following liatu g,vvr otily 1ht
i,astlAres in which the two Cles qifferent?

A. Number of joints in the legp, coloiAr, eyes;.B. Size of head, number of joints t tre Lndycolour.
C. Length of the thorax, eyen, cf
D. Site of head, length r'
E. Eyes, shape of the bo:
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In quotion 5 select from the following list of
observation.; those which you believe are most appropriate to

the experiments which you are asked to carry out.

dissolves L. ro residue

B. Solid does not dissolve H. Black residue

Black precipitate forms U. Pale yellow residue

1'. White precipitate forms O. Colourless droplets form
Red-brown precipitate forms P. White steamy fumes evolved

F. Green-grey precipitate forms 4. Solid sublimes
G. Precipitate dissolves later R. Pungent gas evolved

H. Precipitate does not dissolve S. Brown gas evolved

I. Colourless solution forms T. Green-yellow gas evolved

J. Greenish yellow solution forms U. Inflammable gas evolved

X. White needle-shaped crystals V. Gas evolved which relights a
form glowing splint

5. Add dilute sodium hydroxide solution slowly, to each of
tubes X, Y and Z until it is present in excess in each

case. Complete the following table for each tube; one
letter selected from A to V above is to appear in each

blank space, each pair representing what you think are

the two most appropriate observations in each case.

Tube

X

4

Observations

Y
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.tuestions 6, and 8 refer to the printed scale shown
below.

Cut out the scale and use it to measure the distance
between the ends, X and Y, of the two lines drawn below.

T

S

6. The distance between the two ends is

A. 0.7 scale units
B. 0.73 scale units
C. 0.75 scale units
D. 0.77 scale units
E. 0.8 scale units

7. The unreliability of the measurement just given is

A. 0.1
B. 0.07
C. 0.05
D. 0.03
E. 0.01

8. It is suspected that the paper scale you have used
shrinks and expands with atmospheric humidity, that
is the amount of moisture in the air. The best way
to imestigate whether or not this happens would be to

A. measure the listance between the two ends referred
to in 6 every day for a month and see how the
result varied.

B. soak the scale in water and check its length against
a metal ruler.

C. check the length of the scale against a wooden
ruler.

D. soak the sole in water and check its length against
a wooden ruler.

E. check the length of the scale each day for a month
against a metal ruler.
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9. Set up the circuit as shown in the diagram from the
apparatus provided.

By inserting the ammeter at position A, B, oz C in the
circuit measure the following and record your results
in the spaces provided.

I. The current taken from the accumulator

II. The current through Li

III.The current through L2
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PRACTICAL TI.;!:T2

The limited pre-testing of practical items (ST 2 and 3) we were
able to do and the comcients we have received from Nataonal Centers
and the otht.r nource:; hAv confirmed the view that certain practical
skills and abilities desirable in ucience education can be tented by
our tostinr instrumontr.

Accordingly, as you know, we have included some "pencil and
paper practical items" in tests IIA (I11.04A), (IEL/4B) and IVA
(IEA/10A) Science, and we are offering frrt%er lists, which require
a very modest amount of equipment, as a national or school option.
In this way we hope to obtain informat!.on, not only about achieve-
ment in science under varying school conditions, but also about the
effectiveness of different kinds of test items.

The tests being offered as National Options are

II Science Practical 1 1/2 hours
IV Science Practical 1 1/2 hours
IV Biology Practica) 1 hour
IV Chemistry Practical 3 hour
IV Physics Practical 1 hour

More time has been allowed than is likely to be needed by the
students to carry out the actual operations. This has been done to
allow time for the general organisation of the test and to remove
from the students any sense or pressure.

The behavioural categories of the practical items can be expressed
as follows.

I The ability to use simple apparatus and to implement
simple procedures.

11 The ability to observe chalices/differences in structures
or systems under investigation and to rer,ord such chances/
differences in ways that yield maximum relevant information.III The ability to select appropriate apparatus and/or proce-
dures for a ravel experimental problem.

Th,: attached note sets out the information that should be given
scasels concerning the conditions and criteria) : required for thet,..tr any ccnr'uct of th, actual teztjt.z.

r.
tcrts rr.on)d be ocorpd by thr cr:O.co1s and ti.r:

ty Center:..
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We shall be grateful if you will let us know an soon on possible

if you intend to carry out science testing in practical abilities.

nehnol:

These tests of practical abilities important in the learning of

science are part of an international study and have been co decimed

as to require only the simplest of fneilitie!: and materials and to

need very little in the way of preparation by the teacher.

The provision of a laboratory or a practics1 room is not essential,

but each st..dent should have an ildevate area of suitable, flattopped

working space and to have reasonable access to water (for washing up

etc.) and to places for the disposal of solid and liquid wastes.

For some tests gas (or some equivalent) for heating will be required.

In nom:, cocas, marked 4' in the tppended lists, one set of apparatus

can be us Pd for up to five or six students, but if this is done the

npplratus must be disconnected and restored to its original position

before each new student begins thit section of the test. The student

should not, of course, be told what the various substances and materials

ere.

There should be a clock with a sweep second hand (not a stop clock)

so placed that all students can see it.

The tests should be marked according to the given schedules and

returned to the National Centers.

Nequireents for TT Science

Each student to have

a sharp pencil

a pair of scissors

ping

a Bunsen burner or similar source of heat

one tube containing 1 cm 3
of solution (approximately 1 M iron "III

chloride eC13) labelled X

one tube containing I cu3 of solution (approximately 1 M zinc
sulphate 7.n30

4
) labelled Y

Practical

one tube containing 1 or 3
of solution ( approximately 1 M macnesiun

1 .1,
"

I. 21:;)prd Len;:er bb.sut c: :As i.:;-p; .c.e.

2 X ::odic: ;. hydroxide :41C,I; solution and labelled an such



a splint for tortihg for oxygen
* n 2 volt accumulator

a resistor

an ammeter

wire connections

2 lamps in holders with suitable terminals

E2SX

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

any emribinations tht
are suitable for thu
question may be used
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The basic procedures to be followed in he testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 M.A./M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 LEA/MI/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IRA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
LEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

L s 1...t0 Mt ts I VI tI t
LDs 41'014 it I 4141
141ttitAt IhSt IL (11

thiC A Ctt

t

t i 1,.

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings coneernine the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E = Examination (s:
Q = Questionnaire (
T = Teacher questi.
S = School questice.

2: Student Population

I = I
2 = II
1 = III
4 = IV
5= I and II

3: Subject

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 2, All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more twin one in,,tmment of the same type.

6= II and IV
7 m 1, II and IV
8 = I and IV
S m IV Specialist
N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaiit

Instrument Name CcIrnef: Practical IV

Data Bark Instrument Number ELI:V.

of 1'4
4' )
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Practical tests wure used only in Japan Population II

and Encland Populations II and IV. These data will not

be ci:)ci.n.entesi in tho Six-Ilutt Data Bank.

183
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This test is concerned with some of the practical abilities
that are important in science, such as being able to read instruc
ti,:'.:t ansi carry c.,:t simpi mqnipulations, to observe accurately an
record observations in an appropriate way, and to select the best
method and equipment for a particular purpose.

The questions will ask you to carry out instructions and to
observe and record the results.

In most questions you are asked to choose the best answer
from a number of alternatives and to circle the letter correspon-
dinj to it.

Here is an example.
Whi,lh one of the rollowing would you use to weigh a large

crystal of copper sulphate to an accuracy of 0.01 gram?

A. A measuring cylinder
B. A compression spring balance reading in 0.5 Kg to 10.0 Kg
C. A set of household (kitchen) scales
0 A chemical balance
E. A milliammeter

A measuring cylinder is used to measure volume, not weight.
Similarly, a milliammeter is used to measure small electric cutrenta.
Hence we are left with B, C and D, all of which are used for
measuring weight. But, of these, only the chemical balance would
be capable of weighing a crystal to 0.01 gram, so that is the correct
answer and the D should be circled as shown.

In these questions you will have to make measurements or
other observations and record the results in a different way. All
you have to do is to follow the instructions carefully.

You will hr.ive plenty of time, so do not hurry. But you
will have to plan your work and to organise your time efficiently
as, of course, the ability to do this i. an important part of
lal.oratory w)rk.

Do not wa.;te time on questions you do not understand or
cannot do. Leave th,,m and pass on to the next ones; you can
always cone back to those you leave later if there is time.
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,uestions 1 to 5 refer to the following experiment 14.ich
:y.,;; are required to do.

You are provided with a small quantity of organism F, a
beaker of warm water (roughly 4500, and three labelled tubes.
One these tubes contains a liquid that is poisonous to the
organism. one contains a nutrient solution and the third contains
dil7tilled water but you are not told which.

Read carefully through the whole of the question before
:ou begin work.

Divide the sample of organism F into three approximately
equal portions. Place one portion in each of the tubes P, Q
and R. Shake eacb tube vigorously for a few seconds so that
the organisms are evenly dispersed in the liquid. (It is best
to place your thumb over the mouth of the tube while doing
this, but wipe it dry before moving from one tube to another).

Stand all three tubes in the beaker of warm water.
Shake the tubes gently occasionally but take care that

none of the mixture spills out. After five minutes examine each
tube.

Select from the following list of observations the one
which you think best describes what you observed in each case.

A. No observable change occurred in the solution.
B. The solution became hot.
C. Gas bubbles were produced.
D. Gas bubbles were produced and the solution markedly

changed colour.
E. The solution became hot and gas bubbles were produced.

1. The statement that best describes what happened in
tube P is

A. B. C. D. E.

2. The statement that best describes what happened in
tube Q is

A. B. C. D. E.

3. The statement that best descibes what happened in
tube R is

A. B. C. D. E.
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::ow take tube , and put half its contents into tube P
and half into tube h. Again stand the tubes in the warm water

the beaker, shakin:7 them gently occasionally. After fi7e minutes
tie

The statement that best describes what hac. now happened
in tube P is

5. The statement that best describes what has now happened
in tube R is

A. B. C. D. E.

In question 6 select from the following list of observa-
tior.r tnose which you believe are most applicable to the experiments
which you are asked to carry out:

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

3.

I.

J.

K.

Solid dissolves
Solid does not dissolve
Black precipitate forms
White precipitate forms
led-brown precipitate forms
Green-grey precipitate forms
Precipitate dissolves later
Precipitate does not dissolve
Colourless solution forms
Greenish yellow solution forms
White needle-shaped crystals

form

L.

M.
/T.

0.

P.

R.

S.

T.

U.
V.

No residue
Black residue
Pale yellow residue
Colourless droplets form
White steamy fumes evolved
Solid sublimes
Pungent gas evolved
No gas evolved
Green-yellow gas evolved
Inflammable gas evolved
Gas evolved which relights a

glowing splint

6. Heat separately each of the substances 3 anc:
with liquid W until no further change occurs and then
cool. Do not boil. Use about as much of or
as will pile on this circle and about 0.5 cm? of
W. Complete the following tale for both cal and -73

A letters selected from A to V above are to appear
in each blank space, representing what you think are
the most appropriate observations in each case.

Substance treated
with solution W Observations

/,

E4 S X
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7. Set up the circuit as shown in the diagram from the
apparatus provided.

Using the voltmeter or the ammeter as necessary, measure
the following and record your results in the spaces pro-
vided.

I The voltage
II The voltage
III The voltage
IV The voltage
V The current
VI The current
VII The current

across L
1

across L
across R
across the accumulator
taken from the accumulator
through Li
through



PRACTICAL M1T3

The limited pre-testing of practical items (ST 2 and 3) we were

able to do and the comments we have received from Nat::onal Censers

and the other sources have confirmed the view that certain practical

skills and abilities desirable in science education can be tested by

our testing instruments.

Accordingly, as you know, we have included some "pencil end

paper practical items" in tests IIA (IEA/4A), TIP (IEA/4B) and 3VA

(IEA/10A) Science, and we are offering furt%er lists, which require

a very modest amount of equipment, as a national or school option.

In this way we hope to obtain ',..nformatfon, not only about achieve-

ment in science under varying school conditions, but also about the

effectiveness of different kinds of test items.

The tests being offered as National Options are

ti1S1 COPY AVAILABLE

II Science Practical 1 1/2 hours

IV Science Practical 1 1/2 hours

IV Biology Practical 1 hour

IV Chemistry Practical 1 hour
1

IV Physics Practical 1 hour

More time has been allowed than is likely to be needed by tLe

students to carry out the actual operations. This has been done to

allow time for the general organisation of the test and to remove
from the students any sense of pressure.

The behavioural categories of the practical items can be expre.:Jed
as follows.

I The ability to use simple apparatus and to implement

simple procedures.

II The ability to observe changes /differences in structures

or systems under investigation and to record such changes/

differences in ways that yield maximum relevant informtion.
ITI The ability to select appropriate epparetun and/or proce-

dures for a novel experimental problem.

The attached note sets out the information that should be given
to ccneols concerning the conditions anl mteriall reqaired for. the
tr:;tf. An! condtv.t of actull tceting.

tclte 1).7? occrc.d z.r:hool!.

N-Jtional Centers.
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We shall be grateful if you will let us know as Laon as possible

if you intend to carry out science testing in practical abilities.

Note on recticel ter to be rend by National Centeis to perticiaetinr

achoe)e

There tests of practical abilities important in the learning of
science are part of an international study and have been ao designed
as to require only the sinplest of facilities and materials and to
need very little in the way of preparatn by the teacher.

The provision of a laboratory or a practical room is not essential,
but each stl.,ent should have an adequete area of suitable, flattopped
working space and to have reasonable access to water (for washing up
etc.) and to places for the disposal of solid and liquid wastes.

For some test; gas (or some equivalent) for heating will be requirea.
In sone cares, marked 4' in the appended lists, one set of apparatus

can be used for up to five or six students, but if this is done the
apparatus must be disconnected and restored to its original position
lefore each new student begins that section of the teat. The student
should not, of course, be toad what the various substances and materials
are.

There should be a clock with a sweep second hand (not a stop clock)
so placed that all students can see it.

The tests should be marked according to the given schedules and
returned to the National Centers.

Repiree.ente for IV science Practical

Each student to have

a tube containing 10 cm3 distilled water labelled P
a tube containing 10 cm3 127 sucrose solution labelled Q
a tube oontainiaa k0 cm3 caturated sodium chloride (NaC1)
solution labelled R

about 10 g fresh yeast labelled Organism F

a large beaker or jar of warm water (00 50°C at the
beginning of the experie,ent)

rack for teat tubes

a buzz: en (or eiailar) burner

a tele centa::n:na a quantity of nuLateaee (lead II oxide
3e1):.11er', eele.t,ece

A t: be coateiLing a tT,e11 .ntity of subetenqe (lead IV oxidePb ) lbelled eubeteace02 e

a livat:! bek..r (elout 10D ce3) containing raraxinately 5n Lci
3atf:13cd )iqu:d W

0IN



* n 2 volt accumulator

a resistor

an ammeter

a voltmeter

wire conneciAons

2 lamps in holders with suitable terminals

E4 SX
'LSI COPY AVAILABLE

any combinations that
are suitable for the
question may be used
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The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
LEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 TEA/MI/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
TEA /M2 /Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA /M3 /St age 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

I :
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full detalls, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E Is Examination (student)

m Questionnaire (student)
T = Teacher questionnaire
S * School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 = I 6 = II and IV
2 = II 7 = 1, II and IV
3 = III 8 = I and IV
4 = IV S = IV Specialist
5 = I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L = Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 = All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Type

One cr two Characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Biology Practical IV

Data Bank Instrument Number E4SxB
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Practical tt:;tn wve used only in Japan Population 11

and i:ncland Population:: II and IV. Th(.11e data will not

bv au,:ur:::tc.:1 in thc, lqx-1:;u1,jc.ct Dat%
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teqt is concerned with some of the practical abilities.
:...-ort-nt in surh as beinr: able to read inctru--

cu' oA;:;ple :Janipulations, to observe accurately
anu reccruobservati:ns in an appropriate way, and to select the
ieo, anl equ4L,ent for a particular purpose.

The cueions vill ask you to carry out instructions and to
oboez.ve ana r,..cord the results.

In moot questions you are asked to choose the best answer
from a number o;.' alternatives Rnd to circle the letter correspon-
,i.nF to it.

Hero is an example.
Which one of the following would you use to weigh a large

crystal of :topper sulphate to an accuracy of 0.01 gram?

A. A measuring cylinder
B. A compression spring balance reading in 0.5 Kg to 10.0 Kg
C. A set of household (kitchen) scales
(35), A chemical balance
E. A milliammeter

A measuring cylinder is used to measure volume, not weight.
Similarly, a milliammeter is used to measure small electric currents.
Hence we are left with B,C and D, all of which are used for measuring
weight. But, of these, only the chemical balance would be capable
of weighing a crystal to 0.01 gram, so that is the correct answer
and the D should be circled as shown.

In these questions yDu will have to make measurements or
other observations and record the results in a different way. .111
you have to do is to follow the instructions carefully.

You will have plenty of time, so do not hurry. But you
will have to plan your work and to organise your time efficiently
as, of course, th ability to el:. this is an importint part of
laboratory work.

Dc not waste time on questions you do not understand or
cannot ds. Lew, them and pass on to the next ones; you can
always CDM:? back to those you leave later if there is time.
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.0eotions 1 to 5 refer to the following experiment which
you are required to do.

You are provided with a sm811 quantity of organism F,
a beaker of warm water (roughly 45 C), and three labelled tubes.
One of these tubes contains a liquid that is poisonous to the
organism, one contains a nutrient solution and the third contains
distilled water but you are not told which.

Read carefully through the whole of the question before
you begin work.

Divide the sample of organism F into three approximately
equal portions. Place one portion in each of the tubes, P, Q
and R. Shake each tube vigorously for a few seconds so that the
organisms are evenly dispersed in the liquid. (It is best to
place your thumb over the mouth of the tube while doing this,
but wipe it dry before moving from one tube to another.)

Stand all three tubes in the beaker of warm water.
Shake the tubes gently occasionally but take care that

none of the mixture spills out. After flve minutes examine
each tube.

Select from the following list of observations the one
which you think best describes what you observed in each case.

A. No observable chanee occurred in the solution
B. The solution became hot
C. Gas bubbles were produced
D. Gas bubbles were produced and the solution markedly

changed colour
E. The solution became hot and gas bubbles were produced

1. The statement that best describes what happened

in tube P is

A. B. C. D. E.

2. The statement that best describes what happened
in tube Q is

A. B. C. D. E.

The statement that best describes what happened
in tube is

A. B. C. D. E.
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::ow take tube q and put half its contents into tube P and
nalf into tube R. Again stand the tubes in the warm water in the
bea:ier, shakin6 them gently occasionally. After five minutes
examine the contents.

4. The statement that best describes what has now
happened in tube P is

A. B. C. D. E.

5. The statement that best describes what has now
happened in tube R is

A. B. C. D. E.
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,uestions 61 7 and 8 refer to the photograph.

The photograph on page 3 shows the distribution of small
,Irraniss in a container of water when illuminated from above by
a bright source of light.

u. In arder to obtain the best estimate of the numbers of
organisms at different light intensities it would be
necessary to count the numbers present per unit area
on the photograph at the following positions: (circle
one)

A. Either points a, b and c, or points d, e and r
or points g, h and i.

B. At three points chosen at random from a, b, c, d,
e, f, g, h, or i.

C. Along the diagonals points a, e, and i, or points
g, e, and a, that is, across: the rows but at diff-
erent distances from the light source.

D. At positions a, d and g; positions b, e and h and
at positions c, f, and i.

E. None of these.

7. Cut a 2.5 cm square hole in a piece of paper.
Place the top left-hand corner of the square hole
against the bottom right-hand corner of the label b
on the photograph so that the sides of the hole are
parallel to the sides of photograph. Count the
number of organisms in the square hole. (N.B. Any
light spot is an individual animal).
Repeat this process at positions e and h.
The average number of animals per 2.5 cm square of
photograph at these points is

A. 3.
B. 5.
C. 7.
D. 9.
L. 12.
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8. Which of the above graphs most accurately represents
the variation of density of animals (measured as
number of animals per unit area) at different depths.
The position of a is at 1 unit of depth, the position
of b at 2 units of depth and the position c at 3 units
of depth.

A. Graph A
B. Graph B
C. Graph C
D. Graph D
E. Graph E
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1 Aro: '1 ref,?: to the photocraiJh o:

cal..efully and you will see that
of (.:11 can be distinguished from Fli

1% of featurc.s. select what these
l!ic three !Icts of lists, one each from

196
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A. Black tip to abdomen + stripes on abdomen
B. winds + stripes on abdomen
C. Rounded tip to abdomen + two stripes on abdomen
D. Rounded tip to abdomen + small wings
E. Pointed tip to abdomen + four stripes on abdomen

10. A. Distinct head + two eyes
B. Two stripes on abdomen + pointed abdomen
C. Two stripes on abdomen + large wings
D. Pour stripes on abdomen + pointel abdomen
E. Large wings + three pairs of legs

11. A. Large wings + four stripes on abdomen
B. Pour stripes on abdomen + two eyes
C. Black eyes + rounded abdomen
D. Wings with veins + rounded abdomen
E. Three pairs of legs + two stripes on abdomen
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- rer to the foll().4.1...

The outlin! shown above represents a leaf, the area of
which i.' to be determined.

Using the scissors provided, cut out the shape very
carefully so that the cut-out has a thin bleak margin all round
the ed3e.

Place them cut -out shape on the graph paper which is
printed at the end of this question. Hold it flat. Use a sharp
pencil to draw a thin line round the shape as close as you can
to elce. The pencil should be touching the edge of the
cat-,at shape all the time as you drew round it.

7
1

,unL the number coldete squares inside the out-
line and circle the letIr corresponding to the
numb' - yoa obtain. The numser of complete squares
i. between

LO and 76
B. 77 ana 86

6 and 9u
nr.3 106

()-7 and lio

rc ant the number of p:trt squares inside the outline
lni circle the letter corresponding to the number
you obtain. The number of part squares inside the
cItlilie is between

S7.13
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14. Add the number of complete squares which you counted
for question 12, to half the number of part squares
you counted for question 13. Circle the letter
corresponding to the resulting sum.

The resulting sum, which represents the area of the
leaf shape is between

A. 121 and 125 square units.
B. 126 and 130 square units.
C. 131 and 135 square units.
D. 136 and 140 square units.
E. 141 and 145 square units.

Leave your cut-out shape pinned to the graph paper.
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-Mich o. the following investigations would the
Tonral techn!que or measuring the areas of leaver
used above, adapted where necessary, not be
appropriate?

A. Testing the hypothesis that plants growing in
partial shade havr larger leaf areas than plants
of tne same spec' growing in sunny positions.

B. Determining the L -.age number of stomata per
unit area of a leaf.

C. Measuring the rate of loss of water per unit area
of leaf surface due to transpiration.

D. Comparing the rate of loss of water due to trans-
piration between leaves with waxy cuticleu and
leaves without waxy cuticles.

E. Studying the rate of growth of a given leaf on a
living plant.

END OF BOOKLET 21
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The limited prt-tertinc of practical itms (ST and j) we were

able to do and hv comment.; we have received from National Centers

and the ether sourcen have confirmed the view that certuin practical

skills and abilities desirable in science education can be tented by

our teatinr inntrue.nin,

Accordingly, ac you know, we have included nome "pencil nnd

paper practical ittnn" in test:, IIA OrAPIA), III (liv./410 and 3VA

(Ir /loA) !;cirnect and we rare offerinc further liL;to, which requir

a very modest nmount of equipment, an a national or school option.

In this way we hope to obtain information, not only about achieve-

ment in science under varying school conditions, but also about the

effectiveness of different kinds of test itesn.

The tests being offered as National Options are

II Science Practical 1 1/2 hours

IV Seim:0 Practical 1 1/2 hourn

IV Biology Practical 1 hour

IV Chemistry Practical 1 hour

IV Physics Practical 1 hour

More time has been allowed than 13 likely to be needed by the

students to carry out the actual operations. This has been done to

allow time for the general organisation of the test and to remove

from the students any sense of pressure.

The behavioural categories of the practical items can be expressed
nu follows.

I Thv ability to use nimple apparatus and to implement

simple procedures.

II The ability to observe changes/differences in structures

or systems untler invostigation and to record such chaneen/

differences in ways that yield mximum relevant information.
111 The ability to select appropriate apparatus and/or proce-

dures for a noicl exdrimnts1 problem.

The ottsched note sets out the information that should be given
to scizools con.;,. -rning the conditions, and r,Itrriala required for the
tr:,tr an-! th co::d»ct act':n2

bA r.c{ red by

ty N%tionol Centc.r:i.
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We shall be gratefol if you will ltt us know au noon an pos:dble

if you in:end to carry out :Joie:Ice testing in practical

Nolo tin tort:. to be rtild bv

nchool:.

These ttists of practical abilities important in the learning of

science rite part of on intern7lional study and hlve been so deriened

as to require only the simplest of focilitg^s and materiels nnd to

need very 11;t:k, in the way of preparation the teacher.

The provision of a laboratory or a practicel room is not ensentiall

bat -ach student should have on adequate area of suitable, flat-torped

working space and to have reasonable access to water (for washing up

etc.) and to places for the disposal of solid and liquid wanton.

For some tests gar (or some ec:uivslent) for heating will be required.

In nom:: car-os, marked 4" in the appended lists, one set of appa._stup

can be u.led for up to five or nix students, but if thin is done the

ap;.:ratus mast be disconnected and restored to its: original position

beer each n.: :Ancient begin:; th..t section o' the test, The student

should not, of course, be told wh;:t the various substances and materials

are.

There should be' a clock with a sweep second hand (not a stop clock)

no placed that all students can see it.

The tents should be :narked according to the given schedules and

returned to the Notional Centers.

Ellapireents for ly /Nractical Biolqa

Each student to have

a tube containing 10 cm3 distilled water labelled P

a tube containing 10 em3 12% sucrose solution labelled Q

a tube containing 10 cm3 saturated solution sodium chloride (NaCl)
labelled R

abcut 10 g frcnh yeast labelled Orgcnium F

larct-: begecr or jat of wnrm rater (45° - 50°C at tile beginning: of
exp,:rfnent)

rack for te-:t tJbes

ruler cr:Jdn.lted in cm to 0.1 cm

p:Ar of fin- sccrorn

si,e.:t of plain %pr or thin card

0:fop p-nell

pins
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The basic procedures to be followeu in the main testing of the SEA Six-Sulject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Ceerltnators
IEA/M3 Manual for Teat Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for Natieeal Centers
IRA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administraters

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

. eiit *Of ..) ,
111/.. A .., 161 .. I

ant ;.!.ti %ST
t

.

The following extracts from these menuals have been appended to this particular
lEA instrument to provide reaeerchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information fe.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variabler :0 the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: TYpe of Instru*ent

E a Examination (student)
q Questionnaire (student)
T Teacher questionnaire
S School questionnaire

2 : Student Pc!pulation

1 I 6 a II and 7V
2 a II 7 a I, II and IV
3 = III 8 a I and IV
4 IV S IV Specialist
5 a I and II !I NA: Teacher or School ,:uesticenaire

3: Subject,

$ a Science
R Reading Comprehension
L Literature
M Mother Tongue Deeding Comprehension and Literature)
E a English as a Foreign Language
F Frencn as a Foreign Language
C Civic Edu%ation
2 All Fe:age 2 Subjects
3a11Stage3Subjects
5 All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Sub6ects

4-5:Inetrument Within Type,

One ex* two characters used whan necessary to uniquely identifi each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same tyre.

Instrument Name Chemi.ftry Practical IV

Data Bank Instrument Number El4SXC
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Practical tc;A:; were th.ed only in Japan Population II

and Fncla 1-k.pulation.:. II an0 IV. ThcLie data will not

be hi tiii
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YOPTL\T1X: IV CHEMISTRY PRACTICAL (National Option)

ANIABLE

This test is concerned with some of the practical abilitieo
that are important in science, such as being able to read instruc-
tions and carry out simple manipulations, to observe accurately
and record observations in an appropriate way, and to select the
best mAhod and equipment for a particular purpose.

The questions will ask you to carry out instructions and to
observe and record the results.

In most questions vou are asked to choose the best answer
from a number of alternatives and to cr.rcle the letter corresponding
to it.

Here is an example.
Which one of the following would you use to weigh a large

crystal of copper sulphate to an accuracy of 0.01 gram?

A. A measuring cylinder
B. A compression spring balance reading in 0.5 Kg to 10.0 ;,p;
C. A set of household (kitchen) scales
(41 A chemical balance
E. A milliammeter

A measuring cylinder is used to measure volume, not weight.
SilLilarly, a milliammeter is used to measure small electric currents.
Hence we are left with B, C and D, all of which are used for
leasuring wei:ht. But, of these, only the chemical balance would
tie capable of weighing a crystal to 0.01 gram, so that is the correct
answer and the D should be circled as shown.

In these questions you will have to make measurements or
othtr observations and record the results in a different way. All
you have to do is to follow the instructions carefully.

You will have plenty of time, so do not hurry. But you
will have to plan your work and to organise your time efficiently
as, of course, the ability to do this is an important part of
laboratory work.

Do not waste time on questions you do not understand or
cannot do. Leave them and pass on to the next ones; you can
alwnyn come back to those you leave later if there is time.

200
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In questions 1, 2 and 3 select from the following 11..t of
observations those which you believe are most appropriate to the
experiments which you are asked to carry out.

A. Solid dissolves
B. Solid does not dissolve

Black prPcipitate forms
White precipitate forms

E. Red-Brown precipitate forms
F. Green-grey precipitate forms
G. Precipitate dissolves later
H. Precipitate does not dissolve
I. colourless solution forms
J. Greenish yellow solution for=
K. White needle-sha.:,ed crystals

form

L. :!o residue
N. Flack residue
r. Pa) yellow residue
0, colourless droplets form
F. White steamy fumes evolved
Q. Solid sublimes
E. Pungent 1,,as evolved
S. Brown as evolvea
T. Green-yellow as evolved
U. as evolved
V. Gas evolved which relights a

glowing splint

1. Heat separately each of the substances '7( and /4? with
liquid W until no further change occurs and Ahen cool.
Do not boil. Use about as much of 4 o;4;:.;L as will
pile on this circle nand about 0.5 cm of W. Complete
the following table N-5 both 'X and /3 ; A letters
selected from A to V above are to appear in each blank
space, representing what you think are the A most
appropriate observations in each case.

Substance treated
with solution 1.,

Observations

/-I
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Heat solid substance:r carefully in an ignition tub
until no furthter chan:e occurs. Use about thr
quantity of crystals which would pile on this circ]e

Circle tha four most appropriate letters which represent
your observations, that is A of the following letters
should be circled.

A BCDEF GHIJK
L M N 0 P Q R S T U V

3. Add dilute sodium hydroxide solution slowly to each of
tubes X, Y and Z until it is present in excess in each
case. Complete the following table for each tube; one
letter selected from A to V above is to appear in each
blank space, each pair representing what you think are
the two most appropriate observations in 9aoh case.

Tube Observations

X

Y

END OF BOOKLET 22
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PRACTICAL T1 ;TS

The limited pre-testing of practical items (ST 2 and 3) we were

able to do and the comments we have received from National Centers

and the other sources h.ive confirmed the view that certain practical

skills and abilities desirable in science education can be tested by

our testinr instrumPnts.

Accordingly, as you know, we have included some "pencil and

paper practical items" in tests IIA (IEA/4A), III (IBA/4R) and IVA

(111A/10A) Science, and we are offering further lists, which require

a very modest amount of equipment, as a national or school option.

In thin way we hope to obtain information, not only about achieve-

ment in science under varying school conditions, but also about the

effectiveness of different kinds of test items.

The tests being offered as National Options are

II Science Practical 1 1/2 hours

IV Science Practical 1 1/2 hours

IV Biology Practical 1 hour

IV Chemistry Practical 1 hour

IV Physics Practical 1 hour

sore time has been allowed than is likely to be needed by the

student: to carry out the actual operations. This has been done tc

allow time for the general organisation of the test and to remove

from the students any sense of pressure.

The behavioural categories of the practical items can be expressed
as follows.

I The ability to use simple apparatus and to implement

simple procedures.

II The ability to observe changes/differences in structures

or systems under investigation and to record such changes/

differLnces in ways that yield maximum relevant information.
III The ability to select appropriate apparatus and/or proce-

dures for a novel experimental problem.

The attached note sets out the information that should be given

schools concerning the conditions and mlterinli required for the
ti-:;ts th,.2 cot.duct of the actunl testing.

te.;ts should be scored by the school:. and

Cr:nters,
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We shall be grateful you will lot us know es soon as possible
if you intend to carry out science tooting in practical abilities.

Note on yrectical tests to be send by National Centern to artici221ina
echoole

These tests of practical abilities important in the learning of
science are part of on international study and have been so designed
as to require only the simplest of facilities and materials and to
need very little in the way of preparation by the teacher.

The provision of a laboratory or a practical room is not essential,
bet each rtudent should have an Adequate area of suitable, flattoy:ped
working space and to have reasonable access to water (for washing up
etc.) and to places for the disposal of solid and liquid wastes.

For some tests gas (or some equivalent) for heating will he required.
In som cases, marked Y in the appended lists, one set of apparatus

can be ueed for up to five or six students, but if this is done the
apparatus must be disconnected and restored to its original position
before each new student begins that section of the test. The student
should not, of course, be told what. the various suLetances and materials
are.

There should be a clock with a sweep second hand (not a stop clock)
so placed that all students can see it.

The tests should be marked according to the given schedules and
returned to the National Centers.

Requirements for IV Practical Chemistry

Each student to have

one ignition tube

a bunsen (or similar) burner

a tube containing a small quantity of substance (lead II oxide
RIO) labelled sunstance LA

tube containing a small quantity of substance (lead IV oxidePb0
2
) labelled substance 1

a tube containing a small quantity of substance (lead II nitrate
Pb(NO

3
) erysta)s) labelled substancer

a lippc.c' beaker (about 100 cm3) containing approximately 5 M LC1
and labelled liquid W

a tube coeteining 1 cm' of solution (L;prc.xitAtely 1 ti iron 111
chloride FeC13) lebelled X

a tube containing 1 cm 3
of eolution (approximately 1 M zinc

sulphate ZnS0
4
) labelled Y

k'09



a tune contianint, 1 cm' or solution kapproximately 1 M wagneuium
sull ate MnS0

4
) labelled Z

a ::mall lipped beaker containing about 100 cm3 of approximately
2 N .odium hydroxide solution labeller' 4S such

a rack for test tubes

a splint for testing for oxygen

10
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TEA SIX-SUBJE.:T SURVEY INSTRUMENTS
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The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the lEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA/M1 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
rEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 IEA/Ml/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
ISA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA /M3 /Stage 3 Manual for Teat Administrators

These manuals are available frc ERIC Clearinghouse.

or P4.4 ug
rrorAT,:. At. «MI.

I.
tC6,:.1.0%

Iet.

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E Examination (student)
Q Questionnaire (student)
T Teacher questionnaire
$ = School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1I 6 = II and TV
2 = II 7 = I, II and IV
3a III 8 = I and IV

= IV S = IV Specialist
5 at I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L it Literature

M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E = English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C = Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

14-5:Instrument Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is snore than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name Phyogic;; Practical IV

Data Bank Instrument Number ELISXF
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This to -t is concerned with some of the practical abilities
t.:at are important in science, such as being able to read instruc-
tions and carry out simple manipulations, to observe accurately and
record observations in an appropriate way, and to select the best
method and equipment for a particular purpose.

The questions will ask you to carry out instructions and to
observe and record the results.

In most questions you are asked to choose +he best answer
from t number of alternatives and to circle the letter correspon-
ding to it.

Here is an example.
Which one of the following would you use to weigh a large

crystal of copper sulphate to an accuracy of 0.01 gram?

A. A measuring cylinder
B. A compression spring balance reading in 0.5 Kg to 10.0 Kg
C. A set of household (kitchen) scales
51 A chemical balance
M. A milliammeter

A measuring cylinder is used to measure volume, not weight.
Similarly, a milliammeter is used to measure small electric currents.
Hence we are left with B, C end D, all of which are used for
measuring weight. But, of these, only the chemical balance would
be capable of weighing a crystal to 0.01 gram, so that is the
correct answer and the D should be circled as shown.

In these questions you will have to make measurements or
other observations and reco.d th' results in a different way. All
you have to do is to follow the instructions carefully.

You will have plenty of time, ao do not hurry. But you
will have to plan your work and t- crganise your time efficiently
as, of course, the ability to do this is an important part of
laboratory work.

Do not waste time on questions you do not understand or
cannot do. Leave them and pa:;.s on to the next ones; you can
ilway7 come back to those you leave later if there is time.

acid
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4uestions 2, 3 and 4 refer to the printed scale shown
below.

S

Cut out the scale and use it to measure the distance between
the ends, X and Y, of the two lines drawn above.

1 . The distance between the two ends is

A. 0.7 scale units
B. 0.73 scale units
C. 0.75 scale units
D. 0.77 scale units
E. 0.8 scale units

2. The unreliability of the measurement just given ie

A. 0.1
B. 0.07
C. 0.05
D. 0.03
E. 0.01

3. It is suspected that the paper scale you have used shrinks
and expands with atmospheric humidity, that is the amount
of moisture in the air. The best way to investigate
whether or not this happens would be to

A. measure the distance between the two ends referred
to in the question every day for a month and see
how the result varied.

B. soak the scale in water and check its length against
a metal ruler.

C. check the length of the scale against a wooden ruler.
D. soar. the scale in water and check its length against

P woolfin ruic!r.

sheer th lengti. tne scale each day for a month
against a metal ruler.
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vithic' of the given areas do you consider to be the best
estimate of the area enclosed by thin outline, unin7

.;a1e ou havp ...ut out?

A. 1.t avare uLits
B. :2.0 square unit!).
C. 2. ri squal.2 units
D. 3.0 square units

5.3 square units

5. Set up the circuit a: shown in the diagram from the
apparatus provided

Usillr the voltmeter cs the ammeter as necessary, 7..easu-,e
the following and record your results in the spaces
provided.

I The voltage across L
II The voltage

1

across L
III The voltage across R2
:V The voltage acrosr the acc=ulator

The current taken from the a:::cu2ulator
VI The current through L1
'VII The current through L,

11111.
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11ing the apparatus provided set up a simple pendulum with
a length of 5u cm. Now find the period of oscillation of the
pendulum. The period of oscillation is the time it takes to make
one complete swing, that is from one extreme of the swing to the
other, nnd back again. It can also be taken from the time the
pendulum passes through its central position until it passes
through this position again moving in the same direction.

You have 20 minutes to choose one of the following methods
and to complete the experiment and you should use the most
accurate and reliable method of finding the period of oscillation
within this available time.

Method A. Find the time of 25 swings. Repeat this process as
many times as possible and work out the average time
for one swing from the results.

Method B. Find the number of swings in one minute. Repeat as
many times as possible and work out the time for one
swing from the results.

Method C. Find the time for 100 swings. Repeat this a second
time and then work out the average time for one swine.

Method D. Find the time for 1 swing. Repeat this 50 times, and
then work out the average time for one swing.

Method E. Find the number of swings in 3 minutes. Repeat this
twice more and then work out the average time of a
swing from the results.

6. Which method did you choose?

A. B. C. D. E.

7. Underline the valve closest to that you obtained

1.00 1 02 1.04 1.06 1.08 sec.
1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 "

1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 "

1.30 1.32 1.34 1.36 1.38 "

1.40 1.42 1.44 1.46 1.48
1.50 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58
1.60 1.62 1.A4 1.66 1.68
1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 tt
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The limited pre-testinG of practical items (ST 2 and 3) we were

able to do and thv comments we have receivA from Nat:onal Centers

nnd the ether sources hive confirmed the view that certnin practical

akills ona abilities desirable in ucience education can be tested by

our testing instruments.

Accordingly, as you know, we have included some "pencil and

paper practical items" in tests 1IA (IEA/4A), (II L/ and IVA

(ILA/10A) Science, and we nre offering frrth...r lists, which require

a very modest amount of equipment, as a national or school option.

In thin way w' hope to obtain information, not only about achieve-

ment in science under varying school conditions, but also about the

effeetvenesn of different kinds of test item n.

The tests being offered as National Options are

II Science Practical 1 1/2 hours

IV Science Practical 1 1/2 hours

IV Biology Practical 1 hour

IV Chemistry Practical 1 hour

IV Physics Practical 1 hour

More time has been allowed than in likely to be needed by the

students to carry out the actual operattons. This has been done to

allow time for the general organisation of the test and to remove
from the students any sense of pressure.

The behavioural categories of the practical items eon be expressed
as follows.

I The ability to use elmple apparatus and to implement

simple procedures.

II The ability to observe charges/differences in structures

or systems under investigation and to re:ord such changes/

differences in ways that yield maximum relevant information
III The aLility to select approlciate apparatus and/or proce-

dures for a novel experimental problem.

The attached note acts out the information that should be given
t' schools concerning the conditions and m.teriall required for the

Pnl thy' cesduct of the Lctal ter:ting.

tirts rLould be scored by the nt-A.c.,(,)n nnd

Natioh,1 Centers,
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We shall be grateful .f you will let us know no scion as possible

if you Intend to carry out science testing in prnctical nbilities.

Note on ea.eetil tee r t bc' r"d bv

schosl:

These tests of prnctical abilities important in the learning of

seienre are part of nn international study and h vo been no denirned

as to require onl: the siL.plc..t of facilities and n9terials and to

need very in the way of preparation by the teacher.

The provision of n laboratory or a practice' room is not escential,

bat -ach CiAlaent should have an adequnte area of suitable, flattoped

workinr space find to have reasonable ncceziu to water (for washing up

etc.) and to pinen for the dispocal of solid and liquid wastes.

For some to rts gas (or some equivelcnt) for henting will be required.

In some cases, marked 4' in the appeaded lists, one set of apparatus

can be used for up to five or six students, but if this in done the

apparatus oust be disconnected and restored to its original position

before each new student begin:: that section of the tent. The student

should not, of course, be told what the various substances and materials

arc.
There rhould be a clock with a :.weep second hand (not n stop clock)

so placed that all students can see it.

The tests should be marked according to the given schedules and

returned to the National Centers.

Reenireents for TV rractical Physics

Yach student to have

a sharp pencil

a pair of scissors

* a 2 volt accumulator

a resistor

an mveter

a voltmter

w'3 re conLectionn

2 3.11::ipn in iloldcrn with suitable
terelnels

tiny combinations that bre
suitable for the question
may be used

a pendulw3 bob tied to 10(..) co of fine thread

a meter rule

a retort stand with boss and clamp

two strips of metal to act an jaw; of tne pendulum support

W.1.8



TEA SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

The basic procedures to be followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2 LEA/ma Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

Stage 3 'EA/MI/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
TEA/IQ/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators

These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

DENIPTINC YI ri mf A. T11

EDUCATION N wt :elf
TIATIONAt

EDUNA

, Pitt , :tt .
r 1.

. -rn yr, Na I A.r: ,1
s r ,t A *,?. N, .1
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The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E Examination (student)
Q= Questionnaire (student)
T Teacher questionnaire
S s School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 m I 6 = II and IV
2 7 = 1, II and iv
3 = III 8 = I and IV
4 m IV S = IV Specialist
5 = I and II N = NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S m Science
R gis Reading Comprehension
L at Literature
M s Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)

= English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C Civic Education
2 se All Stage 2 Subjects
3 = All Stage 3 Subjects
5 All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instrument Within Tyne

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

instrument Name TOUS-Under$tandinA the Nature of Science,

Data Bank Instrument Number E2SN
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111"
we are now ready to start Section T. The questions in this section

d,a1 with ho scit:.tints work. In cuirinc th,- questions, read each

que.-tic,n, choose the 1 ^st answer and nark your choice in Section T on

the an:lwer card. Are there any question!:?"

Make su:,e that stuient:4 understand what they are to do.

Then t;ziy:-

"Becin working."

After 1,) :!inute

"About :hill the time has cone. Rememb.,r, do not waste time on the

que:tiens you do not know how to do."

After !%in-ate!: sys:-

"Sto; w.king and )..3 your rt.ncils down."
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UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE OF SCIENCE

Irk/ E2SN

COPY Nvt,i1ABLE.

1. Modern scientists can solve more complicated problems than
the scientists of the part because they

A. know that many of the ideas of earlier scientists were
wrong.

B. have more imagination than earlier scientists.
C. can build on the ideas and discoveries of earlier scientists.
D. are more intelligent than earlier scientists.
E. receive a better education than earlier scientists.

2. Betty is planning an experiment on the conditions required for
seeds to germinate. She knows that they need water and ai= and
thinks that warmth and light may also be necessary. She plans
to set up one experiment in whi,111 seeds of varirus kinds are given
water and air in a warm light place.
What ether experiments shotid she set up?

A. One other in which the seeds are without water and air and
are kept in a cold, dark place.

B. Onc. other in which the seeds are without water and air and
are kept in a cold, light place.

C. One other in which the seeds have water and air and are
kept in a cold, dark place.

D. Two others; one in which the seeds have water and air and
are kept in a cold, light place, and one in which the s':eds
have water and air and are kept in a warm, dark place.

E. Two others, one in which the seed.: have water and air and are
kept in a cold, dark place and one in which the sccild aee
without water and air and are kept in a warm, light place.

3. All the following play some part in scientific discovery, but
one of them is more characteristic of scientific investigation
than the ot'ar-:. Which one is it?

A. Measurement and calculation.
B. Using complicated apparatus.
C. Making experimental measurements more accurate.
D. Checking through the work of earlier scientists.
E. Testing ideas by observation and experiment.

4. Scientific discoveries have come fro=
A. many countries of the world.
B. only countries with big industries.
C. only countries with large popuLtions.
D. almost all the countries with free education for all.
E. only countries where the governments finance research.
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In the pest, important scientific discoveries were made by
clergymen, statesmen, businessmen, and others who worked on
science as amateurs. Why i; this less true today?

lEAP;T

A. Men in other professions are less interested in science
today than they used to be.

B. Scientific research today requires many years of specialised
preparation and training.

C. Important discoveries cannot be made today without expensive
equipment, which only scientlats possess.

D. Only professional scientists have the abilities needed to mike
important discoveries.

E. Everyone now his to work so hard at his own job that there
is not time to work on science as an amateur.

6. We do experiments when we are learning science because

A. experiments are used to test ideas by experience.
B. experiments enable us to learn better.
C. experiments make learning more interesting.
D. we can show that we all get the same results.
E. it is important to learn to handle apparatus skilfully.

7. Why should one make a written note of all the observations made
when carrying out a scientific investigation?

A. One might forget them, and they may turn out to be important
later.

B. It is a good way to train powers of observation.
C. It trains one to think clearly and write accurately.
D, Good scientists always do it.
E. One is supposed to have a complete record of what one has

done.

8. Which of the following is the most complete statement of what
scientists study?

A. Atoms, radiations, life.
B. Substances, energy, living things.
C. Matter, space, waves.
D. Plants, animals, micro-organisms.
E. Molecules, earth, stars.

9. Which one of the following is the best description of a
scientific experiment?

A. Measurements mide to find the value of a physical constant
to a greater degree of accuracy.

B. Observations made to learn more about natural phenomena.
C. Observitions made under controlled conditions to test a

given hypothesis.
D. Studies made with scientific equipment to verify natural laws.
E. Measurements made under specified conditions to support crude,

unaided observations.
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10. A scientist predicted that an experiment would ceme out in 1
certain wey. When he dii 'he experiment, the result was di!"-
ferent free what he expected. As a scientist, which of thf_
follo,ing would be nie most lieely reaction?

A. "1 should not hive a prediction before trying -01%
the experiment.'

B. "I will improve the exaeriment and made it come out in
the way I predicted."

C. "1; I had better equipment for the experiment, I would
get the right results."

D. "If I practise long enough, it will come out in the wa:!
I want it to."

E. "Something was wrong either with my prediction, the experi-
ment, or my observations."

11. When new evidence that does not fit into a well-established
scientific theory appears, which one of the following do
scientists usually do?

A. Discard the theory and produce a new one.
B. Modify the evidence in such a way that it does fit the

theory.
C. Keep the theory because it has proved useful and ignore

the new evidence.
D. Change the theory in such a way that the evidence can fit it.
B. Design experiments to refute the new evidence.

12. The test cf the validity le e scientific iteory is thet theory-

A. makes it easy to understand the world we live in.
B. stimulates further scientific investigation.
C. gives a cimple picture of a complicated pattern of natural

events.
D. makes a clear distinction between what are facts and what

are beliefs.
E. exp_ains alp. the known facts related to certain phenomena.

13. An astronomer in Australia repor's that he has seen evidence of
plant growth on the planet Venus. Scientists will accept this
report as important evidence if

A. other ini:Tendent observations confirm the report.
B. the species of plants have been identified.
C. the Australian government certifies the observation an correct.
D. other astronomers agree that there is oxygen on Venus.
E. the astronomer in Australia is a biologist n3 well as nn

astronomer.
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of the following is the principal aim of scientific
investigi tion?

A. To verify what has already been discovered about thc
physical universe.

T. To describe and explain natural phenomena in terms of
principles and theories.

C. To discover, collect and classify es many facts as possible
about inanimate and animate nature.

D. To provide the people of the world with the means for
leading happier lives.

E. To make the world more teanologically advanced and co do
without hard physical labour.

lc. John Smith is a very imaginative young person. If he does not
become a scientist, what is the most likely explanation?

A. He might not want to give up his freedom of thought.
R. Imaginative people usually become artists or writers.
C. He might like some other field of work better than science.
D. Science is too factual and gives no scope for the imagination.
E. A scientist has to bf. objective which is impossible if one

is imaginative.



IEA SIX-SUBJECT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS
BEST CM

The basic procedures to b; followed in the main testing of the IEA Six-Subject
Survey were set out in a series of manuals:

Stage 2

Stage 3

IEA/M1 Manual for Natinnal Centers
IEA/M2 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3 Manual for Test Administrators

LEA/M1/Stage 3 Manual for National Centers
IEA/M2/Stage 3 Manual for School Coordinators
IEA/M3/Stage 3 Manual for Test Administrators
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These manuals are available from ERIC Clearinghouse.

The following extracts from these manuals have been appended to this particular
IEA instrument to provide researchers with the minimum necessary test instruction
information (e.g., such things as the instructions on the practice items and the
warnings concerning the amount of time left for the test have been omitted here).
For full details, please consult the appropriate manuals.

The Data Bank Instrument Number which appears below is a new number, assigned
.since the instruments were administered for the purpose of easily linking items
in the instruments with the resultant variables in the Data Bank holdings. Each
such variable is named in the codebook using the new instrument number and
(usually) the number of the item within the instrument from which the variable is
derived. The key to the new instrument numbers is as follows:

1: Type of Instrument

E Examination (student)

Q a Questionnaire (student)
T Teacher questionnaire
S School questionnaire

2: Student Population

1 =I 6 = II and IN
2 = II 7 =T, II and IV
3 III 8 = I and IV
4 IV S = IV Specialist
5 I and II N a NA: Teacher or School questionnaire

3: Subject

S = Science
R = Reading Comprehension
L Literature
M = Mother Tongue (Reading Comprehension and Literature)
E English as a Foreign Language
F = French as a Foreign Language
C a Civic Education
2 = All Stage 2 Subjects
3 All Stage 3 Subjects
5 All Stage 2 and Stage 3 Subjects

4-5:Instument Within Type

One or two characters used when necessary to uniquely identify each
instrument when there is more than one instrument of the same type.

Instrument Name TOUS-Understanding the Nature of Science

Data Bank Instrument Number E4SN
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UNDERSTANDING_ NATURE oF SCIENCE 131q kis r Ni/tILABLF

1. Which of the following i. the mo:;t complete statement of what
scientists stud!?

A. Atoms, radiations,
B. Substances, energy, living things.
C. Matte-, space, wives.
D. Plants, animals, micro-organisms.
E. Molecilles, earth, stars.

Which of the follo4ing in the best description of a scientific
law?

A. A good guess about how things happen in Nature.
B. A rule that a scientist follows when he is working.
C. A statement that summarises similir events in nature.
D. A concise summary of the results of an experiment in

mathematical terms.
E. A description of natural events by thc? use of theoretical

ideas.

3. Gay-Lussao carried out many experiments with gases and observed
that when gases are heated, their volumes always increase in the
same way provided that the pressure remains the same. Gay-Lussac
expressed this by saying, "at constant pressure, the volume of
a given mais of gas varies directly with the temperature." His
statement i3 an example of

A. the formulation of a scientific theory.
B. the testing of a scientific hypothesis.
C. the statement of a scientific law.
D. a deduction from kinetic theory.
E. stating the result of a scientific experiment.

4. Which on of the following is the beat description of a scientific
experiment?

A. Measurements made to find the value of a physical constant
to a greater degree of accuracy.

B. Observations made to learn more about natural phenomena.
C. Observations made under controlled conditions to test a

given hypothesis.
D. Studies made with scientific equipment to verify natural laws.
E. Measurements made under specified conditions to support crude,

unaided observations.

5. If a botanist wants to determine the factors that contribute to th(
growth of a ce-tain plant, which of the following things would be
least likely to help him?

A. To fornulltA an h:rpothesis base,1 on he this sacs '-z

7'. To find the mathema':cal equation thas fitn the rlant's cqrvp
-.. To think about the factors that eontrihute to the r-rowth oe

plants.
n. 7n look the subject up in the library *.

To talk his problem over with other botanists.

0 441
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. 4 sientist predicted that an experiment would come out in a cer-
tain way. When he did the experiment, the result was different
from wh.t ho expected. As e scientist, which of th,- followin
would be his mo t likely reaction?

A. "I should not hivr? made a prediction before trying out the
experiment."

B. "I will improve the experiment and make it come out in the
way I predicted."

C. "If I had better equipment for the experiment. I would get
the right results.

D. "If I practise long enough, it will come out in the way I
want it to."

E. "Something was wrong either with my prediction, the experiment,
or my observations."

7. When new evidenoe that does not fit into a well-established
scientific theory appears, which one of the following do
scientists usually do?

A. Discard the theory and produce a new one.
B. Modify the evidence in such a way that it does fit the theory.
C. Keep the theory because it has proved useful and ignore the

new evidence.
D. Modify the theory in such a way that the evidence can fit it.
E. Design experiments to refute the new evidence.

8. Which one of the following best describes the purpose of a scien-
tific theory?

A. It provides the final answer to a scientific question.
B. It gives directions for making use of scientific discoveries.
C. It relates facts and explains different natural events.
D. It suggests good methods for carrying out scientific experiments.
E. It implies the que;tiJns that lead to further important exp.ri-

ments.

9. In the 17th century, Newton formulated his laws of motion and the
theory of universal gravitation, which were eventually accepted
by all physicists. In the 20th century, Einstein proposed the
much broader theory of relativity, which physicists have now
generally accepted. Physicists today consider Newton's ideas as

A. mistaken because of Newton's limited experience.
B. concepts that can be contained within Einstein' theory.
C. applicable only to physical events in the solar system.
D. superior to Einstein's becau_:e they can be used to solve

many physical problems.
E. historically interesting but no longer of much value.
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10. An astronomer in Australia reports that he has seen evidence of
plant gro4t, en th planet Venus. Scienti: :ts will accept
report as importint evidence if

\. other independent observattnns confirm the rep, et.
B. the species of plants have been identified.
C. the Australian government certifies the observation an correct.
D. other astronomers agree thnt there is oxygen on Venus.
E. the astronomer in Australia is n biologist na well an an

astronomer.

11. Which of the following the principal aim of scientific
investigation?

A. To verify what Zia .1 already been discovered about thr physical
universe.

B. To describe and explain natural phenomena in terms of
principles and the theories.

C. To discover, collect and classify as many facts as possible
about inanimate and animate nature.

D. To provide the people of the world with the means for leading
happier lives.

E. To make the world more technologically advanced and so do
without herd physical labet,r.

12. If we ask an astronomer to explain why some stars vary in their
apparent brightness, he will mo t likely give his explanation in
terms of

A. the logical necessity for some stars at least to vary in
brightness.

B. accepted scientific laws and principles.
C. precise mathematical formulae and equations.
D. verified aetrenorel.:al Ants.
E. the theory of the expanding universe.

13. John Smith is a very imaginative young person. If he does not
become a scientist, whit is the most likely explanation?

A. He might not want to give up his freedom of thought.
B. Imaginative people usually become artists or writers.
C. He might like some other field of work better than science.
D. Science is too factual and gives no scope from the imagination.
E. A scientist has to be objective which is impossible if one

is imaginative.
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.ahethe- or n)t el c of Einstein's theories correctly

redizt t!), ffect of gravit7 on light. Thil work bent illus...
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it is imnortant to have an accurate value for the v(locit:t,

C. space travel has unoove-pi new facts thit need explanation.
T). ft t k i 1.on,- tim? befo.0 a theory is fund to br gerer:111
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1 The wo-d modol a npecial leaninii in science and models pla:/
an important part in scientific thinking. An example of '

mi del Li "t!:- atol is like a miniature solar system
composed of Plectr,nn in orbi's round a nucleus containing pre).
tons and neutrons". Which of the following statements about
scientific mcdels is NOT corrilet?

A. Models are mental images snd may not represent reality.
B. Models contain as few Gaol mptions as possitap.
C. Models represent what sciPntista could see with very power-

ful instruments.
D. Models are only tintative and may be modified or discarded.
E. Models are useful because they express the unknown in terms

of the known.


